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Abstract

corporation operating within a globalized marketplace through the reconsideration of
its workplace design. The aim is to achieve a balance between cultural adaptation and
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This practicum sets out to address several challenges faced by a multinational

standardized corporate identity in the design for the hypothetical multinational
management consulting company, Torrent. The balance is pursued in order to
support Japanese and Canadian national-work-cultures, the two cultures on which the
practicum is based, while creating a strong, consistent, and recognizable visual identity
across its different subsidiaries. The practicum asserts that cultural adaptation should
be addressed through the physical structure, and standardized corporate identity
addressed through the symbolic artifacts of the workplace design. The practicum
argues that if conflict occurs between these two themes in the design of a workplace,
precedence should be given to spatial elements essential for responding to a
national-work-culture over elements communicating corporate identity. This
precedence is based on the predetermined nature of national culture and its basis in
the human values of the company’s employees. The practicum’s overall objective is
to demonstrate how both of these themes can be achieved simultaneously in order
to create a balance that benefits both the multinational company as well as its host
country.
The practicum’s outcome involves two design solutions developed for Torrent
based on a single workplace, one responding to Japan’s national work culture, and the
other to Canada’s. A standardized corporate identity is achieved through the
communication of a consistent company identity in both workplace designs. The
practicum’s final design solution is based within the context of a newly constructed
office building in downtown Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
ii
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1.1 Context & Rationale
Globalization has had a profound effect on the marketplaces of the world in
the 20th century; an effect which continues to intensify in the 21st century. Thomas
L. Friedman, an American author and journalist renowned for his writing on the topic,
describes globalization as:
the inexorable integration of markets, nation-states, and technologies to 		
a degree never witnessed before, and in a way that is enabling the world 		
to reach into individuals, corporations and nation-states farther, faster,
deeper and cheaper than ever before . . . . the spread of free-market
capitalism to virtually every country in the world.
								

(1999, p. 9)

Globalization, viewed in economic terms, is therefore an interrelationship between
countries, their markets and economies and inherent technologies. This
interrelationship has largely resulted from technological advancement and the spread
of market-oriented economies around the world. The term “globalization” first came
into use in the early 1980’s as companies engagement in foreign investment and trade
began to significantly increase (Gilpin, 2001). Globalization has thus been the context
in which the development and expansion of the multinational corporation has
occurred.
The multinational corporation, also known as the transnational corporation,
can be defined as a company possessing subsidiaries in two or more different
countries, often for the purpose of expanding their market and acquiring local
resources in an effort to derive greater profit margins. Robert Gilpin (2001), in his
book, Global Political Economy; Understanding the International Economic Order,
states that the foreign direct investment of these corporations, or investments by
corporations in enterprises in countries other than their own, amounts to hundreds of
billions of dollars. This investment has been significantly allocated to industries which
2

provide services (Gilpin). These corporations do not produce a product; rather they

businesses. The quality and efficiency with which these services are provided is largely
dependent on the people who produce them. Consequently, these corporations place
a high value on the people they employ, often referred to as a company’s “intellectual
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provide services which are sold in the marketplace to consumers and other

capital” (Stewart, 2001).
Within developed countries an increasing amount of competition for skilled
employees exists, and corporations must compete to become “employers of
[employee] choice” (Carr, 2004, p. 8). This is particularly true when industries deal
with information technology, innovation, and research. As a result, these
corporations have placed an increasing emphasis on attracting and retaining talented
and skilled workers (Carr), and on finding ways in which they can work more
effectively. Multinational corporations face an even greater challenge, as they must do
this within different cultural contexts.
Multinational companies within the service sector confront additional
significant challenges within the context of globalization in regards to identification
and differentiation within the marketplace. Multinational corporations face
formidable competition in the globalized marketplace, competition that continues to
increase as a greater number of corporations go abroad (Kirkman & Shapiro, 1997;
Wells, Shuey, & Kiely, 2001). In order to survive in this competitive marketplace,
companies need to create a strong, clear, and coherent identity that can be
communicated in a variety of cultural contexts. As customers increasingly buy
products and services based on the company (Sorrell, 1989) (as opposed to the services or products which it produces [Melewar & Saunders, 1999]), the company’s identity takes on a growing significance. This corporate identity should therefore express
who the company is, and connect the multinational corporation’s subsidiaries (Sorrell)
3
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to provide a consistent visual identity over these cultural contexts. Wally Olins (2003),
a renowned expert, practitioner, and author on branding and corporate
identity, states:
As companies mutate into global coalitions with fluid management
structure, shifting boarders, alliances and business activities, brands
increasingly emerge as the most significant spiritual and emotional
glue holding organizations together and representing their reputation
to all the worlds with which they deal. Brands become the prime
manifestation of corporate purpose. That is they are important not just
for their customers, but for the people who work or deal with the
organization as employees, partners or investors. In a changing,
turbulent world in which everything else is opaque the brand’s status
as a symbol of the company and what it makes and sells becomes
central. Apart from having an internal, focusing, stabilizing role, the
brand is an outward symbol of continuity, clarity and coherence.
							
									
(p. 115)
Strong corporate identities are of particular significance for multinational corporations
within the service sector. As these corporations cannot rely on products to carry their
brand, they must, in turn, find other means of communicating their identity.
Globalization and the expansion of multinational corporations have often been
viewed as a threat to indigenous cultures around the world (Wells, Shuey, & Kiely,
2001). The majority of multinational corporations originate from Western countries,
most notably the United States (Carr, 2004). As these corporations expand into
different countries, they bring with them the culture, goods, and products of their
native countries. Within these corporations the organizational structure,
management style, technologies, and practices are often also transferred into these
new countries in an effort to achieve greater efficiencies and reduce costs
(Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 1997). Many believe that these corporations thus
place increasing pressure on indigenous cultures, and fear that their continued
expansion will result in loss of cultural diversity and identity (Wells, Shuey, & Kiely).
It is feared that this loss could potentially lead to the creation of one homogenous
4

global culture based largely on Western values, and thereby deprive people of the

As a result, anti-globalization demonstrations have taken place in different parts of the
world. These demonstrations have been carried out in order to create awareness and
protest these and other issues pertaining to globalization. Multinational corporations
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traditions, values, and practices inherent to different cultures (Wells, Shuey, & Kiely).

are therefore also confronted with the challenge of demonstrating respect for the
cultures of the countries in to which they expand, and helping to ensure each culture’s
continued existence. These challenges must be met in order to reduce and prevent
future backlash against the corporations, establish relationships of mutual learning
and respect between cultures, and to maintain global cultural diversity which provides
an added richness to our human experience.
Design of the workplace interior is a strategy for addressing the challenges of
the service-oriented multinational corporation operating within the context of
globalization. This strategy would involve a workplace design that is responsive to the
national culture of the country the corporation operates in. The implementation of
this culturally adaptive design approach could potentially better support the values,
understandings, behaviors, and practices inherent to the indigenous national-workculture. This cultural adaptation could also potentially increase employee satisfaction
and result in more effective and efficient utilization of resources. Finally a culturally
adaptive design could express respect for the culture, and support the integrity of the
national culture within the workplace, and thus in the overall community.
The strategy would incorporate a design that communicates a
standardized corporate identity. The expression of a standardized corporate
identity in culturally different workplaces would allow the corporation to have a
stronger identity, thereby allowing the company greater recognition and
differentiation in an increasingly competitive marketplace. I argue that reconsideration
5
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of the workplace environment serves as an effective strategy in enabling multinational
service oriented corporations to become more competitive in the global marketplace.
The implementation of either cultural adaptation or standardized corporate
identity in the design of a multinational corporation’s workplace however, should be
carefully considered. On one hand, complete cultural adaptation has the potential for
eroding a corporation’s identity and reduce its prominence in the marketplace. On the
other hand, complete standardization of the workplace has the potential for creating
ineffective workplaces and showing disrespect for the culture in which it is located.
The presence of both elements together, however, would allow the desired benefits of
each element to be better realized, while reducing potential disadvantages.
Consequently, cultural adaptation and standardized corporate identity should be
pursued together in the design of a multinational corporation’s workplace
environment.

1.2 Purpose of Study
This practicum investigates the balance between cultural adaptation and
standardized corporate identity in the workplace design(s) of a multinational
company operating in the service sector of the economy. For the purposes of this
practicum, “balance” is defined as, “something that offsets or counters the weight or
influence of another element” (Encarta Dictionary, 2007). The term, balance, is not
used to suggest an equilibrium or harmony between cultural adaptation and
standardized corporate identity, rather a simultaneous expression of these elements
in the design, in order to maximize the benefits provided by each. The purpose of the
practicum was to bring together these two distinct themes in the design of a
workplace environment, in order to benefit both the multinational corporation and
host countries.
6

The outcome of this practicum comprises a single workplace, designed in two

Torrent. Cultural adaptation was pursued through design responding to the national
workplace cultures of Japan and Canada, each country represented in one of the two
workplace interiors. Standardized corporate identity was achieved through the
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different ways, for the hypothetical multinational management consulting company,

communication of a consistent company identity in both workplace interiors. The
practicum’s final design solution is based within the context of a newly constructed
office building in downtown Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
The practicum demonstrates: 1) how the interior of a workspace can be
designed in a culturally responsive manner, 2) how the design of an interior
workspace can communicate a consistent corporate identity, and 3) how cultural
adaptation and standardized corporate identity can be expressed simultaneously
through the design of the workplace environment. Through the research and
understanding gained in the investigation of these subjects, two designs were offered
as solutions, one for each country.
The practicum is based on an investigation of research based literature and
theory which, after synthesis and analysis, has been applied to the development of a
design. This process resulted in two original design solutions that surpasses
conventional workplace design in supporting Japanese and Canadian national work
cultures, and in expressing Torrent’s corporate identity. The intent of the practicum
was to contribute to the knowledge base in the field of interior design with regard to
culturally adaptive and standardized identity in workplace design.
The continued acceleration of globalization in the world suggests a growing
need for this base of knowledge. Globalization is important to this practicum because
it is the context in which the “multinational-client-corporation” has emerged. Ben
Bernanke, Chairman of the United States Federal Reserve, has suggested that the
7
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impact of globalization on the world economy has a, “faster, broader, and deeper”
presence in the world than ever before, and has asserted that this trend will continue
in the future (Andrews, 2006). As globalization continues to accelerate, it is
conceivable that the number of these multinational-client-corporations will also
continue to increase. As such, a need for interior designers with knowledge and
expertise in the design of standardized corporate identity and culturally adaptive
workplaces would also increase.
The practicum aims to provide interior designers with an investigation process
that can be applied to the design of various corporate workplaces in various countries
around the world. The practicum aspires to increase the relevance of interior design in
the 21st century as an instrument for helping to maintain cultural diversity and
enhancing corporate strategy within the context of globalization. The practicum
accomplishes these goals by demonstrating how through informed investigation,
cultural adaptation and standardized corporate identity can exist, simultaneously, in
the interior design of a workplace environment.

1.3 Users and Context
The user groups within the practicum are comprised of employees and
clients of the multinational corporation, Torrent. In a general sense, the public living in
Japan and Canada belong to the user group as well. A workplace has been designed
in two different ways, each responding to the work-culture of either Japan or Canada.
These workplaces hypothetically exist within each country, however a Winnipeg based
office building provides the hypothetical physical context for each design. It is
important to note that both the multinational corporation Torrent and the Winnipeg
based office building serve only as examples in this practicum. As mentioned
previously, the intention of this practicum is to utilize an investigative design
8

process that can be applied to the design of different corporate workplaces in

building serve as a template for a design and research process which can be applied to
a variety of multinational corporations and building contexts.
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countries around the world. As a result, Torrent and the Winnipeg based office

1.3.1 National Contexts: Japan and Canada
The investigation focuses on the national cultures of two major economic
markets in the world; Japan (Asia) and Canada (North America). These countries are
both stable democracies with educated populations and similar available
technologies. Although both are considered Western countries, the differences in
culture between the two countries are quite profound. These differences carry over
into the workplace, and therefore provide an excellent example of why the design of
workplaces in different countries should respond to culture.
Culture can be analyzed at several different levels including “continental
culture” (i.e., European culture), “national culture” (i.e., Japanese culture), and
“regional/sub- cultures” (i.e., Afro- American culture, feminist culture). National
culture was chosen as the level of analysis for this practicum’s culturally adaptive
design for two primary reasons. First, a national level of cultural analysis is most
appropriate for research pertaining to the multi-national corporation because it is
defined as possessing subsidiaries within numerous countries, and not as possessing
numerous subsidiaries within one country. For example, a company operates within
three different subsidiaries within Japan, all located within Tokyo city. A regional
cultural analysis would therefore be inappropriate for the study because the
corporation only exists in one region within the country.
The second reason national level cultural analysis is appropriate for this study
is because it is the level of analysis at which the most empirical research on cultural
9
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differences exists (Hofstede, 1980; Trompenaars & Hampden- Turner, 1997; Schwartz,
1994 ). This profusion of empirical research is largely due to the ease in which a
person’s national culture can be identified (Dahl, 2004). A person’s identification with
a regional and sub-culture is more complicated and problematic as an individual may
belong to several sub-cultures at the same time (Dahl). National culture as a level of
analysis, however, prevents redundant duplication and significantly reduces
ambiguity in the process of research (Dahl). The conception that different people
coming from the same country largely possess the same values and norms has also
received substantial support (Hofstede, 1991; Smith & Bond, 1998). National culture
therefore serves as the most appropriate level of analysis for this practicum.

1.3.2 Users: Torrent Inc.
Torrent is a global management company that provides business around the
world with consultative advice on ways of improving performance. The company is
hypothetical in nature, but has been based on an existing global management
consulting company. In order to create a more realistic depiction of this type of
company, information was obtained from this existing consulting company and used
as a guideline to inform Torrent’s organizational structure, operations and
requirements.
Torrent provides three main services: management consulting, technology
services, and coordination of outsourcing client company operations. The company
represents the multinational-client-company that has emerged through
globalization. As such, Torrent has offices in eight countries including Japan and
Canada, the countries on which the practicum’s cultural adaptations are based.
Torrent’s service orientation in the marketplace assigns value to people, and not
products. Therefore, improvements in employee productivity and communication of
10

corporate identity may prove to be more significant to its success than it would for a

their business, design involving Torrent workspaces has the potential for impacting
other companies. Torrent maintains a commitment to corporate citizenship through
building mutually beneficial relationships with clients, employees, and the broader
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product based company. Further, because of the performance consulting nature of

community. Torrent’s philosophy is based on core values for: 1) research based
knowledge, 2) global community orientation, and 3) creating client value through
improved business performance.

1.3.3 Design Context: Downtown Winnipeg Based Office Building
The final design solution is based within the context of a newly constructed
Manitoba Hydro office building in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The building was selected for
a variety of reasons including visibility, accessibility, interior spatial qualities,
amenities, and proximity to pertinent facilities and services.
The building stands at 112.5 meters (369 feet) in height, contains 22 stories,
and occupies 64,590 square meters (695,742 square feet) of space (Stoyko, 2007). The
building is located between Portage and Graham Avenues, two of the busiest streets
in terms of vehicular circulation in the city, and on several major bus routes. In an
effort to increase pedestrian traffic at the street level, the building was
intentionally set back from the street and incorporates numerous retail spaces located
on its ground floor. The building is easily accessible by pedestrian and vehicular traffic,
as well as by the city’s public transit system. Coupled with its size and central location,
the building serves is a prominent and highly visible structure in downtown Winnipeg.
The building’s interior space also played a significant role in its selection for
the practicum. Designed primarily as an office space, the interior has large open floor
plates with high ceilings (3310 mm/ approximately 10 and a half feet in height). The
11
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exterior of the building features floor-to-ceiling glazing, which maximizes daylight in
the interior space. The interior space has been designed in order to facilitate future
changes in business processes and technology. Environmentally sustainable design
initiatives, an interior atrium space, and roof top terrace provide a healthy
environment for employees.
The office building also boasts a number of amenities including: 1) an outdoor
courtyard and green space, 2) retail space located on the ground and the second floor,
and 3) an enclosed skywalk that connects the building to other downtown buildings.
Parking is available in an underground parkade and in surrounding lots at the street
level. Conference facilities, restaurants, and fitness and daycare centers are also
located in close proximity to the building.
The building’s innovative state-of-the-art design, its central location in an
urban center, and proximity to other businesses served as important criteria in the
selection of this building as a workplace for the practicum’s client company, Torrent.
The building expresses Torrent’s corporate identity in the form of a contemporary and
functional design, as well as the company’s value for improved business performance
(healthy work environment, design adaptable to future needs, proximity to other
businesses).

1.4 Design Investigation Process
The methods used in the design investigation included a literature review,
informal observational studies, and precedent analysis.
A review of literature was conducted on the two major themes of the
practicum: cultural adaptation and standardized corporate identity in the interior
design of the workplace. The literature reviewed on cultural adaptation is
interdisciplinary in nature, as it is taken from the fields of anthropology, cross-cultural
12

communications, and management. The review of literature on cultural adaptation

in terms of what it is, and how it informs the design of an interior workspace. The
second phase was based on both qualitative and quantitative research of the culturalbased value differences that exist between
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took place in two phases. The first phase was based on theoretical analysis of culture

countries.
Research based literature identified five prominent contributions to
cultural research in this area: 1) Edward T. Hall’s (1959, 1976) cross-cultural
communication concepts, 2) Florence R. Kluckholn and Fred L. Strodtbeck’s (1961)
“cultural value orientations,” 3) Geert Hofstede’s (1980) “cultural dimensions,” 4) Fons
Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner’s (1997) “dimensions of culture,” and
5) Shalom Schwartz’s (1994) “culture-level value types.” Each of these research
contributions outline a number of key differences across the national cultures of
different countries.
In order to create a manageable and applicable framework for this practicum,
a synthesis of these key differences was created. The synthesis was based on
reoccurring themes and relevance to interior design of a culturally adaptive
workplace. The synthesized framework identifies the aspects of culture that are most
essential for responding to each national workplace culture in the interior design of
the workplace. The framework was applied to Japan and Canada, and then further
supported by current literature on the values and work cultures of both countries.
Informal interviews and observations were also undertaken and used to further
support this analysis. Conducted in 2007, these informal interviews and observations
spanned one to four hours, and occurred within the workplaces of companies and
governmental organizations in Japan and Canada. This research and interview process
resulted in the development of two charts, one for each country, that present the
13
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information in a concise and accessible way (see p. 55-67). For the purpose of
demonstrating the application of research to the spatial design of a workplace, the
charts also include potential design implications for each of the key differences in the
work cultures.
The literature reviewed on standardized corporate identity was found in the
disciplines of business management and architecture and interior design. The review
begins with an analysis of the concept of corporate identity, and goes on to explain its
expression in the design of the built environment. This is followed by an
examination of the standardization of a company’s corporate identity in the interior
design of its workplace environments, and its significance for a multinational company
possessing culturally adaptive workplaces. The core values of the practicum’s client
company, Torrent, are expressed through the design composition in order to
communicate the company’s identity in its Japanese and Canadian workplaces.
The literature review concludes with a discussion of how a balance can be
achieved between cultural adaptation and standardized corporate identity in the
design of the workplace. This balance occurs through assigning priority to spatial
elements which are essential for responding to national workplace culture over spatial
elements communicating corporate identity.
The precedent analysis provides examples of the application of several of the
practicum’s design concepts to existing environments and contexts. These
precedents suggest possible approaches and possible implications of these design
concepts. Three precedents were examined, each relating to a different aspect of the
final design. The first precedent, the “Nicola Valley Institute of Technology” located in
British Columbia, Canada, provides an example of culturally adaptive design. It does
this through consideration of traditional aboriginal cultural values and the application
of traditional aboriginal designs and structures in the design of a commercial
14

building. The second precedent, “Mother”, an advertising firm located in London,

communicated through the interior design of a service oriented company’s workplace.
The third precedent, the “Starbucks Coffee Company”, is an example of a
multinational company that expresses a consistent corporate identity through the
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United Kingdom, demonstrates how a company’s corporate identity can be

interior design of it stores located throughout the world.
A design programme was completed outlining the contextual issues, human
factors, spatial requirements, and objectives of the design. The programme included
detailed information on Torrent’s employees and clients, the building and site, as well
as the furniture, fixtures, and equipment needed in the space. The programme was
used to inform the functional and aesthetic spatial requirements of the design.
The final phase of the design process was design development. In this phase
the development of a design strategy was based on the application of the qualitative
and quantitative research, precedent analysis, and programmatic requirements of the
corporation and building. This phase resulted in the practicum’s final design strategy.

1.5 Definition of Terms
In order to provide an accurate understanding of the subject matter discussed
in this practicum, operational definitions for four critical terms are provided. These
terms include “culture” and three sub-concepts of culture including: 1) national
culture, 2) organizational culture, and 3) workplace culture.
Culture is a broadly used word that describes several different concepts.
Originating from the Latin word “colere” meaning “to cultivate,” culture has long been
associated with the concept of human construct (Dahl, 2004). Although no universally
recognized definition of culture exists, the word culture is most commonly used to
describe art, music, and literature as well as other intellectual endeavors collectively
15
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pursued within a society. In Western societies, the word culture is also used to refer
to a level of civilization, development, or sophistication of an individual or society, and
is often referred to in terms of “high or low culture” (Hofstede, 1991). This concept of
culture is associated with “refinement of the mind,” achieved predominantly through
education (Hofstede, p. 5). Culture is also used more broadly to describe collective
human processes, or processes shared by of a group of individuals (Hofstede). These
human processes are comprised of a set of learned values, assumptions, beliefs,
attitudes, and conventions that inform an individual’s rituals and behaviors. This
practicum deals with the third, broader concept of culture.
Cultural researcher and author, Geert Hofstede (1991), suggests that the broad
concept of culture can be broken down into several different layers of analysis. These
layers are comprised of; “national level,” “regional level,” “gender level,” “generational
level,” “social class level,” and “organizational/corporate level” (Hofstede, p. 10). Of
relevance to this practicum, are the levels of national culture and organizational
culture. National culture (also described as “culture” in the document) refers to a
common value system and set of norms held by a population defined by the
boundaries of a nation-state. Anthropologists Kroeber and Kluckhohn define culture
as consisting of:
Patterned ways of thinking, feeling and reacting, acquired and transmitted
mainly by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human
groups, including their embodiments in artifacts; the essential core of
culture consists of traditional (i.e.: historically derived and selected) ideas
and especially their attached values.
						

(Kluckhohn, 1951, p. 86, 5)

Therefore, national culture is based on the ideas and values that inform the behaviors
of a group of people living within the same national context.
Organizational culture, also referred to as “corporate culture,” can be defined
as “the specific collection of values and norms that are shared by people and groups
16

in an organization and that control the way they interact with each other and with

culture also prescribes the “appropriate kinds of behavior by employees in particular
situations and control the behavior of organizational members towards one another”
(Hill & Jones, p. 435). Therefore, organizational culture is comprised of the values and
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stakeholders outside the organization” (Hill & Jones, 2001, p. 435). Organizational

assumptions that have been developed to deal with the varying circumstances
encountered by the company, which in turn inform the behaviors of its employees.
While national culture and organizational culture are similar in that they are
both based on values which inform subsequent behaviors, they are derived from very
different sources and should not be confused. National culture as defined in this
document, is central to this practicum’s investigation. Organizational culture is not a
subject of the practicum’s investigation, but has been defined in so that it is
understood in relation to national culture.
National culture informs another key term in the practicum, “national-workculture” which will also be referred to as “work-culture.” National-work-culture is a
sub-concept of the greater concept of national culture, much as national culture is a
sub-concept of the broader term of culture. It describes national culture specifically as
it pertains to the workplace, meaning the values, assumptions, perceptions, and
understandings in and of work, and how it is done. These, in turn, inform the
behaviors, practices, processes, and interactions that occur in reference to work and
the workplace. National-work-culture is an important concept in the practicum’s
investigation, because the way in which it is influenced by national culture is the basis
for the culturally adaptive design of the workplace.

1.6 Limitations
This practicum is a conceptual investigation, based on the application of theory
17
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and research to design. The conclusions provide only a few possible solutions
regarding obtaining a balance between cultural adaptation and standardized
corporate identity in the interior design(s) of a multinational company’s workplace.
Consequently, the practicum is not generalizable to all workplace design.
A limitation of the practicum in the area of culturally adaptive design is that
the practicum pertains specifically to employees that possess a national cultural
background consistent with the culture of the country they are working in. The
practicum’s design, therefore, does not accommodate employees who have come
from other countries or national cultures, either on a temporary or permanent basis.
The practicum is also limited by the qualitative research produced on the key
cultural differences between countries. While quantitative research in this area
suggests that countries adhere to these differences in varying degrees (i.e., weak
power distance vs. strong power distance), the qualitative research provides little or
no discussion on the degrees of difference. These differences are not defined or
explained, and therefore are difficult to account for in the design.
Finally, the practicum’s theme of standardized corporate identity in the design
of the workplace has been limited to hypothetical values developed for the
hypothetical client corporation, Torrent.
1.7 Overview of document
The practicum consists of six chapters entitled: “Introduction,” “Literature
Review,” “Precedent Analysis,” “Design Programme,” “Design Outcome,” and
“Conclusion.” Chapter one provides an initial orientation and overview of the
practicum project. It explains what the project is, why it is being done, and the
limitations it is subject to. Chapter two consists of a literature review on the two
major themes of the practicum: cultural adaptation and standardized corporate
identity in the interior design of the workplace. The literature review provides the
18

theoretical basis that supports the design investigation. Chapter three consists of a

demonstrated through real-life design examples. The precedents analyzed are as
follows: 1) Nicola Valley Institute of Technology, 2) Mother Advertising, and
3) Starbucks Coffee Company. Chapter four provides the functional and aesthetic
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precedent analysis in which themes explored in the literature review are

spatial requirements of the design. The design programme draws from the practicum’s
theoretical research, information provided by an existing global management
company, and the design context of a Winnipeg based downtown office building.
Chapter five summarizes the final design outcome for a balance between cultural
adaptation and standardized corporate identity in the workplace(s) of the
multinational company, Torrent. Chapter six provides a conclusion and discussion of
potential areas for future study.
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The literature review provides the theoretical basis for achieving balance
between cultural adaptation and standardized corporate identity in the interior design
of a multinational corporation’s workplace environment. The review is thus comprised
of two sections: Cultural Adaptation in the Design of the Workplace, and Standardized
Corporate Identity in the Design of the Workplace. In order to systematically develop
the topic, these two sections are further divided into several sub-sections. The
literature review concludes with a brief discussion of how both themes could be
integrated in order to achieve a balance in the design of a workplace environment.

2.1 Cultural Adaptation in the Design of the Workplace
The literature reviewed on Cultural Adaptation in the Design of the Workplace
informs two different workplace designs; one responding to the national workplace
culture of Japan, the other to Canada. The review commences with an explanation of
culture as a “mental program,” a concept that informs a person’s thoughts and
behaviors, and distinguishes people into different groups or categories. Through an
examination of different theoretical models, the mental program of national culture is
comprehensively examined in terms of its composition, including its foundations and
how it is manifested within a society. Important disparities in the foundations and
manifestations of different cultures are explored through several significant research
studies. These qualitative and quantitative research studies identify several
fundamental differences that exist across cultures. Two charts pertaining to the
national-work-cultures of Japan and Canada are based on two of these research
studies. Differences in the national-work-cultures of both countries are synthesized
and discussed in relation to possible spatial applications for two culturally adaptive
workplace designs. Cultural change is also analyzed in order to examine how these
workplace designs can remain culturally adaptive over time. The section concludes
22

with a discussion of the contrasts between Japan and Canada’s national-work-cultures

design within the workplaces of multinational corporations.

2.1.1 Culture as a Mental Program
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and their application to design, thus revealing the importance of a culturally adaptive

In order to understand how national culture influences peoples’ thoughts and
behaviors in the workplace, it is first important to understand how culture functions
within a person’s psychological composition. Geert Hofstede (1991), a seminal Dutch
writer and researcher in the area of cross-cultural studies, developed a relatively
simple conceptual framework which identifies culture as one of three elements in the
human mind responsible for a person’s “patterns of thinking, feeling and potential
acting” (Hofstede, p. 4). Hofstede called this framework a “mental program.” The
term “mental program” is a construct, meaning that it is has been created to allow for
better interpretation and understanding of people’s thoughts and behavior, but does
not exist in actuality. Hofstede uses the analogy of a computer to describe how the
“program” functions within a person’s mind. Like a computer, the human mind is the
“hardware” from which programs operate. The “programming” of this “hardware”
determines the way in which it functions. Hofstede, therefore, suggests that the mental program (or “mental software”) possessed by each person largely determines their
thoughts, feelings and behaviors. This mental program is comprised of three broad
levels; “human nature,” “culture,” and “personality” (Hofstede, p. 5-6).
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Figure 1. Hofstede’s three levels of mental programming. Retrieved from Cultures
and Organizations; Software of the Mind, 2nd ed. (2005, p. 4). Copyright
property of Geert Hofstede.

Human nature is the most basic and universal level of a person’s mental
programming (Hofstede, 1991). This universal level is shared not just among human
beings but with the animal world as well. This mental program is inherited in a
person’s genes, and is responsible for a person’s basic physical and psychological
functions. Using the analogy of a computer, it is comparable to its basic “operating
system.”
Culture is the collective level of a person’s mental programming (Hofstede,
1991). It is not exclusive to an individual, rather it is shared among a larger group of
people. This mental program is not inherited but is learned from the social
environment in which a person grows up and from which they derive their life
experiences. While this learning occurs throughout an individual’s life, the majority
of it occurs within the first ten years, often through the transfer of collective mental
programs between generations (Hofstede). The collective level of culture is largely
responsible for forming an individual’s perception and interpretation of meaning,
and thus acts to modify the physical and psychological functions produced by human
24

nature.

1991). It is not shared with other people, and is thus unique to the individual. This
individual level can produce a variety of different thoughts and behaviors that are
independent of the universal and collective levels of mental programming. This
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Personality is the individual level of a person’s mental programming (Hofstede,

mental program is both inherited as genetic characteristics and qualities and learned
from a person’s social environment and personal experience (Hofstede).
Hofstede (1991) acknowledges that although a person’s mental program
functions similar to that of a computer, unlike computers, humans also have the
ability to digress from these programs and think and behave in new and unanticipated
ways. Hofstede further acknowledges, however, that although a person can think or
behave in unexpected ways, over time a person or group’s mental programming is
perceived to be largely consistent. He suggests that mental programs therefore
produce behaviors that are not random but, to some degree, predictable, and this
predictability has allowed for the construction of social systems within a society.
Within Hofstede’s (2001) framework, the level of culture is positioned between
the levels of human nature and personality. The exact location of the borders between
these levels remains a subject of debate in the field of social science. Agreement also
does not exist regarding which phenomena belong to the collectivist level versus
universalistic level of mental programming. Despite these uncertainties, several
important insights can be derived from the framework with regard to culture. These
include: 1) culture understood as a mental program that exists within the
human mind and informs a person’s “patterns of thinking, feeling and potential acting” (Hofstede, 1991, p. 4), 2) culture understood within the context of three levels of
mental programming (human nature, culture, and personality) which
produce relatively predictable behaviors over time, 3) culture learned from the
25
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environment and experiences a person encounters primarily during the early years of
his or her life, and 4) culture defined as a collective construct and thus shared by
either a group or category of people (Hofstede, 1991, 2001). Hofstede’s framework
thus provides a basic understanding of the relationship between culture and people,
in terms of how culture is acquired, the psychological context in which culture exists,
and the influence of culture on the collective functioning of people within a society.
The collective function of culture is of particular significance to this practicum.
Hofstede (1991) infers that the collective nature of culture brings together people who
possess a similar mental program, and differentiates people who do not. He states,
“culture is the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members
of one group or category of people from another” (Hofstede, p. 5).
Presumably then, different mental programs result in different cultural groups or
categories of people, each containing their own patterns of thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors; a perception supported by Newman and Nollen (1996):
National culture is a central organizing principle of employees
understanding of work, their approach to it, and the way in which they
expect to be treated. National culture implies that one way of acting or
one set of outcomes is preferable to another.
(p. 755)
These different patterns of thoughts, feelings and behaviors, as they are
expressed within the workplaces of different national cultures, are the basis of this
practicum’s investigation. The practicum maintains that, because these patterns differ
across the workplaces of different national cultures, so too must the design of
workplaces in different national cultures. In this way, employees can be supported by
their workplace environments.

2.1.2 The Composition of Culture
A collective group’s “patterns of thinking, feeling and potential acting”
26

(Hofstede, 1991, p. 4), based on their common mental program of national culture,

different models. These models present different concepts pertaining to the
composition of national culture, each containing different levels and layers. These
levels and layers illustrate what culture essentially is based upon, how it is manifested
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can be more comprehensively understood through the examination of several

within society, and how visible these manifestations are to those possessing different
cultural programs. These models are important because they help us to understand
how, and in what ways, cultures differ from one another, and why their layers must be
consistent. Four different models of culture are explained, beginning with the “iceberg
model” and followed with models by Geert Hofstede (1991), Fons Trompenaars and
Charles Hampden-Turner (1997), and Helen Spencer-Oatey (2000). While each model
pertains to national culture more generally, they can be applied to the examination of
national-work-culture as a sub-concept of broader national culture.
The “iceberg model” is the most basic model of culture, and is comprised of
only two levels (Dahl, 2004). Like an iceberg, this model contains a visible and
invisible level. The visible level, or the portion of the iceberg above the water,
constitutes aspects of the culture that are more explicit and easily observed (i.e., the
cultures artifacts and behaviors). The invisible level, or the portion of the iceberg
submerged beneath the water, consists of the aspects of culture that are not
immediately visible (i.e., the cultures’ values). While simplistic, this model’s two
fundamental levels of culture provided the ground work for the development of later
cultural models.
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Figure 2. Hofstede’s ‘onion diagram’ of culture. Retrieved from Cultures and
Organizations: Software of the Mind, 2nd ed. (2005, p. 7). Copyright
property of Geert Hofstede.

Geert Hofstede (1991) proposed a comprehensive model of culture based on a
similar premise of visible and invisible levels. Similar to an onion, a central core is
encompassed by three additional layers (see figure 2). The central core is comprised of
the invisible level of values, representing the deepest and least visible layer of culture
on which the other layers are based. Surrounding this core are the layers of “rituals,”
“heroes,” and “symbols” which constitute the visible level of culture. Hofstede
describes rituals as “collective activities, technically superfluous in reaching desired
ends, but within a culture, are considered as socially essential” (Hofstede, p. 8). Some
examples of rituals include greetings, methods of paying respect to others, and
ceremonies. Heroes are defined as, “persons, alive or dead, real or imaginary, who
posses characteristics which are highly prized in a culture, and who serve as models
for behavior” (Hofstede, p. 8). The most peripheral layer is symbols, which represents
the most obvious and superficial aspects of culture. Symbols describe the, “words,
gestures, pictures or objects that carry particular meaning which is only recognized
by those who share the culture” (Hofstede, p. 7). Hofstede’s model also incorporates
28

practices, visible behaviors which extend across the rituals, heroes and symbols layers

with his inclusion of the practices layer, provides a more comprehensive
understanding of culture than the previous model.
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of the model. Hofstede’s separation of the visible level into three different layers along

Figure 3. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s model of culture. Retrieved from Riding
the Waves of Culture; Understanding Diversity in Global Business (1997, p. 22). Copyright
property of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.

Fons Trompenaars and Charles Hampden-Turner’s (1997) model of culture
consists of three layers (see figure 3). The model also uses an onion-like structure,
however the invisible level is instead termed as “implicit” while the visible level was
named “explicit.” The inner core is comprised of “basic assumptions.” These basic
assumptions are for the most part consistent with Hofstede’s core level of “values.”
The next layer “norms and values” is defined by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner as
the standards of good and bad, the social controls as well as the accepted and desired
behavior within a society. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner have further defined
Hofstede’s layer of values into two layers of values, an intrinsic layer, and a more
visible layer (Dahl, 2004). The outermost layer of the model are the “artifacts and
products” of the culture, which include the language, buildings, food, fashion and art
produced by the culture (Trompenaars & Hampden–Turner).
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Figure 4. Spencer-Oatey’s model of culture. Retrieved from Culturally Speaking;
Managing Rapport through Talk across Cultures (2000, p. 5). By kind permission
of Continuum International Publishing Group.

Helen Spencer-Oatey’s (2000) model is both an adaptation and expansion of
the models developed by Hofstede (1991), and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner
(1997) (see figure 4). Spencer-Oatey’s model contains four layers and also possesses
an onion-like structure, however four adaptations have been made to the models
explained earlier. The first adaptation involves combining “values” and “basic
assumptions” into the single core layer. This allows for the differentiation of visible
and more fundamental levels of values alluded to in Trompenaars and HampdenTurners model, yet recognizes them both as central to culture (Dahl, 2004). The
second adaptation is the creation of the layer “beliefs, attitudes and conventions”
which surrounds the core. The addition of this layer recognizes that these elements
can change to some degree without significant changes in the core values (Dahl). The
third adaptation was the addition of the “systems and institutions” layer which
surrounds the “beliefs attitudes and conventions” layer. This level serves to
differentiate the psychological aspects of the previous layer from their more physical
manifestations in society. The fourth adaptation is the division of the peripheral level
into two equal segments; one side of “artifacts and products,” the other of “rituals
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and behaviors.” This division allows the behavioral aspects to be differentiated from

adaptations and expansions provide a significantly more comprehensive and detailed
model then the three models developed prior to it.
These four models each represent a different concept of culture in terms of
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more physical aspects in the most superficial manifestation of culture (Dahl). These

content and structure. Among the models, however, are three key themes that can
inform the design of a culturally adaptive workplace. First, each model contains at
least two levels: an invisible level (or implicit level) and a visible level (or explicit level)
of culture. The invisible level represents the aspects of the culture that are less
tangible and are more difficult to observe or distinguish. The visible level is more
easily distinguished and perceived by an observer. Hofstede’s (1991) concept of shared
mental programs can be applied to this theme in order to distinguish whether an
observer is inside or outside the culture being evaluated.
Second, within Hofstede’s, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s (1997), and
Spencer-Oatey’s models (2000), each of the visible and invisible levels contain one or
more layers. The order of these layers show both a progression from the most
invisible layer (the core layer) to the most visible layer (the peripheral layer), as well
as how the layers influence one another, as internal layers influence those layers more
external to them.
Third, “values” and “basic assumptions” constituted the most invisible layers of
culture in all of the models. Therefore “values” and “basic assumptions” were
identified, consistently, as providing the foundation on which the other layers of
culture were based. These themes will be discussed further in relation to the model
developed by Spencer-Oatey.
Spencer-Oatey’s (2000) model, the most recent and developed of the four
models examined, offers more defined layers of culture. With the introduction of the
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“systems and institutions” layer, Spencer-Oatey’s model is most relevant to this
practicum. If the workplace is regarded as an institution, presumably it should be
influenced by the deeper, more internal layers of culture. The more visible
institutional layer of the workplace should therefore be consistent with the invisible
layers of “values and basic assumptions” as well as the “beliefs, attitudes and
conventions” of the culture in which it exists.
If however, the institution is based on a different set of values and
assumptions, derived from a different mental program (as is often the case with
multinational corporations originating from different national cultures), then a
conflict is created. Presumably this conflict would manifest within a portion of the
model’s next layer “rituals and behaviors.” This manifestation would occur because
both a person’s values and assumptions (Carr, 2004) and the physical workplace
support and influence employee behavior (Becker & Steele, 1995; Drake, 2002). This
conflict could result in resistance and tension in these behaviors, and thus inhibit full
effectiveness in the work performed in the workplace.
This lack of effectiveness has been known to occur when management
practices are applied within cultures other than those in which such practices were
derived. Application of these practices can result in employees feeling “dissatisfied,
distracted, uncomfortable and uncommitted” (Newman & Nollen, 1996, p. 755).
More notably, these practices can escalate to “resistance, sabotage, vocal protests
or attitudes of withdrawal and reduced commitment to work” when these practices
significantly conflict with the values or practices of the indigenous culture (Kirkman &
Shapiro, 1997). Therefore, inconsistency in a culture’s values, assumptions and
expected behavior can result in a reduction of an employee’s desire or ability to
perform work capably. It has also been observed that:
Management practices that reinforce national cultural values are more
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likely to yield predictable behavior (Wright & Mischel, 1987), self efficacy
(Earley, 1994) and high performance (Earley, 1994) because congruent
management practices are consistent with existing behavioral expectations
and routines that transcend the workplace. Employees are not distracted
from work performance by management practices that ask them to behave
in ways that are inconsistent with extant national values.

The influence of management practices on work performance parallels the
influence of the work environment on work performance, as both management and
the environment support and facilitate the way in which work is done within the
workplace. Presumably then, in order for people to function most effectively in the
workplace, the design of the workplace should be consistent with the values,
assumptions, and behaviors within a national culture.

2.1.3 Differences Across National Cultures
In order for the design of a workplace to be consistent with the values,
assumptions and behaviors of a national culture, the values, assumptions and
behaviors must first be identified. A review of the qualitative and quantitative
research on culture’s values, assumptions and behaviors is explained next.

2.1.3.1 Contributions of Cultural Research
While an interest in different cultures has most likely existed for centuries, it
was not until the mid-twentieth century that formal research was conducted,
analyzing differences between cultures (Dahl, 2004). Early studies were based
primarily at the superficial level of observable behaviors and were not supported by
quantitative data (Dahl). It soon became apparent that broader and more
comprehensive studies of culture were required so that culture could be understood
in greater depth. Since the 1950’s a significant amount of this research has been
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produced in the fields of anthropology, cross-cultural communications, and
management. These research contributions compare different cultures and identify
universal differences that exist across them. Five prominent contributions to cultural
research since this time, include the foundational research of Edward T. Hall’s (1959,
1976) cross-cultural communication concepts, Florence R. Kluckhohn and Fred L.
Strodtbeck’s (1961) “cultural value orientations,” followed by the national cultural
research of Geert Hofstede’s (1980) “cultural dimensions,” Fons Trompenaars and
Charles Hampden–Turners (1997) “dimensions of culture,” and Shalom Schwartz’s
(1994) “culture-level value dimensions.” The research of these authors has been
examined in order to identify themes over a fifty year period. Each of these research
contributions are considered seminal in cross-cultural studies, and comprise some of
the most highly cited work in the field of social sciences.

2.1.3.1.1 Foundational Cultural Research
Anthropologist Edward T. Hall’s work in cross-cultural studies was largely based
on his work for the Foreign Service Institute (1951-1955) in the United States
Department of State. His work at the Institute with linguist George L. Trager, as well
as other scholars also working in the area, paved the way for his seminal books, The
Silent Language (1959), The Hidden Dimension (1966), and Beyond Culture (1976).
The Silent Language was considered the foundational text of a new scholarly field of
study: cross-cultural communication (also known as intercultural communication).
The field brings together several different fields including anthropology, cultural
studies, psychology, and communication, with the purpose of studying
communication between people of different cultures. Hall’s work focused primarily
on the study of non-verbal communication between different national cultures. Three
of the major concepts he developed include: 1) high and low context culture (how
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information is communicated and understood in different cultures), 2) proxemics (how

(how different cultures perceive and organize time).

During the same time period that Hall was working for the Foreign Service
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different cultures use space), and 3) polychronic and monochronic time orientation

Institute, anthropologist Florence Rockwood Kluckhohn was studying culture related
values. In 1950, Kluckhohn put forward the idea that different cultures could be
compared based on their values. The “Values Project,” a comparative quantitative
study of five different communities in the American Southwest, was undertaken by
Florence Rockwood Kluckhohn and Fred L. Strodtbeck during the 1950s. The results
of the study were subsequently published in Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck’s (1961) book
Variations in Value Orientations in which five basic value orientations were identified.
These value orientations were based on several basic assumptions.
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) assumed that there were a small number of
universal problems that result from the human condition that all people must find
solutions for. They believed that there exists a range of potential solutions for these
problems, and that all societies have access to these different solutions at all times.
Further, they assumed that societies prefer certain solutions over others, and these
preferred solutions make up a dominant profile and substitute profile of value
orientations. Both profiles rank the value orientations in order of preference by the
society. Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck state, “our most basic assumption is that there is
systematic variation in the realm of cultural phenomena which is both definite and as
essential as the demonstrated systematic variation in physical and biological
phenomena” ( 1961, p. 3). Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck’s five value orientations are
each accompanied by three potential variations, and include the following: 1) human
nature orientation (evil, mixture of good-and-evil, good), 2) man-nature orientation
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(subjugation, harmony, mastery), 3) time orientation (past, present, future), 4) activity
orientation (being, being-and-becoming, doing), and the 5) relational orientation
(lineality, collaterality, individualism). These orientations were further supported by
relatively consistent outcomes derived from qualitative research conducted within
American Southwestern communities prior to Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck’s study
(French, 1962).

2.1.3.1.2 National Cultural Research
Dutch researcher Geert Hofstede developed the first set of extensive empirical
data relating to cross-cultural values. His research is commonly regarded as the most
influential contribution of cross-cultural research to the social sciences, “there are
almost no publications, either from the disciplines of sociology, anthropology, history,
law, economics, or business administration that does not refer to Hofstede’s work…..
when explaining correspondences and distinctions between cultures” (Institute for
Research and Intercultural Cooperation, 2001).
Hofstede’s research is derived from the database of one of the world’s
largest multinational corporations, IBM. The database was developed from over
116, 000 questionnaire surveys evaluating the work related values of the company’s
employees in 72 different countries (Hofstede, 2001). The survey was first
administered around 1968, and then a second time around 1972. IBM employees
provided an ideal population sample as they constituted similar educations,
occupations, ages, positions, and organizational culture. The primary area in which
they differed was nationality. Subsequently, differences in national culture and values
stood out clearly in the survey results. Hofstede used these surveys to identify stable
universal differences in the values possessed by national cultures of different
countries.
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In his first publication Cultures Consequences; International Differences in

paring Values, Behaviors, Institutions and Organizations Across Nations (2001),
Hofstede identified four of these primary differences which he calls “cultural
dimensions.” These include: 1) individualism vs. collectivism (individualism to
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Work Related Values (1980), revised more recently as Cultures Consequences; Com-

collectivism), 2) power distance (low to high), 3) uncertainty avoidance (low to high),
and 4) masculinity vs. femininity (masculine to feminine). A fifth dimension was added
in Hofstede’s subsequent book, Cultures and Organization; Software of the Mind
(1991). This dimension was named “confucian dynamism” also known as “long-term
vs. short-term orientation” (long to short term) (1991, p. 164). This dimension was
based on the research of Canadian psychologist Michael Harris Bond on eastern
countries. The nations included in the study were ordered along these five dimensions
based on their national mean scores in order to classify their dominant value
structures (Schwartz, 1994). Hofstede also plotted each of the countries in four
dimensional models indicating their location within two of his dimensions. These five
dimensions are widely accepted and have been the foremost research paradigm since
they were published (DeCieri & Dowling, 1995).

Dutch economist and cultural researcher Fons Trompenaars and management
consultant Charles Hampden-Turner’s cultural research focuses on helping
multinational companies manage their employees in a more culturally responsive
manner in order to improve the company’s performance. They approach culture as
“the way in which a group of people solve problems and reconcile dilemmas” (1997,
p. 6). In Riding the Waves of Culture; Understanding Diversity in Global Business, first
published in 1994 by Trompenaars, and subsequently republished in 1997 with the
addition of Hampden-Turner, seven “dimensions of culture” are identified. These
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dimensions are divided into three categories: 1) those that relate to relationships and
people, 2) those that relate to time, and 3) those that relate to the environment
(Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 1997). These dimensions include; individualism vs.
communitarianism, universalism vs. particularism, achievement vs. ascription, neutral
vs. affective, specific vs. diffuse, sequential vs. synchronic time, and internal vs.
external control. The first three of these dimensions were based on Parsons and Shil’s
General Theory of Action (1951), while the last two dimensions were based on
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck’s “time orientation” and “man-nature orientation” found in
Variations in Value Orientations (1961).
The quantitative research on these dimensions was based on a questionnaire
comprised of different dilemmas which evaluated respondents on their preferred
behavior in several different contexts of work and leisure (Dahl, 2004). The
questionnaire was given to 635 respondents across nine countries, two industries,
and seven job categories, as well as in management training courses conducted in 30
companies with departments in 50 countries. In 1997, the database of respondents
included 50,000 cases from over 100 different countries (Trompenaars & HampdenTurner, 1997). Approximately 75% of the respondents questioned were at a
management level, while the remaining 25% of respondents were primarily composed
of administrative staff (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner).
Like Hofstede, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s dimensions function as
continuums in which nations can be ordered based on their national mean scores.
As a result of their work, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner are considered
authorities in cross-cultural research both within the field of organizational
development and more broadly in the social sciences (Cambridge, 1998).

Israeli psychologist Shalom Schwartz is credited for conducting the largest
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value research project to date (Hofstede, 2001). Based on literature, Schwartz

and 1992. These surveys were administered to school teachers (grade 3-12), whom
Schwartz considered to be largely responsible for both the transmission and
socialization of values, as well as university students, considered to provide the best
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developed a 56 value survey instrument which he used to collect data between 1988

indication of how culture is changing (Schwartz, 1994).
In 1994, Schwartz had collected data from over 25,000 respondents in 44
countries from every continent on the world (Hofstede, 2001). This research was used
to categorize value differences both at the individual level and at the level of national
culture. In order to categorize national culture value differences Schwartz separately
calculated the mean scores of the teacher and student values for the 38 national or
sub-national cultures from which he had collected data. This resulted in seven
“culture-level value dimensions” which included: 1) conservatism, 2) hierarchy,
3) mastery, 4) affective autonomy, 5) intellectual autonomy, 6) egalitarian
commitment, and 7) harmony (Schwartz, 1994). He then ranked each of the 38
cultures according to their “mean importance for cultural-level value dimensions” in
order to allow for comparison of significant values both within and between the
different cultures (Schwartz). Several of Schwartz’s culture-level value types were
found to closely correlate with some of the dimensions identified by Hofstede.

2.1.3.2 Developing a Framework of Cultural Research
The purpose of reviewing the five previously discussed research contributions
was to identify themes and patterns pertaining to the differences in value systems
across different cultures. This comparison provided a comprehensive approach in
distinguishing these differences as it looked at data collected over several different
time periods, obtained using different methods of research and analysis, and derived
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from different population samples. The research was completed over a time period of
fifty years, spanning from the 1950s to the 1990s. It was obtained using both
qualitative and quantitative research in the form of observation, literature reviews,
and questionnaire surveys. The data was derived from several different research
sample populations, including: the general population of five different American
Southwest communities, employees of one of the largest multinational corporations
in the world, management and administrative staff of several multinational
corporations around the world, as well as school teachers and university students
from several different countries. Through this comparison, a number of cultural values
are examined. Following analyses of these different cultural values, four prominent
themes were identified based on a description of equivalent concepts in two or more
of the dimensions or value orientations developed. These themes include the
following:
1. a culture’s orientation towards the individual vs. a collective group
2. a culture’s tolerance and expectation of equality vs. hierarchy
3. a culture’s orientation to time
4. a culture’s tendency for a controlled vs. harmonious relationship with their
environment
These themes provide the basis for a framework which informs the culturally
adaptive workplace designs for Japan and Canada (see p. 55-67). Hofstede’s as well
as Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s cultural dimensions have been selected to
represent each of these themes. Each of the above themes are found in one of
Hofstede’s “cultural dimensions” and/or Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s
“dimensions of culture,” and is therefore defined by one of their dimensions. One
dimension has been chosen from either Hofstede or Trompenaars and HampdenTurner to represent each of these themes. This representative dimension has been
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selected based on two criteria. First, the existence of the dimension within the

dimensions do not contain a dimension pertaining to “equality vs. hierarchy,” and
therefore Hofstede’s “power distance” is selected as the representative dimension).
Secondly, how representative the dimension is of the overall research on the theme
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researcher’s list of cultural dimensions (i.e., Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s

(i.e., Hofstede’s “confucian dynamism” also known as “long-term vs. short-term
orientation” and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s “sequential vs. synchronic time”
dimensions both deal generally with a cultures orientation to time.
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s “sequential vs. synchronic time” dimension,
however, is thought to be more representative of the theme than Hofstede’s “longterm vs. short-term orientation” dimension. This is due to the fact that Hofstede’s
dimension is largely based on the Confucian values (i.e., tradition, value for truth and
virtue, hierarchy and respect, etc.) which are not discussed in the other dimensions
within the theme).
In addition to the four chosen themes, two additional dimensions have been
included in the framework which informs the culturally adaptive workplace designs for
Japan and Canada. They include Hofstede’s “uncertainty avoidance” dimension and
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s “universalist vs. particularist” dimension. These
dimensions were also each included for different reasons. Hofstede’s “uncertainty
avoidance” dimension has received substantial support from several other crosscultural studies (please refer to Hofstede, 2001, p. 154 “Validating UAI Against Data
from other Sources” for a list and description of these studies), and can therefore be
described as an important value contributing to an employee’s functioning in a
workplace. The ideas on which Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s “universalist vs.
particularist” dimension is based, are frequently discussed in the literature reviewed
on cultural values and practices of Japan and North America (Canada) (please see
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Alston, & Takei, 2005; Davies & Ikeno, 2002; Hall, 1987; Nisbett, 2003). Both
dimensions are also highly applicable to the design of a culturally adaptive
workplace in both countries. As such, both dimensions have been included in the
framework despite the fact they do not constitute either of the major themes in the
research contributions examined.
Hall’s concept of “high and low context cultures” has also been included in the
framework informing the culturally adaptive workplace designs for Japan and Canada.
This dimension, much like Hall’s concept of proxemics, has several possible
implications for the spatial design of a workplace. Unlike proxemics, “high and low
context cultures” is included in both Hofstede’s “individualism vs. collectivism”
dimension and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s “specific vs. diffuse” dimension. It
is supported quantitatively within these dimensions, and therefore can be used in the
framework to inform a culturally adaptive design.

2.1.3.2.1 Contributions to a Framework of Cultural Research
Hofstede and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s cultural dimensions were
chosen to form the basis of the framework because their research was gathered
within the context of one (Hofstede) or several (Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner)
multinational corporation(s). Combined, their research was obtained from
employees and management working in 31 multinational corporations in over 70
countries around the world. While not all of the survey questions used in this research
pertained specifically to work or the workplace values, they are appropriate for this
practicum’s investigation as they assess the values, assumptions, and behaviors of the
same demographic of people who are impacted by workplace design in Japan and
Canada. Hofstede’s, as well as Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s dimensions are
also based on quantitative research from both countries, thereby providing a more
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objective basis for designs driven by the subjective concept of culture.

publications, his work is limited by the fact that it refers to a small number of
countries and is not supported by empirical data. For example although “proxemics” is
highly applicable to this practicum’s investigation, it is only supported with
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Although Hall’s concepts are easily understood in his various writings and

quantitative research for American culture. Further, the United States, Latin America,
Middle Eastern countries, Europe, and Japan are referred to very generally in the
discussion of many of his concepts. Hall’s concept of “high and low context cultures,”
has been used to inform the culturally adaptive workplace design of Japan and
Canada. As previously discussed, this occurred due to the quantitative research
provided by Hofstede and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner.
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck’s value orientations are comprehensive in nature.
However, their research was conducted at the regional cultural level of Southwestern
American communities. These value orientations are useful in identifying themes in
the values structures found across different cultures, but cannot be used to inform the
culturally adaptive workplace design of the national cultures of Japan and Canada.
Schwartz’s culture-level value dimensions were also not included in the
framework. Schwartz’s research is based on the values of teachers and university
students in several different countries, and is therefore less appropriate to inform the
design of a culturally adaptive workplace than research derived from respondents
working within multinational companies (for reasons previously mentioned).
Schwartz’s qualitative research was also gathered within Japan, but not within
Canada, and therefore cannot be used to inform the culturally adaptive workplace
design of both countries.
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2.1.3.2.2 A Comparison of Contributions to a Framework of Cultural Research
This chart displays the different sets of cultural dimensions or value
orientations developed by each researcher(s) in order to better allow for a
comparison of their similarities and differences. Of note are Schwartz’s seven
individual value types, which have been grouped into two contrasting values in the
chart (i.e., hierarchy vs. egalitarian commitment) in order to allow for consistency to
be maintained in the representation of the researcher’s cultural dimensions and value
orientations. This consistency enables comparisons between the dimensions to be
made more easily. Each of the researchers are displayed chronologically according to
the date of their research publication, in the top-most row of the chart. Their
dimensions or value orientations are each displayed in the columns below their
names. Dimensions or value orientations that contain consistent themes have been
placed in rows and are represented in blue colored boxes. The two additional
dimensions identified are represented in single green boxes. The additional concept
used in the framework, developed by Edward T. Hall, is represented in pink colored
boxes. The dimensions which have been extracted and applied to the subsequent
Framework of Japanese and Canadian Workplace Cultural Research are represented
with bold text.
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2.1.3.3 A Framework of Japanese and Canadian Workplace Cultural Research
The seven cultural dimensions identified in the Comparison of Contributions in
Cultural Research Chart provide a framework on which to base the design of two
culturally adaptive workplaces for Japan and Canada. The dimensions explore the way
in which people from different national cultures interact and relate with other people,
perceive inequality, tolerate uncertainty, approach time, relate to their environments,
and value relationships. These dimensions are each be examined specifically in
reference to Japan and Canada and their workplaces in order to provide a more
comprehensive understanding of the values, assumptions, and behaviors that inform
both of the designs.

1. High Context vs. Low Context Cultures
Edward T. Hall (1976) introduced the concept of “high and low context
cultures” in his book, Beyond Culture. He suggested that the way a person
communicates and understands information within a given context is largely
determined by their culture. He defined the concept as follows:
A high context (HC) communication or message is one in which most of
the information is already in the person, while very little is coded, explicit,
transmitted part of the message. A low context (LC) communication is just
the opposite; i.e., the mass of the information is vested in the explicit code.
(p. 79)
In high context cultures less information is required, as much of the information is
embedded within the person and context itself, for instance the environment,
atmosphere, participant’s status, body language, facial gestures, and intuitive
understandings. These forms of communication are thus relied more heavily upon
than more direct forms of communication such as the written or spoken word. In high
context cultures, continuous communication of information is important in the
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workplace, which most often occurs through face-to-face interactions, in order to

company (Hall, 1987). This form of communication is more prevalent in group
oriented cultures in which relationships take precedence (Hall). In low context cultures
more information is communicated through explicit forms of communication, as less is
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ensure people are informed about the business and what is happening in the

derived from the surrounding context. More background information is required
before completing a task or making a decision. In these cultures information in the
workplace is more compartmentalized and communicated on a “need-to-know basis”
(Hall).
Hall identifies Japan as a high context culture (Hall, 1987, p. 8-11) which is
further supported by Japans ranking in Hofstede’s “individualism vs. collectivism”
dimension and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s “specific vs. diffuse” dimension.
Hall does not specify Canada’s cultural context, however Canada is identified as a low
context culture based on its rankings within Hofstede’s and Trompenaars and
Hampden-Turner’s dimensions.

2. Individualism vs. Collectivism
This dimension is the most prevalent of Hofstede’s five dimensions, and is
frequently referred to and discussed within intercultural research (Dahl, 2004).
Hofstede defines it as follows:
Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals
are loose: everyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his or
her immediate family. Collectivism pertains to societies in which people
from birth onwards are integrated into strong, cohesive groups, which 		
throughout peoples’ lifetime continue to protect them in exchange for
unquestioned loyalty.
									

(1991, p. 51)

Countries are ranked within the dimension as either “individualist” or “collectivist”
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based on scores obtained from survey questions accessing their “work goals” (1991,
p. 51). Based on these scores, Hofstede identified Japanese culture as “collective”
(1991, p. 54). Within the context of the workplace of a collectivist culture, an
emphasis is placed on the collective group. Maintaining the relationships and
harmony that supports these groups are also considered very important. As such, the
majority of work is done by people working together in groups or teams, the
employee is expected to put the interest of the group above their own individual
interests, and recognition and responsibility is given to the group and not an
individual (Hofstede).
Hofstede identifies Canadian culture as “individualistic” based on these same
scores (1991, p. 54), placing a greater emphasis on the individual within the
workplace. As a result, employees tend to work more independently and base
decisions and actions predominantly on self-interest. Tasks are frequently prioritized
over personal relationships, and recognition and responsibility is often given to
specific individuals within “individualist” cultures (Hofstede).

3. Power Distance
Hofstede (1991) defines this dimension as, “the extent to which the less
powerful members of institutions and organizations within a country expect and
accept that power is distributed unequally” (p. 28). Based on survey questions on how
inequality in the workplace is dealt with between people, countries are ranked on this
dimension from low to high (Hofstede). The dimension largely evaluates the
dependency relationships between employees and managers in a national culture.
Japan was identified as possessing “high power distance,” meaning significant
inequality and dependency exits between employees and their superiors. This
acceptance of inequality and hierarchy is often learned at a young age within the
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context of the home and school, and is carried into the workplace as a learned

power and resources which are often visibly displayed in the workplace
environment. They also result in employees who expect to be given a lot of direction,
and are closely supervised in the workplace (Hofstede).
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behavior (Hofstede). These hierarchies can be seen in an unequal distribution of

Canada was identified as having “low power distance,” meaning that a more
balanced relationship characterizes the interactions between employees and their
superiors. Hierarchies still exist, but for more practical and functional reasons than in
high context cultures, and the positions within these hierarchies change more easily
(Hofstede). Visible displays of superiority of this hierarchy in the workplace are
received with more negativity then “high power distance” cultures (Hofstede). As well,
power is generally more decentralized and decision making involves more
consultation and participation of employees in the workplaces of “low power
distance” cultures (Hofstede).

4. Uncertainty Avoidance
Hofstede (1991) describes this dimension as “the extent to which the
members of a culture feel threatened by uncertain or unknown situations” (p. 113).
Within this dimension countries are ranked from low to high based on survey
questions dealing with stress in the workplace and long-term commitment to the
company (Hofstede). Japanese culture ranked within this dimension as possessing
a “high uncertainty avoidance” meaning uncertainty, ambiguity, risk and innovation
were typically met with anxiety and aversion (Hofstede). Familiar risks are generally
tolerated, however, unfamiliar risks and uncertain situations are a source of
discomfort (Hofstede). Rules, structure, and predictability on the other hand, reduce
this discomfort.
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Canadian culture ranked as having “low uncertainty avoidance,” meaning they
are generally comfortable and accepting of uncertainty and ambiguity, which are not
considered a source of stress and anxiety (Hofstede). Innovation is often encouraged,
as is finding new ways of solving problems without relying on conventional systems or
rules (Hofstede).

5) Sequential vs. Synchronic Time
This dimension pertains to three major aspects relating to how different
cultures perceive and use time. These aspects include; how people structure their
activities, their orientation to past, present and future, and whether they perceive
time as short or long term (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 1997). Trompenaars and
Hampden-Turner’s ranked countries on this dimension as possessing a
“sequential time orientation” or a “synchronic time orientation.” A country’s rank was
based on questions pertaining to the importance of past, present, and future, as well
as long or short term time horizons (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2004). Japan’s
“synchronic time orientation” is derived from their long-term approach to time and
overlapping conceptions of past, present and future.1 Synchronic cultures perceive
time as “cyclical and repetitive, compressing past, present, and future by what these
have in common: seasons and rhythms” (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 1997,
p. 126). As opposed to a sequential time orientation, in which activities are completed
in a linear sequence, synchronic time oriented cultures often perform several
interchangeable activities at once in order to achieve a final objective (Trompenaars

1 Dimension derived based on characteristics possessed by country identified as pertaining to
dimension, as assignment of dimension was not explicitly stated in the text (Trompenaars &
Hampden–Turner, 2004, p. 128), past present future orientation based on figure 9.1 (IBID., 1997, p.
130), long term orientation derived from figure 9.2 (IBID., 1997, p. 131).
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& Hampden-Turner). Planning tends to be long-term however, proper work process

the past, present, and future mean both the past and future are considered in
determining present decisions and behaviors.
Canada, a “sequential time orientated culture” possesses a short term time
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takes precedence over adhering to schedules closely (Hall, 1987). Significance given to

horizon and an orientation to the present and future.2 Sequential time orientated
cultures perceive time as progressing linearly, and complete tasks in a scheduled and
planned order often in an effort to maximize efficiency (Trompenaars & HampdenTurner, 1997). Planning is primarily short term (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner).
Canada’s present and future orientation significantly influences decision making and
actions taken.

6) Universalist vs. Particularist
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1997) measure the importance given to
rules versus relationships in this dimension by different national cultures. A
“universalist culture” denotes, “an obligation to adhere to standards which are
universally agreed to by the culture in which we live” (Trompenaars & HampdenTurner, p. 31). A “particularist culture” values relationships over the society’s rules and
standards, as well as obligations to these relationships under exceptional
circumstances. For the purposes of this practicum, the importance given to
relationships will be emphasized within this dimension, as it is more applicable to the
design of a workplace. Japan is identified by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner

2 Dimension derived based on characteristics possessed by country identified as pertaining to
dimension, as assignment of dimension was not explicitly stated in the text (Trompenaars &
Hampden –Turner, 2004, p. 128) past present future orientation based on figure 9.1 (IBID., 1997,
p.130), short term orientation derived from figure 9.2 (IBID., 1997, p.131).
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as a “particularist culture,” meaning it places a great deal of importance on
relationships in the workplace. This is evident in the significant amount of time taken
in establishing relationships with potential business partners and clients before
entering into a contractual agreements (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner). It is also
evident in relationships between employers and employees in the workplace, as this is
often considered to be an important form of fulfillment for employees (Trompenaars
& Hampden-Turner).
Canada is identified as a “universalist culture,” meaning precedence is given to
rules, codes, and standards, over relationships (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner). As
a result, rule based behavior, outlined agreements, and meeting performance
requirements are generally considered to be very important in the workplace. This
dimension closely relates to Hofstede’s “individualism vs. collectivism” dimension in
terms of the importance given to relationships in the workplace.

7) Internal vs. External Control
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner (1997) state a culture possesses either an
“inner-directed” or “outer-directed” orientation to nature. “Inner-directed” describes
cultures that “believe that they can and should control nature by imposing their will
upon it” (p. 145). “Outer-directed” cultures on the other hand, describes cultures that
“believe that man is part of nature and must go along with its laws, directions and
forces” (p. 145). This orientation to nature can also be applied to the thoughts and
behaviors within the workplace and in daily life (p. 151). Based on questionnaire
surveys, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner identify Japan as possessing an “outer
directed” orientation to nature, meaning they generally want to live in harmony with
their external environment and circumstance, and adapt their behaviors and actions
accordingly. Outcomes are largely viewed as a result of environmental factors which
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cannot be controlled.

nature. This means that domination, manipulation and/or control over the external
environment is often viewed as necessary in order to obtain desired outcomes
(Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner). Outcomes are largely perceived as determined by
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Canada however, is identified as possessing an “inner directed” orientation to

an individual’s actions and behaviors.

2.1.3.3.1 A Framework of Japanese and Canadian Workplace Cultural Research Charts
The seven cultural dimensions identified provide a framework on which to
base the design of two culturally adaptive workplaces for Japan and Canada (see
p. 55-67). These culturally adaptive workplace designs are not informed by how the
workplaces in both countries currently exist and are structured, as this practicum is
not intended to simply replicate the workplaces that currently exist in both countries.
Rather, the practicum proposes two original workplace designs that are both informed
and responsive to the underlying values, assumptions, and behaviors of the nationalwork-cultures of Japan and Canada.
In order to inform these two culturally adaptive workplace designs, two charts
were developed, one examining the cultural dimensions in relation to Japan, and the
other in relation to Canada. Both charts are structured in the same way. The first
column contains each of the seven dimensions as well as the researchers who
identified them. The second column provides a short description of each dimension.
The third column contains the empirical score/rank of either Japan or Canada on each
dimensions continuum, as identified by the researcher. For the purpose of providing
context, the range of scores/rankings of the other countries are also provided. In
Hofstede’s dimensions, the mean of the countries scores/ranks is provided to
allow for comparison. These mean scores, however, do not represent the point in
53
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which the dimension is divided into its two corresponding parts (i.e., where
individualism changes to collectivism on the “individualism vs. collectivism”
dimension), as this point is different for each dimension. Hofstede identified these
means in his work, whereas Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner did not, and
subsequently these mean rank/scores are not included for their dimensions.
The fourth column contains the classification of the country under a
dimension as a result of the empirical scores/ rankings. Page numbers are referenced
in which the researchers stated either countries dimension within their written text.
The fifth column provides current supporting workplace research on either country.
This research supports the existence of the dimension in the country and
demonstrates how it informs the work culture. Recent trends in each countries work
culture have also been included in this column. The sixth column contains a
synthesis of key points derived from the countries dimension classification and
supporting workplace research that represent the national-work-culture of either
country. The seventh column represents potential ways in which the interior design
of the workplace in either country could be adapted to support this national-workculture. Overall, the chart shows a progression from the seven cultural dimensions,
to the qualitative and quantitative research supporting each dimension, to finally a
design solution that supports each dimension as it pertains to a Japanese or Canadian
workplace.
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2.Individualismvs.
Collectivism
(Hofstede)





1.HighͲContextvs.
LowͲContext
Culture(Hall)



Cultural
Dimensions:




Orientationtothe
individualvs.larger
3
group/community 


Cultural
Dimensions
Defined:

Theway
informationis
communicatedand
understoodwithin
agivencontext

HighͲ
context
culture

Country
Standing:


4
IDV :
Collectivist
score:46

mean:43
range:6–91



1
IDV :
score:46
mean:43
range:6–91
(Hofstede)

2
study1:n/a 
(Trompenaars&
HampdenͲTurner)

study2:
score:45%
range:11%Ͳ89%
(Trompenaars&
HampdenͲTurner)


Country
score/range:



ͲTasksandprojectsareallocatedtogroups,andnot
individuals,inwhichdecisionmakingrelieson
consultationandconsensusamongmembers(Lewis,
2003,p.404,405;Davies&Ikeno,2002,p.53,161,
195,196;Alston,&Takei,2005,p.77).

ͲEachmemberofaworkgrouptypicallypossessesa
differentspecialty,butdoesnotshowindividual
distinction(Lewis,2003,p.404,405).

ͲAccountabilityisnotdefinedwithingroups;
thereforecreditandresponsibilityarenotgivento
individualsbuttothegroupasawhole(Schneider&
Barsoux,2003,p.103;Abegglen,1973,p.128,129in
Ohtsu&Imanari,2002,p.15).





ͲSilence,nuances,sensitivitytosubtleindicationsof
underlyingthoughts,andintuitiveunderstandingsare
valuedhighlywithinJapan;ashiddenformsof
communicationareprovidedthroughbodylanguage
andsurroundingenvironment(Davies&Ikeno,2002,
p.104,105).

ͲStudiesdoneinJapanesetradingcompanies(Yoshino
&Lifson,1986)foundthatfaceͲtoͲfaceinteraction
allowedforthecommunicationofnonverbalcues(i.e.:
bodylanguageandfacialexpressions).These
nonverbalcuesarethoughttobeasimportant,ifnot
moreimportant,thenthespokenword(Zimring&
Peatross,1997,p.208).

ͲCommunicationbehaviorstudiesinJapaneseand
Americancompanies(Pascale,1978;Pascale&Athos,
1981)foundthatfaceͲtoͲfaceinteractionsaremore
highlydependeduponforthecommunicationof
informationbymanagersinJapanesecompaniesthan
inAmericancompanies(Zimring&Peatross,1997,
p.209).


SupportingWorkplaceResearch:

2.1.3.3.2 A Framework of Japanese Workplace Cultural Research Chart

ͲWorkisdonemore
collectively,anddecision
makingisoftenbasedon
consensusandconsultation
withothers.



ͲVisualcommunicationis
importantasinformationis
oftencommunicatedmore
implicitlythroughnonͲ
verbalcues(i.e.:body
languageandfacial
expressions).


KeyPointsPertainingto
CulturalDimensioninthe
Workplace:

ͲEmployeesshouldwork
primarilyingroup/team
worksettings.

ͲIncreasednumberof
meetingroomsprovidedin
workspaceforconsensus
baseddecisionmaking.

ͲVisualconnections
betweenworkingstations
areimportantinorderto
allowforvisual
communicationbetween
employees(whichinturn
couldfacilitatemorefaceͲ
toͲfacemeetingsand
discussions).


PotentialExpressionof
CulturalDimensionsinthe
DesignofWorkspace:
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3.PowerDistance
(Hofstede)
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Presenceof
equalityvs.
hierarchyin
peoplesrolesand
5
useofresources 


6
PDI :
score:54
mean:57
range:11Ͳ104
Large
power
distance

ͲVerticalhierarchies(colleaguesondifferentlevelsof
rank)andhorizontalhierarchies(colleaguesonthe
samelevelofrank)bothexistwithinJapanese
companies;howeververticalhierarchieshaveamuch
moresignificantroleandarerigidityimplemented.
(Davies&Ikeno,2002,p.144,187,188)

ͲDirectionandauthorityiswillinglytakenfrom
managersbyJapaneseemployees,ashierarchiesin
theworkplaceareperceivedasnatural(Ohtsu&
Imanari,2002,p.40;Kato&Kato,1992).

ͲPrivateofficesareuncommoninJapan,exceptfor
thecompany’sCEO.Hierarchyishoweverpresentin
theorganizationofworkstationsͲeachrowisheaded
byadivisionleader(highinrank).Positioningof
workstationrelativetoleaderisdeterminedby
employeerank.Youngestmembers(lowestinrank)
arepositionedfurthestfromleaders(Alston,&Takei,
2005,p.86;Yoshino&Lifson,1986inZimring&
Peatross,1997,p.205).






Ͳ The groupiscreditedwithasuccessevenifa
particularindividualisresponsibleforit.Tocreditthe
individualwouldbetodifferentiateanddistinguish
themfromthegroup,therebythreateningthegroup’s
overallharmony(Alston,&Takei,2005,p.14).

Ͳ‘MadoͲgiwa’,referringtothosemovedoutofthe
mainworkareatoworkbyanexteriorwindow,is
oftenusedbycompaniestoencourageemployeesto
resign.Ostracismfromthegroupisusedasastrong
formofpunishmentinJapan(Schneider&Barsoux,
2003,p.26,42;Davies&Ikeno,2002,p.10).

ͲLargemeetings,oftenwithmorethanthirty
companyemployees,areheldtostrengthenthesense
ofunityandloyaltywithinacompany.Thepurposeof
thesemeetingsissymbolic,astheyservenoreal
purposeinmakingdecisions(Alston,&Takei,2005,p.
96).




ͲHierarchyandinequalities
arelargelyconsidered
naturalwithincompanies.

ͲPresenceofsymbols
representinghierarchyare
oftenexpectedand
acceptedwithinthe
workplace.

ͲDecisionmakingismore
centralized,andemployees
areoftensupervisedand
givendirectionand
instructioninthe
workplace.



ͲSpatialsizeandqualityof
materialsusedin
workstationsdifferacross
employeesenioritylevels
withinacompany.

ͲDesignofworkplaceshould
facilitatesupervisionof
employeesbymanagement.
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Comfortlevelwith
riskandambiguity
vs.predictability

andfamiliarity in
7
dailylife 


Perceptionand
orientationtotime,
aswellashow
activitiesare
structuredwithin
9
it. 



4.Uncertainty
Avoidance
(Hofstede)






5.Sequentialvs.
SynchronicTime
(Trompenaars&
HampdenͲ
Turner)










study1:
score:4.72years
range:3.40Ͳ5.71
10
years 

study2:
score:5.20years
range:4.18Ͳ6.17
years








8
UAI :
score:92
mean:65
range:8Ͳ112

Synchronic
11
Time 

Strong
uncertainty
avoidance

ͲSchedulesandagendasaremade,butviewedasless
significantthanproperworkprocess,carefuldecision
making,planning,andmaintainingrelationshipsboth
withinandoutsidethecompany.(Alston,&Takei,
2005,p.10,Hall,1987,p.19,21,23).

ͲHolisticviewoftimeinwhichcautious,well
considered,longͲtermplanninganddecisionmaking
aremade(Alston,&Takei,2005,p.11).



ͲJapansformalhierarchies,lifetimeemployment
system,andstandardizedmeetingproceduresare
examplesofhowJapanhastriedtoreduce
uncertaintyintheworkenvironment(Schneider&
Barsoux,2003,p.162).

ͲAslowdecisionmakingprocessandextensivecareful
planningembodiesJapanesecautiousandpessimistic
outlook,andisusedtoavoidfutureproblemsand
unanticipatedcircumstances(Alston,&Takei,2005,
p.9).

Ͳ“Deferencetosuperiors”insituationsofuncertainty
islargelyresponsibleforthelackofinnovationpresent
inteamworkinJapaneseworkplaces(Christopher,
1983,p.264).


Ͳ Positionofseatingwithinaroomisalsoastrong
indicationofrankwithinaJapanesecompany;highest
rankedmanagementispositionedatthefarthest
pointfromthedooroftheroom,whilelowestranked
employeesarepositionedclosesttothedoor
(Hall,1987,p.81;Davies&Ikeno,2002;p.192,Alston,
&Takei,2005,p.94).

ͲHigherqualityandmorecomfortablechairsand
desksareusedtorepresentseniorityandpromotion
withinJapanesecompanies(Alston,&Takei,2005,
p.86,87).




ͲTimeisviewedmore
cyclically,andactivitiesand
tasksarefrequentlydonein
amoreinterchangeableand
concurrentmanner.




ͲUncertaintyindailylifeis
usuallyavoidedasitresults
inalackofcomfort,aswell
asanxietyandoftenfear.



ͲOpenworkspaceinwhich
boundariesbetween
differentactivitiesand
spacesarelessdefined.

ͲIndividualpossessionof
permanentworkstations
helpstoremove
unpredictabilityin
workplace.

ͲClearandpredictable
spatialorganizationand
circulationintheworkspace
aidsinreducinguncertainty.
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Precedencegiven
tosocietalcodes
andrulesvs.
12
relationships 




Controlvs.
harmonizationwith
surrounding
15
environment 


7.Internalvs.
ExternalControl
(Trompenaars&
HampdenͲ
Turner)







6.Universalistvs.
Particularist
(Trompenaars&
HampdenͲ
Turner)
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study1:
score:19%
16
range:9%Ͳ68% 

study2:
17
score:63% 
range:33%Ͳ88%


study3:
score:5.24years
range:4.62Ͳ6.56
years


study1:
score:68%
13
range:32%Ͳ97% 

study2:
14
score:55% 
range:24%Ͳ75%

study3:
score:64%
range:20%Ͳ70%


Internal
Control


Particuralis
t

ͲMaintainingharmony,‘wa’,isoneofthemost
importantobjectiveswithinaJapanesecompany.It
influencesthecompany’sstructureandorganization,
howemployeesaremanaged,employeeinteractions
andrelationships,hiringandpromotion,andhow
decisionsaremade(Alston,&Takei,2005,p.14,15,
16).





ͲAcompanyisperceivedbytheJapaneseasa
collectionofpeopleworkingtogetherandpossessing
relationshipswitheachotheraswellasthecompany
itself.Theserelationshipsarebasisforthecompany’s
functioning(Nisbett,2003,p.84).

ͲAnemployee’scharacter,dedication,loyalty,and
abilitytogetalongwiththegroupareoften
consideredmoreimportantthanworkrelated
achievements(Nisbett,2003,p.37).

ͲStoppingtotalktopeopleencounteredwhilewalking
throughtheworkplaceisconsideredgoodmanners
andimportanttodevelopingaperson’ssocial
networks(Alston,&Takei,2005,p.137).

ͲMeetingsareanimportantformofcommunication
withinaJapanesecompanyandtakeprecedenceover
moreinexpensiveandimpersonalformsof
communication(Alston,&Takei,2005,p.92).

ͲBeforebusinessnegotiationsbegin,itisimportant
thatarelationshipisestablished.Thisrelationshipis
developedoverthefirstseveralmeetingsinwhich
socializingoccursinaroomwithcomfortableseating
whereteaandsnacksareserved.Themeetingthen
continuesinamoreformalconferenceroomwhere
negotiationsoccur(Alston,&Takei,2005,p.94).




ͲHarmonizationwithpeople
andsurrounding
environmentisvalued.


ͲRelationshipsandrelated
obligationsoftentake
precedenceoverrules,
codes,andstandardswithin
theworkplace.

ͲEstablishingarelationship
withaclientpriorto
conductingbusiness
negotiationsisconsidered
important.

ͲLittleemployeecontrolor
individualizationof
workstationshouldbe
providedinorderto
maintainuniformity.


ͲSocial/meeting/gathering
spacesintegratedwithin
workspacehelptofacilitate
interactionand
communicationbetween
employees.

ͲOpenworkstationsboth
enableandencourage
employeeinteractioninthe
workspace.

ͲPresenceofinformal
spacesinwhichsocializing
canoccurwithclients
beforebusinessmeetings.
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Ͳ Beliefthatpeopleshouldadjustthemselvestotheir
environments,andnottrytocontrolandchangethem
(Lewis,2003,p.71).

ͲCarefulattentionispaidtosurroundingpeopleand
contextasapersonwilladjusttheirbehavior
accordinglyinordertomaintaingroupharmony.
(Nisbett,2003,p.86,Davies,2002,p.11)


Hall’sHighContextvs.LowContextculturaldimensionisincludedwithinHofstsede’sIndividualismvs.Collectivismdimension(Hofstede,1991),andthusisreferredtoinordertoprovide
quantitativedatatofurthersupportHall’squantitativeresearch.

2
Hall’sHighContextvs.LowContextculturaldimensionisincludedwithinTrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurner’sSpecificvs.DiffuseCulturesdimension(TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurner,1997),and
thusisreferredtoinordertoprovidequantitativedatatofurthersupportHall’squantitativeresearch.TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnerconductedtwostudiesinordertoassessthedegreeto
whichdifferentcountriesarespecificordiffusecultures(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,1997,p.90,95).TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnerstatethattheoutcomeofthefirststudyisnot
representativeofJapanesevaluesastheastheJapanesedonottypicallytakepartinthepracticeonwhichthestudyisbased(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,1997,p.89).PleaseseeAppendix
forspecificresearchdilemmasonwhichthesetwostudieswherebased.

3
Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowHofstede’sIndividualismvs.Collectivismdimensionisexpressedinthe
A
workplace.

4
IDV,anabbreviationforIndividualismIndexValues,referstotheindexinwhich50countriesand3regionsarerankedbyHofstedeonthedimensionofIndividualismvs.Collectivism(Hofstede,
1991,p.53,Table3.1).

5
A
Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowHofstede’sPowerDistancedimensionisexpressedintheworkplace.

6
“PDI”,anabbreviationforPowerDistanceIndex,referstotheindexinwhich50countriesand3regionsarerankedbyHofstsedeonthedimensionofPowerDistance(Hofstede,1991,p.26,Table
2.1).

7
Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowHofstede’sUncertaintyAvoidancedimensionisexpressedintheworkplace.
A

8
“UAI”,anabbreviationforUncertaintyAvoidanceIndex,referstotheindexinwhich50countriesand3regionsarerankedbyHofstsedeonthedimensionofUncertaintyAvoidance(Hofstede,1991,
p.113,Table5.1).

9
Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowTrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurner’ssequentialvs.synchronicdimensionis
A
expressed.
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TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnernotethattheoutcomeofthisstudyforJapanisinconsistentwiththeresultsfromtheotherstudiesforthisdimension,statingthemostprobablereasonforthis
outcomeistheinfluenceofacollectivistdimensioninwhichloyaltytoalargergrouptakesprecedenceoverloyaltytoanindividualperson(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,1997,p.38).


17

TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnerconductedthreestudiesinordertoassessthedegreetowhichdifferentcountrieshaveainternalvs.externalcontrolorientation(Trompenaars&HampdenͲ
Turner,1997,p.147,148).PleaseseeAppendixforspecificresearchdilemmasonwhichthesetwostudieswherebased.
A

16

TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnernotethattheoutcomeofthisstudyforJapanisinconsistentwiththeresultsfromtheotherstudiesforthisdimension,statingthemostprobablereasonforthis
outcomeistheinfluenceofacollectivistdimensioninwhichloyaltytoalargergrouptakesprecedenceoverloyaltytoanindividualperson(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,1997,p.38).

15
A
Thisisonlyanabbreviateddefinitionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowTrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurner’sinternalvs.externalcontroldimensionisexpressed.

14



TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnerconductedthreestudiesinordertoassessthedegreetowhichdifferentcountriesareuniversalistorparticularistcultures(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,
1997,p.35,37,39).PleaseseeAppendixforspecificresearchdilemmasonwhichthesetwostudieswherebased.
A

13

TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnerconductedthreestudieswithinthesequentialvs.synchronicdimensioninordertoassesstheaveragetimehorizons(past,present,andfuture)ofthedifferent
countriesincludedintheirresearch(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,1997,p.131,132,133).Theseaveragetimehorizonshoweverprovedtobelessapplicabletothedesignoftheworkplace,and
thereforewasnotincorporatedintothe‘potentialexpressionofculturaldimensionsinthedesignoftheworkspace’.PleaseseeAppendixforspecificresearchdilemmasonwhichthesethreestudies
A
wherebased.

11
Japan’ssynchronictimeorientationwasderivedbasedoncharacteristicspossessedbycountryidentifiedaspertainingtodimension,asassignmentofdimensionwasnotexplicitlystatedinthe
text(pleaseseeTrompenaars&Hampden–Turner,2004,p.128),pastpresentfutureorientationbasedonfigure9.1(Trompenaars&Hampden–Turner,1997,p.130),longtermorientationderived
fromfigure9.2(Trompenaars&Hampden–Turner,1997,p.131).

12
Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowTrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurner’suniversalistvs.particularistdimension
A
isexpressed.
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2.Individualismvs.
Collectivism
(Hofstede)





1.HighͲContextvs.
LowͲContext
Culture(Hall)



Cultural
Dimensions:




Orientationtothe
individualvs.larger
7
group/community 


Cultural
Dimensions
Defined:

Theway
informationis
communicatedand
understoodwithin
1
agivencontext 


2
IDV :
Score:80
range:6–91
(Hofstede)

study1:
score:87%
3
range:32%Ͳ91% 
(Trompenaars&
HampdenͲTurner)

study2:
score:77%
range:11%Ͳ89%
(Trompenaars&
4
HampdenͲTurner) 


8
IDV :
Score:80
mean:43
range:6–91

Country
score/range:

Individualist

LowͲcontext
culture

Country
Standing:



ͲInastudyofCanadianworkvalues,the‘self
actualization’motivationinwhich;achievement,
responsibility,opportunitytouseinitiative,
interestingwork,andajobthatutilizesan
individual’sabilitieswasvaluedthemosthighly
(Nevitte,1996,p.169,184,198).

ͲAperson’svalueislargelyderivedfromtheir
possessionofuniquecharacteristicsandabilitiesthat
9
setsthemapartfromothers(Nisbett,2003,p.54). 

ͲManyNorthAmericanbusinessmodelshavemoved
towardsagreaterteamorientation,inwhichworkis
donebothindividuallyandcollaboratively(Herman
10
Miller,2002,p.3). 

ͲEvenwiththeimplementationofteamorientated
work,creditforsuccessesorfailuresinworkplace
performanceisstilllargelyassignedtotheindividual
11
responsible(HermanMiller,2002,p.4). 






ͲChildrenaretaughttheimportanceofclearly
communicatinginformation,asthespeakerisheld
accountableformiscommunications(Nisbett,2003,
5
p.60). 

ͲUniversallyheldprinciplesandrules(laws),binding
contracts,anddocumentationofcommunications
areperceivedasimportantinassuringmutual
understandinganddelegationofresponsibly
6
(Nisbett,2003,p.65). 




SupportingWorkplaceResearch:

2.1.3.3.3 A Framework of Canadaian Workplace Cultural Research Chart

ͲAllocationofresponsibility,
decisionmaking,andworkis
doneprimarilyonan
individualbasis,however
collaborativeworkisalso
importantintheworkplace.



ͲVisualcommunicationisless
importantasinformationis
communicatedmore
explicitlyofteninwrittenand
spokenform(i.e.:
documentation,guidelines,
descriptionof
responsibilities).


KeyPointsPertainingto
CulturalDimensioninthe
Workplace:

ͲEmployeesshouldwork
primarilyinindividual
workstations,butalso
haveaccesstogroup/team
workstationstouseif
required.

ͲStandardnumberof
meetingroomsavailablein
workspaceto
accommodateboth
individualandgroup
decisionmaking.





ͲVisualseparationscan
occurbetweensome
spacesasthevisualaspect
ofcommunicationisnotas
necessarybetween
employees.


PotentialExpressionof
CulturalDimensionsinthe
DesignoftheWorkspace:
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3.PowerDistance
(Hofstede)
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Presenceof
equalityvs.
hierarchyin
peoplesrolesand
14
useofresources 


15
PDI :
Score:39
mean:57
range:11Ͳ104
Smallpower
distance

ͲItisbelievedthatrulesandprinciplesshouldapply
fairlyandequallytoeveryone.Individualsshouldnot
benefitorreceivedifferentialtreatmentbasedon
socialconnectionsorpersonalattributes(Nisbett,
16
2003,p.48,65). 

ͲDecentralizationandreductionofworkplace
hierarchies(Betcherman,McMullen,Leckie&Caron,
1994)isbecominganincreasinglywidelyheldin
managementcirclesinanefforttoincrease
efficiency(Nevitte,1996,p.189).

ͲSelfͲmanagementandautonomy,asaposeto
managementbyothers,isbecomingincreasingly
prevalentinworkplaces(HermanMiller,2002,p.4,
17
Adler,1997,Appelbaum&Batt,1994). 

ͲIthasbeenobservedthatcreativity,autonomy,and
selfͲexpressionisvaluedmorehighlythenstatusin
theworkplace(Zanders,1993,p.130inNevitte,
1996,p.191).

ͲParticipationindecisionmakingisbecoming
increasinglyimportantintheworkplace,while
“followinginstructions”isbecomingincreasingly
unpopular(Nevitte,1996,p.186,187).


ͲIndividualprivatecornerofficesareconsidered
highlydesirable,andusuallygiventothemost
prominentandvaluedemployeesinanorganization
12
(Adler,1997,p.32). 

ͲPrivacyishighlyvaluedintheworkplace;private
officesarehighlysoughtafter,andworkstationsin
openspacesusuallycontainpartitionsordividers
betweenthem.Importantmeetingsanddiscussions
areusuallyheldinprivaterooms(Adler,1997,
13
p.32). 




ͲHierarchyandinequalities
areincreasinglyrejected
withincompanies,while
equalityisincreasingly
valued.

ͲPresenceofsymbols
representinghierarchiesare
disapprovedofwithin
companies.

ͲDecentralizeddecision
making,employee
participationandinclusion
arebecomingmore
prevalent.

ͲEmployeeautonomyand
selfͲmanagementare
increasinglyencouragedin
theworkplace.


ͲSpatialsizeandqualityof
materialsusedin
workstationsare
consistentacross
employeesenioritylevels
withinacompany.

ͲDesignofworkspacedoes
notrequiresupervisionof
employeesby
management.
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Comfortlevelwith
riskandambiguity
vs.predictability
andfamiliarityin
18
dailylife 


Perceptionand
orientationtotime,
aswellashow
activitiesare
structuredwithin
21
it. 



4.Uncertainty
Avoidance
(Hofstede)








5.Sequentialvs.
SynchronicTime
(Trompenaars&
HampdenͲ
Turner)









study1:
score:4.38years
range:3.40Ͳ5.71
22
years 

study2:
23
score:n/a 

study3:
score:5.08years
range:4.62Ͳ6.56
years




19
UAI :
Score:48
mean:65
range:8Ͳ112

Sequential
Time

Weak
uncertainty
avoidance

ͲActivitiesareperformedinalinearmannerinwhich
oneactivityisundertakenandcompletedbefore
24
startingthenext(Hall,1987,p.16,17). 

ͲTimeisviewedasalmosttangibleandcanthusbe
dividedintoscheduledtasksandactivities.These
schedulesareconsideredtobeveryimportantand
25
difficulttochange(Hall,1987,p.16,17). 

ͲActivitiesandpeoplearecompartmentalized,often
translatingspatiallyintoprivateworkspacesinwhich
soundandvisibilityarelimited(Hall,1987,p.17,
26
19). 

ͲEmphasisisplacedonthepresentandfuture,while
traditionistreatedwithlesssignificance(Adler,
27
1997,p.30). 

ͲShortͲtimeorientationisreflectedinthestrategic
planningofmostorganizations,useofquarterͲterm
reports,andtheshorterͲtermdurationsof
employmentwithinspecificcompany(Adler,1997,
28
p.30). 













ͲManyworkersnolongerpossesaconsistent
personalizedworkstation;insteadtheyoccupy
differenttypesofworkspacesindifferentlocations
dependingonavailabilityandneed.(HermanMiller,
20
2002,p.6). 



ͲTimeisviewedmore
linearly,andactivitiesand
tasksarefrequentlydivided
inamorelinearway;
subsequentlyplanning,
schedules,deadlinesand
punctualityareconsidered
veryimportant.



ͲUncertaintyindailylifeis
usuallyacceptedasitis
perceivedasnaturalandnot
acauseofstressoranxiety.



ͲSeparationand
segregationofworkspace
toproducedefined
boundariesbetween
differentareasand
activities.



ͲTemporaryunassigned
workstationsmustbe
reservedbyindividualson
anasͲneededͲbasis.

ͲSpatialorganization
withinworkplaceis
dynamicand
unanticipated.
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Precedencegiven
tosocietalcodes
andrulesvs.
29
relationships 




Controlvs.
harmonizationwith
surrounding
environment


7.Internalvs.
ExternalControl
(Trompenaars&
HampdenͲ
Turner)








6.Universalistvs.
Particularist
(Trompenaars&
HampdenͲ
Turner)
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study1:
score:42%
36
range:9%Ͳ68% 

study2:
score:79%
range:33%Ͳ88%



study1:
score:93%
30
range:32%Ͳ97% 

study2:
score:69%
range:24%Ͳ75%

study3:
score:66%
range:20%Ͳ70%


External
Control

Universalist

ͲDominationandcontrolovernatureisviewedas
necessaryinordertoproducechangesthatwill
37
advancepeople’swellͲbeing(Adler,1997,p.23). 

ͲIndividualsoftenaltertheirownbehaviorand/ortry
toinfluencetheirconstituent’sbehaviorsandtheir
environmentsinordertoachieveparticular
outcomes,standardsandgoals(Tsui&Ashford,
1994).




ͲAcompanyislargelyperceivedbyCanadiansasan
operationalsystemthateffectivelyandefficiently
carriesoutdifferentfunctionsandtasks.People
employedtocompletethesetasksareinreturn
monetarilycompensated(Nisbett,2003,p.83).

ͲRelationshipsandgroupmembershipisoftenseen
as“gettingintheway”ofobtainingpersonalgoals
31
andobjectives(Nisbett,2003,p.47). 

ͲCoordinationofpersonalandgroupinteractionsis
viewedasconstricting,andthuscommunicationis
increasinglyoccurringusingtechnologyatdifferent
timesandlocations,ratherthanthroughfaceͲtoͲface
32
interactions(HermanMiller,2002,p.3). 

ͲBusinessrelationshipsaretypicallyviewedasshortͲ
termandfeweffortsaremadetodevelopthem
beforebeginningbusinessnegotiations.Instead
thesenegotiationsaremadebasedona“factual
approach”ofobjectivefactsandlogic(Glenn,
Witmeyer&Stevenson,1977,p.52Ͳ66inAdler,1997,
33
p.190). 

ͲDecisionmakingisimpersonalandbasedlargelyon
acost–benefitanalysis.Emotionsandrelationships
areviewedasaninterference,whichmayresultin
34
conflictsofinterest(Adler,1997,p.192). 

ͲDocumentationofnegotiationsbetweenpeopleis
consideredimportantasarecordofagreementis
35
usedasevidentialverification(Adler,1997,p.192). 




ͲControloversurrounding
environmentisvalued.


ͲRules,codes,andstandards
oftentakeprecedenceover
relationshipsinthe
workplace.

ͲEstablishmentofa
relationshipwithclientisnot
oftenasimportantto
businessnegotiationsas
objectivefactsandlogic.



ͲControloverwherework
isdoneprovidesemployee
withasenseof
empowermentand
autonomy.



ͲSocial/meeting/gathering
spacesareseparatedfrom
workspacessothat
socializationdoesnot
interferewithworkbeing
done(i.e.:perimeter
circulationroutes,
informalseatingareas
separatedfrom
workspaces).

ͲMovableenclosuresin
workspacesoron
workstationsallow
employeestocontroltheir
degreeofinteractionwith
others.

ͲPresenceofclientspaces
forsocializationbefore
businessmeetingsisnot
required.
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ͲAnindividual’sactionsareperceivedascontrolled
entirelybythatindividual(Kluckholn&Strodtbeck,
1961),as“freewill”ispossessedbyallpeople
(Kirkman&Shapiro,1997,p.738).


Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowHall’sHighcontextvs.LowContextdimensionisexpressedintheworkplace.
A

Hall’sHighContextvs.LowContextculturaldimensionisincludedwithinHofstsede’sIndividualismvs.Collectivismdimension(Hofstede,1991),andthusisreferredtoinordertoprovide
A
quantitativedatatofurthersupportHall’squantitativeresearch(pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowHofstede’sIndividualismvs.Collectivismdimensionisexpressedintheworkplace).

3
TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnerconductedtwostudiesinordertoassessthedegreetowhichdifferentcountriesarespecificordiffusecultures(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,1997,p.90,
A
95).PleaseseeAppendixforspecificresearchdilemmasonwhichthesetwostudieswherebased.

4
Hall’sHighContextvs.LowContextculturaldimensionisincludedwithinTrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurner’sSpecificvs.DiffuseCulturedimension(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,1998),and
A
thusisreferredtoinordertoprovidequantitativedatatofurthersupportHall’squantitativeresearch(pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowTrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurner’sSpecific
vs.DiffuseCulturedimensionisexpressedintheworkplace).

5
ResearchisbasedonWesternsociety’svalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

6
ResearchisbasedonWesternsociety’svalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

7
Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowHofstede’sIndividualismvs.Collectivismdimensionisexpressedinthe
B
workplace.

8
IDV,anabbreviationforIndividualismIndexValues,referstotheindexinwhich50countriesand3regionsarerankedbyHofstedeonthedimensionofIndividualismvs.Collectivism(Hofstede,
1991,p.53,Table3.1).

9
ResearchisbasedonWesternsociety’svalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

10
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

11
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

12
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

13
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

14
A
Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixXforacompletelistofhowHofstede’sPowerDistancedimensionisexpressedintheworkplace.
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ResearchisbasedonWesternsociety’svalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

PDI,anabbreviationforPowerDistanceIndex,referstotheindexinwhich50countriesand3regionsarerankedbyHofstsedeonthedimensionofPowerDistance(Hofstede,1991,p.26,Table2.1).

ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowHofstede’sUncertaintyAvoidancedimensionisexpressedintheworkplace.
A

CanadawasnotlistedinTrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnerstudyon“Averagetimehorizon:past”(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,1997,Figure9.3,p.132),howeverthismaybedueto
Canada’spresent/futuretimehorizon.

24
ResearchisbasedonWesternsociety’svalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

25
ResearchisbasedonWesternsociety’svalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

26
ResearchisbasedonWesternsociety’svalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

27
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

28
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

29
Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowTrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurner’suniversalistvs.particularistdimension
A
isexpressed.

30
TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnerconductedthreestudiesinordertoassessthedegreetowhichdifferentcountriesareuniversalistorparticularistcultures(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,
A
1997,p.35,37,39).PleaseseeAppendixforspecificresearchdilemmasonwhichthesethreestudieswherebased.

31
ResearchisbasedonWesternsociety’svalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

32
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

33
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

34
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

23

UAI,anabbreviationforUncertaintyAvoidanceIndex,referstotheindexinwhich50countriesand3regionsarerankedbyHofstsedeonthedimensionofUncertaintyAvoidance(Hofstede,1991,
p.113,Table5.1).

20
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

21
A
Thisdefinitionprovidesonlyasimplifieddescriptionofthedimension,pleaseseeAppendixforacompletelistofhowTrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurner’ssequentialvs.synchronicdimensionis
expressed.

22
TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnerconductedthreestudiesinordertoassesstheaveragetimehorizons(past,present,andfuture)ofthedifferentcountriesincludedintheirresearch
(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,1997,p.131,132,133).ThesestudieshoweverarenotapplicabletotheotheraspectsofdimensionasoutlinedinthechapterwrittenbyTrompenaarsand
HampdenͲTurneronSequentialvs.SynchronicTime(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,1997,p.123Ͳ144).
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ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.

ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.





TrompenaarsandHampdenͲTurnerconductedthreestudiesinordertoassessthedegreetowhichdifferentcountriesareuniversalistorparticularistcultures(Trompenaars&HampdenͲTurner,
1997,p.35,37,39).PleaseseeAppendixforspecificresearchdilemmasonwhichthesethreestudieswherebased.
A

37
ResearchisbasedonNorthAmericanvalues.WhileresearchreferringdirectlytoCanadianculturewouldhavebeenpreferable,nonewasfoundatthetimeresearchwasbeingconducted.
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The two charts are offered as summaries of the research conducted on the national
work cultures of both Japan and Canada. When compared, they identify significant
differences between the national-work-cultures of both countries. These differences
are based in the empirical standings of each country on the charts seven cultural
dimensions, and are supported through the current workplace research. The
identification of these differences is important, as they demonstrate the need for a
culturally adaptive workplace environment in each country. The potential design
implications displayed in the chart (and derived from each of the seven dimensions
and supporting workplace research) provides a set of guidelines that informed the
design of these culturally adaptive workplaces.

2.1.3.3.3 Criticisms and Limitations of Hofstede & Trompenaars and HampdenTurner’s Cultural Research
Hofstede and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s work, although prominent
in the field of cross-cultural studies, both contain limitations. Many of the criticisms
discussed in reference to Hofstede’s work have been derived from outside sources,
while many of the criticisms of Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s work have been
observed during the course of this research. These criticisms and limitations will be
discussed separately for each researcher(s), followed with brief discussions on why
the work is still relevant to this practicum’s investigation.

Five main limitations or criticisms of Hofstede’s work include the following:
1) The Potential for More Cultural Dimensions
Hofstede, in his book, Cultures Consequences; International Differences in
Work-Related Values (1980), acknowledges that the four cultural dimensions he
identified may not constitute the only cultural dimensions that exist between national
68

cultures. He states, “other dimensions related to equally fundamental problems of

asked” (p. 313-314). Schwartz (2004) further discusses this limitation, stating “without
an a priori theory of the fundamental issues that confront humankind, it is difficult to
specify the items needed to reveal all significant value dimensions of cultural
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mankind which were not found….because the relevant questions simply were not

variation” (p. 88). Hofstede’s dimensions are therefore not exhaustive, due to the
difficulty in identifying a complete set of dimensions without knowledge of all the
different issues or problems that faced by mankind. The Comparison of Cultural
Research Chart (see p. 45) identifies a number of unique dimensions or concepts
developed by a researcher and not shared by the others, which would suggests this
limitation is encountered broadly in cross-cultural research.

2) The Potential for Different Cultural Dimensions
Hofstede has been criticized for limiting his research to one large multinational
corporation operating in different countries. It has been suggested that using a more
diverse sample population in each of these countries would have derived different
cultural dimensions and/or different country rankings within these dimensions
(Schwartz, 2004). While this may be true for research looking at culture more
generally, this sample population is appropriate for this practicum as it provides
cultural dimensions consistent with the primary users of the designed workplace.

3) Cultural Dimensions containing a Western Bias
Hofstede’s theoretical dimensions have been criticized for possessing a
Western bias as they are based on empirical data which was collected and analyzed
by researchers from Western Europe and the United States (Magala, 2005, p.77). It
has been suggested that dimensions possessed by local cultures may have been
69
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overlooked or encompassed in already existing dimensions as a result of this bias
(Magala). It has also been suggested however, that instead of overlooking cultures,
Hofstede’s dimensions have increased awareness in the differences that exist between
cultures. Further, his development of “intellectual instruments” has potentially
enhanced identification and understanding of these different cultures (Magala, p. 79).

4) Methodological Problems in Research
Hofstede’s methods of research have also been called into question. The
appropriateness of Hofstede’s surveys to the study of culture, as well as the
reliability of the sample populations which completed them, have been disputed
(Tayeb, 1996). The influence of IBM’s organizational culture, as well as specific
occupational cultures within the company on the sample population have also been
challenged (McSweeney, 2002). Hofstede has refuted many of these questions in his
second publication of Cultures Consequences; Comparing Values, Behaviors,
Institutions, and Organizations Across Nations (2001) as well as in more recently
published articles (Hofstede, 2002).
Further, six replications of Hofstede’s studies done between 1990-2002
corroborated Hofstede’s dimensions (please refer to Hofstede, & Hofstede, 2005,
p. 26 for list of studies), and over 400 substantial correlations have been found
between other studies and Hofstede’s research. More recent studies have also shown
no decrease in the validity of Hofstede’s five dimensions, indicating they are relatively
stable over time (please refer to Hofstede, 2001, p. 503-520).

Four main limitations or criticisms of Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s work
include the following:
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1) Lack of Academic Rigor and Detail

Understanding Diversity in Global Business (1997) was written primarily for a business
audience as appose to an academic audience. As such, it does not apply the same
degree of rigor in its descriptions and discussions of its cultural dimensions, which
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Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s book, Riding the Waves of Culture;

consequently lack somewhat in detail and clarity (Chanchani & Theivanathampillai,
2002). In addition, many of the dimensions are supported through anecdotal evidence
rather than through other literature or further discussion of the conducted research
(Chanchani & Theivanathampillai).

2) Methodological Problems in Research
In some instances, the dilemma survey questions used to rank the different
countries within the dimensions did not encompass all of the aspects defined under
the dimension. Often these definitions were complex and multifaceted but were not
explored through the surveys. An example of this is Trompenaars and HampdenTurners (1997) “sequential vs. synchronic time” dimension, in which the concept of
past/present/future orientation was explored through the survey questions, but not
the concept of how tasks are accomplished in relation to time. This raises questions
as to whether entire dimensions are empirically supported by the survey questions
administered.

3) Explicit Assignment of Dimensions to Countries
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner rank countries on dimensions based on
their responses to dilemma survey questions. However in their book, Riding the
Waves of Culture; Understanding Diversity in Global Business (1997), countries are not
explicitly assigned a dimension (i.e., China assigned as a collectivist culture on the
71
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“individualism vs. collectivism” dimension). Subsequently the reader must rely on
references in the written text to determine the dimension orientation a country
possesses. This in-text reference system proved to be inefficient when attempting
to find information on the different dimensions orientations. For some dimensions,
specific countries were not discussed in the text, which proves to be problematic in
applying the research.

4) The Potential for Different Cultural Dimensions
Similar to Hofstede, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s decision to limit their
research to respondents working within different multi-national corporations could be
questioned. A more diverse sample population in each country may have resulted in a
different country ranking within the dimensions, or a different set of cultural
dimensions altogether. However, like Hofstede, this sample population serves the
objectives of this practicum’s research more specifically then a more diverse sample
population would have, and thus this criticism does not apply to this investigation.

Despite these criticisms, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s research was
used in the section’s investigation based on three criteria. These criteria are as
follows: 1) the research was both quantitative and cross-cultural in nature, 2) the
research was based in the workplace and derived from multinational companies, and
3) the research has been widely acknowledged and sited within the field of crosscultural communications, and more broadly in the social sciences. The research
produced by Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner met each of these requirements, in a
way that other research did not. The utilization of the research was thus deemed
appropriate in the practicum’s investigation.
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2.1.4 Cultural Change

1998), and is an important consideration when designing culturally adaptive
workplaces. It is generally accepted that continuous change occurs in all cultures over
time (Ferraro). This cultural change was compensated for in the practicum’s
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Cultural change is an outcome of internal and external influences (Ferraro,

investigation through the identification of themes in cultural research that had been
obtained over a period of fifty years. The identification of these themes was done
with the intent of providing a more stable and enduring set of dimensions that would
inform the design of culturally adaptive workplace.
The issue of cultural change is also significant to this practicum in terms of
changes that could occur in the future. In order to serve the objectives of increasing
productivity and maintaining cultural integrity within a country, the design must
respond to the current work-culture that exists within a country now and in the
future. A culturally adaptive workplace design should not be implemented and then
left indefinitely. Rather it must be reexamined at regular intervals to ensure its
relevance. In order for this reexamination to occur, the quantitative data
informing country rankings on Hofstede and Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner’s
country rankings must be updated according to the changes that occur within
cultures. This practicum suggests that this should occur at approximately ten year
intervals, as this would be a feasible amount of time to conduct research while
remaining attentive to this cultural change. Further, these updates would provide a
record of cultural change within countries, which could potentially enable future
changes in the culture to be predicted more easily. This ten year increment is also
consistent with the suggested life span of an interior space, as workplace interiors are
generally recommended to be refurbished every eight to ten years. Therefore strategic
planning of the interior design in accordance with the updating of cultural research
73
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would allow for a workplace to remain culturally adaptive in the long-term.

2.1.5 Overview of Section
The literature review on Cultural Adaptation in the Design of the Workplace
began with an examination of Hofstede’s theoretical framework of the “mental
program.” It was discovered that the mental programs of different national cultures
each possess their own patterns of thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. This
examination inferred that the expression of these patterns in the workplaces of
different national cultures should be supported by culturally adaptive design.
Four models of culture were identified in order to more comprehensively
examine the compositions of the mental programs of national culture. SpencerOatey’s (2000) model, with its inclusion of the “systems and institutions” layer,
positioned the workplace within this framework of national culture. It was concluded
that a design of a workplace that is consistent with the values, assumptions, and
behaviors of a national culture, would allow people to function most effectively, thus
enabling productivity to be increased within the workplace.
A review of the qualitative and quantitative research of Hall, Kluckhohn,
Hofstede, Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, and Schwartz was done in order to
create a framework that would examine the national-work-cultures of both
countries. Seven cultural dimensions were identified for this framework which
included: 1) high context vs. low context culture, 2) individualism vs. collectivism,
3) power distance, 4) uncertainty avoidance, 5) sequential vs. synchronic time,
6) internal vs. external control, and 7) universalism vs. particularism. These seven
dimensions provided the foundation for two charts, one examining Japanese
national-work-culture, the other examining Canadian national-work-culture. These
charts provided two functions; they offered a comparison of the two national-work-
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cultures in order to access the need for culturally responsive design in the workplace,

The two charts identified significant differences between the national-workcultures of Japan and Canada. Upon review of these charts, it becomes apparent that
these two work-cultures ideally should not both be supported through the
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and they were used to inform the workplace designs for both countries.

implementation of one standard workplace design.

2.2 Standardized Corporate Identity in the Design of the Workplace
The literature review on Standardized Corporate Identity in the Design of the
Workplace informed two different workspace environments: one for Japan, and one
for Canada. The review will begin with an overview of corporate identity; in terms of
what it is and why it is important to an organization. The visual component of
corporate identify, also known as “corporate visual identity,” is then examined in
reference to the design of the built environment. This is followed by a discussion of
the standardization of this corporate visual identity in the workplace, and the
functions and advantages it provides for a multinational company possessing a
culturally adaptive workplace design. The application of this standardized corporate
visual identity in the workplace of the practicum’s client company, Torrent, is then
examined in order to provide a rationale for the practicum’s final design.

2.2.1 Corporate Identity
Corporate Identity is the communication of an organization’s identity to its
various stakeholders. While there exists no one definition of corporate identity
(Alessandri, 2001; Balmer, 2001; Hatch & Schultz, 2000), Sue Westcott Alessandri
(2001), a professor and researcher in the School of Public Communications at Syracuse
University, conceptually defines corporate identity as:
75
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A firm’s strategically planned and purposeful presentation of itself in
order to gain a positive corporate image in the minds of the public. A
corporate identity is established in order to gain a favorable corporate
reputation over time.
(p. 177)
A corporate identity is therefore a planned and controlled representation of an
organization in order to gain long-term benefits. These benefits often take the form of
a positive organizational image and an increase in market share and profit margins. A
corporate identity is created based on how the organization desires to be perceived,
and therefore represents an ideal condition (Napoles, 1988).
The term “corporate identity” is often confused with “corporate image,”
however the two terms possess very different meanings. A corporate image is the
result of both planned and unplanned visual and verbal elements as well as external
influences (Gregory & Wiechmann, 1999). The image is a reflection of how an
organization is viewed in actuality, and therefore is based in reality. Therefore, a
corporate identity is controlled by the company, whereas a corporate image is not.
Unlike the brand of a product or service which represents only one aspect of a
company to an external consumer audience, a corporate identity communicates the
overall identity of the organization to all of its different stakeholders, both internally
and externally (Olins, 1990; Hatch & Schultz, 2008). These stakeholders often include:
customers, employees, investors, partners, suppliers, distributors, governments, and
the surrounding community (Hatch & Schultz, 2008).

2.2.2 Corporate Visual identity
Two schools of thought have been identified within the broader concept of
corporate identity. These include the “verbal identity model,” also known as the
“strategic school” (Balmer, 1995), and the “visual identity model,” also entitled the
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“visual school” (Balmer, 1995; Borja De Mozota, 2003). The verbal identity model is

1990; van Reil, 1995), and is more closely associated with organizational theory
(Melewar & Saunders, 2000). This model is studied predominantly in business schools
(Borja De Mozota, 2003), examining corporate identity at a more theoretical level,
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primarily concerned with the organization’s purpose, vision, and philosophy (Olins

with the objective of identifying both what the organization is and what it desires to
become (Hatch & Schultz, 2000). The visual identity model is primarily concerned with
the “visible and tangible manifestations of what a company is” (Hatch & Schultz,
p. 13). It includes the design of both graphic and spatial elements such as the
organizations name, logo, color, style, and slogan as well as design of its buildings,
products and packaging (Borja De Mozota, 2003).
The visual identity model of corporate identity, also known as a “corporate
visual identity,” is the focus of this section as it deals with the visual communication
of a company through architecture and interior design. One of the first examples of
the expression of corporate visual identity in the design of a company’s buildings was
the Allgemeine Elektrizitats-Gesellschahaft (AEG) in the beginning of the twentieth
century. German architect, Peter Behrens, was selected as the “design advisor” for the
German electrical company in 1907, and with a design team which included Walter
Gropius and Mies van der Rohe, developed a coherent corporate visual identity for
the company. This identity was expressed consistently in the design of AEG’s buildings,
communication materials, and products, and allowed the company to further expand
in the market both locally and internationally (Woodham, 1997). The company was
destroyed during the First World War (Olins, 1990), however it’s coherent corporate
visual identity influenced companies such as Olivetti and International Business
Machines (IBM) (Woodham). These companies have been widely recognized for the
expression of their corporate identities in their products and buildings.
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Following the end of the Second World War, corporate identity became a more
important segment within the design profession, largely due to the development of
multinational corporations (Woodham). Many of these corporations recognized design
as part of a strategy in creating a global presence, and began implementing corporate
design programmes (Woodham). In recent years corporate architecture has become a
more prominent element within a corporation’s corporate identity strategy
(Messedat, 2007). As such, the physical environment is increasingly being used to
express an organization’s mission and values (Messedat). This is appropriate as the
built environment possesses a strong capability to communicate the values of the
organizations that inhabit them (Duffy, 1997). It has been suggested that this
communication occurs, whether conscious or unconscious, by an organizations built
environment (Lambert, 1989). A strong corporate visual identity could allow an
organization to use this environment more consciously to its advantage.
Interior design allows a corporate identity to be expressed more dynamically
then many other forms used (i.e., letterhead or brochures). This more dynamic
expression is derived from its three dimensional form and use of different mediums.
For example, if an organization’s identity valued environmental sustainability, this
could be expressed through the materials, fixtures, and equipment selected in the
interior design of its workplace. Values for environmental sustainability could also be
expressed through different design approaches, for example, integration of the
exterior natural environment with the interior work environment, or the use of
symbolic organic forms. As such, interior design provides an ideal means for the
communication of a company’s corporate identity in the workplace.

2.2.3 Standardization of Corporate Visual Identity
The expression of a standardized corporate visual identity for a company is
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important in ensuring the communication of a clear coherent message to the

more significant when a multinational company desires to have culturally adaptive
workplaces. The cultural adaptation alone would produce very different workplace
environments around the world, and result in little coherence or unity for the overall
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company’s stakeholders (Olins, 1990). This standardized identity, however, is even

company. A standardized corporate visual identity provides two significant benefits for
these companies: 1) the visual representation of the company’s identity through the
design of its interior workplace environment, and 2) the provision of regularity and
consistency in the company’s workplaces that help to unify them as part of a greater
whole.

2.2.3.1 Representation of Company Identity
The expression of a corporate identity through the design of a company’s
workplaces could facilitate a better understanding of the company in terms of who it
is, what it values, and therefore how it differs from its competitors, for both its
internal stakeholders (employees) and external stakeholders (clients, potential clients,
and potential employees). The following benefits are said to result from a company’s
expression of a corporate identity more generally: 1) increased recognition of the
organization (Smith, 1990), and 2) increased awareness of the organization’s business
capabilities, the products and services it offers, and how these products and services
differ from others available in the marketplace (Downey, 1986). These benefits are
increasingly important for multinational corporations who must compete in a global
marketplace. It has been suggested that over the long-term, the intense
competition in the global marketplace will result in increasingly similar products as
only the best designs are able to survive (Olins, 1990). As well, the increasing rate of
change in products and technology are resulting in ever shorter shelf-lives (Balmer,
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1995). As a result, a company’s identity is becoming an increasingly larger
determinate in consumers purchasing decisions (Olins). Consumers are no longer
buying a product or service, rather, they are buying the company who produces them
(Melewar & Saunders, 2000).
A strong corporate identity can also provide many benefits to the company
internally. Increased identification of employees with the company could occur if the
employee’s values and aspirations are consistent with those of the company
(Bouchikhi & Kimberly, 2008). It has been suggested that this identification could
encourage employees to become ambassadors of the company and increase loyalty
and commitment to the company over the long-term (Bouchikhi & Kimberly). In
addition, a study conducted by Belt and Paolilb (1982) found that corporate identity
enhanced a company’s recruitment of highly competent staff and enhance overall
moral in the company (Melewar & Saunders, 1998). Gray and Smeltzer (1987) have
gone on to note that easier recruitment and retention of staff as well as enhanced
overall moral are associated with higher company sales, and assert that a strong
corporate identity can therefore significantly contribute to enhanced profitably of a
company (Melewar & Saunders).

2.2.3.2 Unification of Company through Corporate Identity
Standardization of a corporate visual identity in a company’s workplace is
important to ensuring the consistent communication of this identity to the company’s
different stakeholders. Standardization ensures that the same identity and values are
communicated in the same way in each of the company’s workplace environments.
This enables the transmission of one clear and coherent message to the company’s
stakeholders in all different parts of the world. It also reduces possible exclusions and
contradictions in the message, both in, and between a company’s different
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subsidiaries. This coherence would be of particular significance to a company’s

subsidiaries operating within different countries. This coherence would also promote
a stronger global presence for the company among the general public, especially as
people increasingly travel internationally.
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multi-national-client companies, which may utilize several of the company’s

In addition, the consistency provided by standardization enhances the
company’s corporate identity as it prevents the company from appearing
“fragmented, confused and disorganized” (Dickinson, 2000, p. 76). Rather, it allows
the company to communicate a more capable and sophisticated image. Paul
Dickinson, author and Director of Research at brand and digital media consultant
company Rufus Leonard based in the United Kingdom, states, “achieving absolute
consistency in the implementation of a corporate design style demonstrates that the
corporation is disciplined and organized and pays real attention to detail” (2000, p.
76).
Standardization of the corporate visual identity also serves to unite the
company’s different workplaces together into a unified whole (Olins, 1990). This is of
particular significance to a multinational company, and provides it with several
benefits both externally and internally. Cees B. M. van Riel and John M. T. Balmer,
professors of corporate marketing and communication as well as prolific writers on
the topic of corporate identity, have also noted that externally, this consistency in
visual communications can enable a company to develop a “reliable, recognizable, and
distinctive portrait” of the company to its stakeholders (Hatch & Schultz, 2000,
p. 14). Additionally, a study on the standardization of a “Corporate Visual Identity
System” (CVIS), a system of the graphic design used to support the firm’s visual
identity, suggested that standardization increased consumer awareness of the
company as well as its products (Melewar & Saunders, 1998). It was also perceived
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that consumers held more favorable perceptions of the company and were more
receptive to the company and the products it provided as standardization increased
(Melewar & Saunders, 1998). The study’s outcomes were based on the perceptions of
senior level employees in several different multinational companies. This unification
helps the multinational company create a global presence through greater awareness,
recognition, and receptivity to a company and its offerings in the marketplace. As a
result it is able to increase its prominence in the marketplace.
Internally, this unification can create a sense of community for the employees
working for the company. In turn, employees can develop feelings of belonging and
membership to the company, which could ultimately result in increased loyalty and
commitment (Bouchikhi & Kimberly, 2008). Standardization can also provide a
multinational corporation with more control and stability in its workplaces, as it can
serve as a regulating element in the companies different subsidiaries.
Standardization of corporate identity is often centrally controlled within the company
(Melewar & Saundars, 1998).
Standardized corporate identity therefore provides a counterbalance to the
cultural adaptation within the design of the workplace, allowing the company to
respond to the cultures in which it operates, while expressing its identity and
maintaining a connection with the company’s greater whole.

2.2.4 Corporate Visual Identity in the Design of the Workplace
The expression of corporate identity in the design of the workplace must serve
two objectives: 1) to visually represent the identity of the company, and 2) to
standardize this visual representation across the company’s interior work
environments. The visual representation of a company’s corporate identity can be
done in several ways. A company’s identity can be represented through the display of
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its logo, typography, and slogan in its workspace. This approach, however, is

replicated. A more comprehensive approach involves the intentional expression of the
company’s core values in the design of the work environment.
In order to visually represent the identity of the company, the design of
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somewhat limited in its expression of the company’s identity and values, and is easily

Torrent’s workplace involves both the expression of it’s logo as well as it’s core values
in the workplace design. As previously mentioned, Torrent’s core values include:
1) global community orientation, 2) research based knowledge, and 3) creating
client value through improved business performance. While the expression of
Torrent’s logo in the workplace is somewhat straight forward, the expression of the
company’s values is more complex. In order to express these values in the interior
work environment in a conceptual manner, representation and symbolism are used to
communicate these value’s central concepts (community, research, and performance)
through the physical composition of the space. This physical composition can be
better understood through an examination of the design elements and principles
identified by Allen, Jones, & Stimpson (2003). These design elements and principles
include: space, line, shape and mass, texture, color, light, pattern, scale and
proportion, balance, rhythm, emphasis, and harmony. A number of these design
elements and principles are used to communicate the previously identified central
concepts in the final design outcome. The design of these elements results in a unique
workplace environment and atmosphere that expresses Torrent’s core values, and
distinguishes the company from its competitors.
The second objective in the expression of corporate identity in the design of
the workplace involves the standardization Torrent’s identity across the company’s
interior work environments. This will be achieved through a uniform application of the
company logo as well as designed spatial elements that express the company’s core
83
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values in each of Torrent’s workplace environments. This will insure the consistent
communication of Torrent’s core values in the design of the workplace, and provide a
similar aesthetic and atmosphere in each of these spaces.

2.2.5 Overview of Section
The literature review on Standardized Corporate Identity in the Design of the
Workplace began with an examination of the term “corporate identity.” It was
established that corporate identity is the planned and controlled expression and
representation of an organization to its different stakeholders. The purpose of
corporate identity is to encourage favorable perceptions from these stakeholders, and
to increase the company’s financial returns.
Two models pertaining to the study of corporate identity have been identified,
the “verbal identity model” and the “visual identity model.” This investigation is
primarily concerned with the visual model, also known as “corporate visual identity,”
as it deals more directly with the expression of corporate identity in the built
environment. The expression of corporate identity within architecture and design has
existed since the beginning of the twentieth century, however only more recently has
this expression taken a more prominent role as a business strategy.
Standardization of a company’s corporate visual identity is of particular
significance in this practicum, as it provides a counter balance to the culturally
adaptive workplace of a multinational company. As such, it provides two important
functions: 1) communication of a company’s identity in the design of its workplaces,
and 2) unification of these workplace designs in the company’s different subsidiaries
around the world.
In order to communicate the corporate identity of the multinational client
company, Torrent, the company’s three core values have been communicated through
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the design of its interior workplace environments. Further, this corporate identity is

of Torrent’s Japanese and Canadian workplaces.
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standardized through the consistent communication of these core values in the design

2.3 Achieving a Balance Between Cultural Adaptation and Standardized Corporate
Identity in the Design of the Workplace
Borja de Mozota in her book Design Management; Using Design to Build Brand
and Corporate Innovation (2003) discusses two elements encompassed in the design
of the work environment in which she calls “physical structure” and “symbolic
artifacts.” The physical structure of the workplace “influences interactions,
relationships and behaviors” (p. 154). This structure includes the organization of the
space and furniture. Symbolic artifacts comprise “aspects of the physical environment
that individually or collectively guide the interpretation of the social space” (p. 154).
These artifacts can enhance an understanding of the nature of work that occurs in the
space and the people who work there (Borja de Mozota). These artifacts can exert
an influence on the recruitment of employees and behaviors within the space (Davis,
1984).
The identification of these two elements is important as they allow us to better
comprehend the purpose of cultural adaptation and standardized corporate identity in
the design of Torrent’s workplace. The culturally adaptive design serves as the
“physical structure” in the workplace as it is largely responsible for how people
behave, interact and function within the workplace. The standardized corporate
identity serves as the “symbolic artifacts” as it provides a more interpretive role that
allows people to understand the company. Therefore, the two themes each perform
distinct purposes within the design of the workplace.
In order to achieve a balance between the themes of culturally adaptation and
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standardized corporate identity in the design of the workplace, a sequence of
priorities must be developed. The reason for this is that both themes are based on
values: in cultural adaptation the values are those of the national-work-culture, in
standardized corporate identity the values are those of the overall company. This
practicum asserts that cultural adaptation should take precedence over standardized
corporate identity in the design of the workplace. This precedence is based on the
predetermined nature of national culture and its basis in the human values of the
company’s employees. Comparatively, corporate identity is more flexible in its
determination as it is based on the fabricated values of a company, and exists
externally from the values of the employees working within it.
The spatial elements which are essential for responding to national workplace
culture are therefore given precedence over elements communicating corporate
identity in the design of the workplace. Further, it is suggested that the cultural
adaptation theme should be only addressed through the “physical structure” of the
space, rather than the “symbolic artifacts” which are often used to express a
culturally responsive design. The use of physical structure allows the potential of
increased productivity in the workplace as the design of the workplace supports the
existing human values and behaviors of the people that work there. This assignment
of priority and restriction to physical structure removes unnecessary conflicts in the
design of the workplace. The integration of cultural adaptation and interior design is
also most appropriate, as design is also based on the advancement of human value
(Borja de Mozota, 2003).
The practicum further suggests that the establishment of the company’s core
values and the incorporation of a standardized corporate identity into the workplace
design should occur subsequent to cultural adaptation. The company’s core values
should be chosen in reference to the seven dimensions provided in the cultural
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framework chart (see p. 55-67) in order to ensure that conflict between the two sets

as more generally in the company’s management and structure, in order to avoid
disrespect and failure in the host countries in which it is located. The standardized
corporate identity should also be designed secondarily to the culturally adaptive
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of values does not occur. This is important both in the design of the workplace, as well

physical structure of the workspace to insure they also do not interfere with one
another in the design of the workplace. While corporate identity is often evident in
the physical structure of a company’s workplace, it must be restricted to the symbolic
artifacts of the space, so that a balance between the two themes can exist.
A balance between the two themes was achievable, and insured that the
benefits gained from both themes were realized for a multinational company. It
should also be noted that design of the workplace is only one opportunity to express
cultural adaptation and standardized corporate identity. For cultural adaptation, other
opportunities would include implementation in the management and structure of a
company. For standardized corporate identity other opportunities would include all
visual and verbal model elements. The design outcomes of this literature review will
be further explained in chapter five.
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3.1 Nicola Valley Institute of Technology

Client: Nicola Valley Institute of Technology/ University College of the Caribou
Architect: Busby Perkins + Will
Size: 4, 500 square meters (48,437 square feet)

Figure 5. Exterior view of the
front of the building.

Figure 7. Exterior view of the
building’s main entrance.
Figure 6. Building’s interior
courtyard.

Completed in December of 2001, the Nicola Valley Institute of Technology
(NVIT) is an example of how traditional aboriginal cultural values and architectural
structures can inform the design of a modern commercial building.
NVIT reveals its cultural context not as an assemblage of symbols and
metaphors, but through the embodiment of intrinsic cultural values.
Equally important, it reinterprets traditional architecture archetypes not
simply as formal elements but as functional systems.
(Taggart, 2002, p. 1-2)
The three storey building is located on a south facing slope of a forty-three
acre campus on the periphery of Merritt, British Columbia, Canada. The 7.6 million
dollar building encompasses classrooms, faculty offices, labs, social spaces, a cafeteria,
bookstore, and library.
NVIT’s culturally adaptive design is expressed in two primary ways: 1) through
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consideration given to traditional aboriginal cultural values, and 2) through

discussed in greater detail.
Traditional aboriginal cultural values were considered both in the buildings
overall form and organization and in its relationship with its environment. The
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application of traditional aboriginal structures and designs. These will each be

architects of the building affirm “the Institute’s semi-circular shape is the first gesture
towards a circular master plan that was chosen because of the cultural significance of
the circle” (Busby Perkins + Will, 2008). The buildings overall orientation and layout
also takes into consideration traditional aboriginal culture. The building is orientated
on the compasses four cardinal access points, and possesses a main entrance on the
east axis in order to signify the significance of the sunrise in aboriginal culture. Beyond
this entrance, in the interior of the building, a central circular fireplace serves as both
a focal point and gathering area for students and staff, while symbolizing the
aboriginal tradition of gathering around a fire. Cultural values for stewardship of the
land and the resources it provides are demonstrated in the environmentally
sustainable design of the building. This design incorporates strategies for energy
efficiencies in terms of ventilation, heating and cooling, and thermal insulation. Value
for harmonization with the natural environment is evident in the buildings integrated
design into the slope of the land and in the buildings partial roof garden of native
plants and shrubs.

Figure 8. Building’s floor plan.
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Traditional aboriginal structures and materials were also applied in the design
of the NVIT. Structures such as the “teepee” and “pit house” as well as materials such
as wood and animal skin were used in the design of the overall building and its
interior spaces. The teepee structure allowed for effective ventilation of interior
spaces. Without duplicating the aesthetic form of the teepee, principles of this
structure were applied in the design of the building to provide it with a more natural
and energy efficient ventilation system. Environmental principles where also taken
from the pithouse and informed the building’s design in terms of its southern
orientation and land mass coverage, in order to reduce thermal heat loss in the
winter.
The Nicola Valley Institute of Technology informs Torrent’s workplace design
with regards to cultural adaptation in the built environment. Cultural adaptation is
expressed in the design of the NVIT building through consideration of traditional
aboriginal cultural values and the application of traditional aboriginal structures and
designs. The precedent however is most valuable to this practicum in its
demonstration of how cultural values are expressed within a commercial built
environment.
Through this application of the cultures values to the modern design of the
building, traditional cultural behaviors are recreated. This can be seen in the design of
a central fireplace in creating a meeting and gathering place for people, and in
environmentally sustainable building that brings people closer and in greater
harmony through its integration into the landscape and its use of more natural
building systems. The design of the NVIT therefore demonstrates how the design of
a building based on cultural values can support and facilitate the culture’s behaviors.
The NVIT also serves as an example of how cultural respect and the preservation of
cultural beliefs and traditions can occur through the design of the built environment,
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two of the primary objectives of this practicum.

culture and their values and behaviors would have been more relevant in informing
the practicum’s design on this theme, no work on this subject was found relating to
the disciplines of architecture or interior design. These findings, or lack thereof, may
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While a culturally adaptive design based on modern day national-work-

indicate the innovative nature of this topic of study, and further, support the need for
this research to be undertaken.
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3.2 Mother Advertising Agency

Client: Mother
Architects/ Designers: Clive Wilkinson Architects
Size: 3,902 square meters (42,000 square feet)

Figure 9. Staircase
integration with table to
provide one continuous
form. Photograph taken by

Figure 10. Employees working
at concrete table.

Figure 11. End of concrete
table. Photograph taken by

Photograph taken by Adrian Wilson.

Adrian Wilson.

Adrian Wilson.

Mother’s London office is an example of how the corporate identity of a
company can be expressed through its interior workplace environment. Mother, a
prominent advertising agency based in London, moved into their new workplace in
2004. The new workplace occupies three floors in an existing warehouse building in
Shoreditch, on the east side of London. As the space was designed specifically for
Mother, it provided an opportunity for an original design solution that expressed the
identity and values of the agency.
The third floor of the warehouse was chosen to be the center of Mother’s
operations due to its high ceilings (thirteen feet in height) and open space concept.
A large concrete table was constructed as the focal point on the floor, and circulates
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through the space in one continuous oval form. Visual continuity is maintained in

a staircase, through the continuation of concrete from the table onto the floor. The
table, 76 meters (250 feet) in length, was inspired by the renowned 1910 race track
located on top of the Fiat factory in Turin, Italy (Myerson & Ross, 2006). The table
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the form, despite breaks in the table that allow for circulation and the integration of

represents the “speed and mobility” of work-life at the agency (Myerson & Ross,
p. 50). The table also symbolizes the “kitchen table ethos” of the agency
(Myerson & Ross, p. 50), which was implemented in its beginnings in the 1990’s, and
speaks to concepts of family as well as a communal and collaborative work
process. The table’s scale and concrete construction of 7.6 centimeters (3 inches) thick
cast-in-place slabs, was chosen to express durability and longevity in the firm, within
the unpredictable and continually changing industry of advertising and
communications (Myerson & Ross).
Above the table, lamp shades hang to provide the space with adequate lighting and sound absorption. Each 2.1 meter (7 foot) long shade is constructed of a
brightly colored bold vintage fabric, originating from the 1950’s and 1960’s (Cohen,
2005). The shades express a playfulness, warmth, and creativity in the agency through
their
display of bright colors and whimsical designs. The lamp shade design coupled with
use of fabric helps to offset the robust cool concrete structure below.
A large open space with ample natural light and clean white surfaces provides
the back drop for these bold elements creating an art-studio like atmosphere (Cohen).
This atmosphere in turn expresses the artistic nature of the advertising industry and
what the agency does. White leather ottomans and random vintage furniture pieces
create a breakout area in the interior of the oval table, and display an unconventional,
informal, and modern dimension to the space (Cohen). Folding oak doors are used to
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conceal storage and electronics along the perimeter of the workspace, maintaining a
simple clean aesthetic (Cohen).
Mother serves as a precedent for this praticum’s final design because it utilizes
different design elements and principles within its workplace in a representative
and symbolic capacity to communicate the company’s corporate identity. For
example, Mother’s desire for a family like atmosphere and collaborative work process
are expressed through the large oval concrete table located centrally in the
workspace. Mother’s durability and longevity in the marketplace are symbolized
through the tables large solid concrete construction. Mother’s playful, warm, and creative character are expressed through the vibrant and whimsical fabric design of the
lamp shades that hang over the workspace. The design therefore informs the design
of Torrent’s workplace by demonstrating how different design elements can
communicate a company’s corporate identity.
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3.3 Starbucks Coffee Company

Architect/Designer: Starbucks Coffee Company
Size: ranges from 304.8 – 457.2 square meters (1,000 – 1,500 square feet) (Thompson
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Client: Starbucks Coffee Company

& Gamble, 1997)

Figure 12. Seating area
& product display.

Figure 13. Seating area.

Figure 14. Ordering counter.

Starbucks is an example of a multinational company that expresses a
standardized corporate identity through the interior design of its stores. The company
currently possess over 4,500 stores in 47 countries (Starbucks, 2008), and is the
largest specialized coffee brewer in North America, with a market value of
approximately 23 million dollars (Fortune 500, 2007). Starbucks does very little
advertising yet has expanded quickly into different national markets and enjoys high
levels of awareness and recognition (Thompson & Gamble, 1997). This can be largely
attributed to the company’s efforts in expressing a consistent corporate identity
through the design of its store environments.
In order to ensure that these stores express a uniform corporate identity
across the company’s different locations, Starbucks established an in-house group of
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architects and designers in 1991 (Thompson & Gamble, 1997). The stores are each
custom designed due to the fact that the company buys or leases space in existing
buildings, rather than constructing new buildings to house their stores (Thompson &
Gamble, 1997). Each of the stores however, possess a number of standardized design
elements that provide the company with a unified identity and image. “Its [Starbucks]
biggest success lies in the standardization of its ambiance. Standardized design
elements allow Starbucks to retrofit to all retail space and sizes” (Alvarez & Gilsdorf,
2007, p. 13). This standardization has been done with the intention of creating a
consistent experience for the customer across its different geographic locations.
Howard Schultz, the company’s CEO, and Dave Olsen, head of store operations,
describe this experience as follows:
An authentic coffee experience that conveyed the artistry of espresso
making, a place to think and imagine, a place where people could gather
to meet over a great cup of coffee, a comforting refuge that provides a
place of community, a third place for people to congregate between work
and home, a place that welcomed and rewarded people for coming, and 		
a layout that could accommodate both fast service and quite moments.
							

(Thompson & Gamble, 1997)

This experience is accomplished through a consistent overall layout of space,
materials and furnishings. The layout of these spaces typically include a main counter
as the focal point in the space, similar types and configurations of furniture; consisting
of tables and chairs as well as oversized comfortable seating usually positioned in
collective seating arrangements, and product displays containing coffee and coffee
related merchandise. In terms of materials and furnishings the stores are also very
consistent, containing materials comprised largely of wood, stone, and comfortable
textiles such as velvet and leather, a color pallet composed primarily of warm earth
tones, soft dim lighting, and artwork and signage relating to coffee and its production.
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Starbucks was chosen as a precedent for the practicum’s final design for two

achieved a strong global presence in part through the standardization of corporate
identity in the design of it’s store environments. Secondly, similar to the
practicum’s hypothetical company Torrent, Starbucks leases space within existing
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reasons. First, it serves as an example of a multi-national service company which has

buildings located in different countries. Therefore, Starbucks serves as an example of
a company who has implement a consistent corporate identity within a range of
different buildings and interior spaces.
While Starbucks serves as a good example of a company whom possesses a
strong standardized corporate identity in the design of its stores, it does not provide
an example for culturally adaptive design. Further investment and exploration in
this area could provide several benefits to Starbucks in terms of employee moral and
productivity, as well as the demonstration of cultural respect to the countries in which
it operates in. It could also be argued, however, that culturally adaptive design plays
a more significant role in companies and industries that rely on more intellectually
based work. This is due to the greater impact of the way in which this work is done on
a more varied outcome.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Project Description
Two workplaces will be designed for the multinational corporation, Torrent.
Each workplace design responds to the work-culture of either Japan or Canada, and
expresses a standardized corporate identity for the company. While these workplaces
exist hypothetically within each of these countries, the Winnipeg based Manitoba
Hydro office building provides the context for both designs. Within this office building,
the workplaces occupy leased space within a new construction, and will inhabit one
full floor of the building.
One design programme has been created for the design of Torrent’s workplace
in both Japan and Canada. However, due to differences that exist in the needs and
requirements of these two countries, certain sections of the programme have been
subdivided in order to be specific to each country. These subdivisions will be indicated
in a short paragraph at the beginning of each pertinent section.

1.2 Building & Site Description
The office building in which the design is based is located at 360 Potage
Avenue in downtown Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. The newly-constructed office
building is 695,742 square feet in size and is classified as “Class A” real-estate office
building.

1.3 Client & User Description
Torrent, the client company, is a hypothetical global management consulting,
technology services and outsourcing company that provides businesses around the
world with services that enable them to improve their performance. These services
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include; management consulting and research, technology services, and outsourcing

1.4 Project Goals
The practicum has two primary goals for the design of Torrent’s workplace.
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of client company operations. Torrent’s headquarters is based in Chicago, Illinois.

These goals are as follows:

• Cultural adaptation: cultural adaptation in the design of the two workspaces will
be based upon the Framework of Workplace Cultural Research charts developed
for both Japan and Canada in the literature review (see Chapter 2). The “potential
expression of cultural dimensions in the design of the workspace” column in both
charts will be used as guidelines for the design of the culturally adaptive
workplaces for both countries. The objective of this design is to produce a
workplace that responds to and supports the cultural values, assumptions, and
behaviors within each of these national-work-cultures. Potentially, this approach
will produce a more productive and respectful workplace for employees.

• Standardized corporate identity: a standardized corporate identity in the design of
the two workspaces will be based on a consistent expression of Torrent’s three
core values in the company’s two culturally adaptive workspaces. This standardized
corporate identity will serve two purposes. First, to communicate Torrent’s identity
and values to its internal and external stakeholders. Second, to unify the company’s
different global subsidiaries in order to create a greater sense of community among
its employees, and to increase recognition and awareness of the company in the
global marketplace.
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2.0 Site Analysis

2.1 Site Description
The design is based in a newly-constructed building located between Portage
Avenue (north), Carlton Street (east), Graham Avenue (south), and Edmonton Street
(west). Portage and Graham Avenues, two of the busiest streets in Winnipeg in terms
of vehicular and public transit circulation, enable the site to be easily accessed by
vehicle and Winnipeg transit. The site is also easily accessible by pedestrian traffic
as cross walks and sidewalks are located on all streets and intersections surrounding
the building. The site is located in close proximity to a variety of facilities and services
such as conference centers, hotels, restaurants and cafes, fitness facilities, child care
facilities, and healthcare centers.

Figure 15. Building Site Location in Downtown Winnipeg, Manitoba
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2.1.1 Access to Site & Building

transit routes in Winnipeg. Four Winnipeg Transit stops are located directly
adjacent to the building on Portage and Graham Avenue (please see Figure 16 for
these locations).
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• Public transport: The building is surrounded by some of the most highly serviced

• Vehicular & Parking: Portage Avenue and Graham Avenue serve as two major
vehicular channels through the city, thereby providing ample access to the site and
office building. Sufficient parking to meet the requirements of the office buildings
users is provided by surrounding parkades and surface area parking. In addition,
underground parking for one hundred and fifty two cars is available beneath the
building.

• Pedestrian: Outdoor and indoor pedestrian access is available to the site and
building.
o

Outdoor crosswalks can be found on all four intersections surrounding
the buildings site. These crosswalks connect the sidewalks of the
buildings four surrounding streets. Due to the prevalence of sidewalks on
the majority of Winnipeg’s downtown streets, employee pedestrian
transportation can occur easily to and from downtown residences and
surrounding businesses and amenities.

o

An indoor pedestrian “skywalk” can be found on the northeast corner of
the building’s second floor. This enclosed skywalk connects the building
to Portage Place, one of the city’s main shopping centers. Further indoor
pedestrian access is available to surrounding businesses and buildings
through Portage Place.
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• Proximity to Airport: Approximately 16 minute drive from the Winnipeg
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International Airport.

Figure 16. Building Site in Downtown Winnipeg, Manitoba

2.1.2 Surrounding Business & Amenities
•

Conference Centers: conference centers located within a 5 minute drive of the
office building include:
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o

The Winnipeg Convention Centre - 375 York Ave, Winnipeg, MB

o

The Millennium Centre - 389 Main Street, Winnipeg, MB

o

The Radisson Hotel - 288 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, MB

• Hotels: hotels located within a 5 minute drive of the office building include:

o The Fort Garry Hotel - 222 Broadway, Winnipeg, MB
o Delta Winnipeg - 350 St Mary Avenue, Winnipeg, MB
o The Marlborough Hotel - 331 Smith St, Winnipeg, MB
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o The Radisson Hotel - 288 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, MB

o Place Louis Riel - 190 Smith St, Winnipeg, MB
o Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites - 360 Colony Street, Winnipeg, MB
o Best Western Charterhouse Hotel Downtown Winnipeg - 330 York Ave,
Winnipeg, MB
o The Fairmont Winnipeg - 2 Lombard Place, Winnipeg, MB
o Inn At The Forks - 75 Forks Market Road, Winnipeg, MB

• Restaurants & Cafes: restaurant(s) and café(s) are planned to occupy some of the
leasable space on the ground floor of the office building. Other alternatives located
within a 10 minute walk of the office building include:
o Tim Hortons (coffee & deli) - Portage Place Shopping Centre, Winnipeg, MB
o Starbucks (café)- Portage Place Shopping Centre, Winnipeg, MB
o Second Cup (café) - 254 Edmonton St, Winnipeg, MB
o Volia Café - 252 Edmonton St, Winnipeg, MB
o Twist Cafe - 392 Graham Ave, Winnipeg,
o The Fyxx Espresso Bar (café) - 110-330 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, MB
o The Computer Lounge - 251 Vaughan Street, Winnipeg, MB
o Subway - Portage Place Shopping Centre, Winnipeg, MB
o Rink Side Restaurant - 354 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, MB
o Paragon Restaurant & Bar - 220 Carlton Street, Winnipeg, MB
o MTS Center: Moxie’s Restaurant, Charlie Biggs, Gondola Pizza, TCYB (ice
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cream & frozen yogurt), The Exchange Restaurant & Beer Market, Tavern United
Pub -300 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, MB

• Fitness facilities: fitness facilities located within a 6 minute drive of the office
building include:
o Broadview Fitness 2000 - 120 Donald St, Winnipeg, MB
o Assiniboine Athletic Club - 401-83 Garry Street, Winnipeg, MB
o Focus Fitness & Conditioning Inc. - 200 River Avenue, Winnipeg, MB
o Winnipeg Winter Club - 200 River Avenue, Winnipeg, MB

• Child care: a daycare is planned to occupy leasable space in the southwest corner
of the office buildings second floor. Other alternatives within a 5 minute drive of
the building include:
o Day Nursery Centre - 355 Kennedy St, Winnipeg, MB
o Sister MacNamara Preschool and Infant Daycare Inc. - 126-460 Sargent
Avenue, Winnipeg, MB
o Yours & Ours Child Care Inc. - 500 Balmoral Street, Winnipeg, MB
o Knox Day Nursery - 406 Edmonton Street, Winnipeg, MB

• Healthcare: health clinics/centers and hospitals located within a 6 minute drive of
the office building include:
o Women’s Health Clinic - 419 Graham Avenue A, Winnipeg, MB
o MFL Occupational Health Centre - 102-275 Broadway, Winnipeg, MB
o After Hours Medical Clinic - 878 Main Street, Winnipeg, MB
o Nine Circles Community Health Centre - 705 Broadway, Winnipeg, MB
o Health Sciences Centre -820 Sherbrook Street, Winnipeg, MB
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o St. Boniface General Hospital - 409 Tache Avenue, Winnipeg, MB

• Reduction in vehicular dependency due to increasing environmental concerns and
rising oil prices is resulting in an increasing reliance on public transit, pedestrian,
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2.2 Recent Trends

and bicycle transport to and from the workplace.
• The revitalization of Winnipeg’s downtown has gained increasing attention in
recent years.

2.3 Opportunities & Constraints of Site
Opportunities:
• High visibility of building due to location on one of Winnipeg’s busiest streets,
Portage Avenue.
• Close proximity to other businesses and services and amenities.
• Highly accessible by public, vehicle, bicycle and pedestrian transport.
• Assists in the revitalization of Winnipeg’s downtown core by bringing over 2,150
employees into the area on a daily basis and supporting existing retailers in the
area (Manitoba Hydro, 2007).

Constraints:
• Increased security requirements for both the building and employees due to
downtown location.
• Little or no opportunity for future building expansion.
• Commute times increased due to downtown rush hour traffic.
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2.4 Summary
Overall, the site offers an ideal location for Torrent’s workplace in Winnipeg, as
it provides the company with several advantages and opportunities. The sites central
downtown location, easy accessibility by various forms of travel, and close proximity
to numerous relevant facilities and services (i.e., daycare, fitness, healthcare) may help
Torrent be more competitive in attracting skilled employees. The site’s high visibility,
and close proximity to other business in downtown Winnipeg may help the company
in acquiring new clients, outsourcing services more efficiently, and accessing facilities
and resources more easily (i.e., conference centers, hotels for employees travelling,
restaurants for business lunches, etc.). In addition, the sites central downtown
location and high visibility may assist in increasing Torrent’s public awareness and
recognition.
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3.0 Building Analysis
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Figure 17.
Day time view from
Portage Ave.

Figure 18.
Night time view from
Portage Ave.

Figure 19.
Day time view from
Graham Ave.

Figure 20.
Night time view from
Graham Ave.

3.1 Building Description
Construction of the Manitoba Hydro building began in August of 2005 and
is expected to be completed in spring of 2009. The new skyscraper is comprised of
twenty-two stories as well as an underground parkade. The first three stories of the
building are called “podium floors” and are comprised of both retail and office space.
From the exterior, these floors have been scaled to street level in order make the
buildings surroundings more pedestrian friendly. In the interior, these floors are
divided into two parts by a three floor atrium that runs from the north to south end
of the building. These two parts are connected by two concrete walkways that run
across the atrium from east to west on the buildings second and third floors.

Figure 21.
Exterior view of podium floors looking southeast.

Figure 22.
Interior view of atrium separating podium floors.
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The ground level floor will be used primarily as retail space. This space will be
occupied by the Royal Bank of Canada as well as other retailers, restaurants, and
cafes. The second floor will contain both office and retail space. This floor contains
two outdoor terraces which will be used seasonally by the buildings employees, as
well as the pedestrian “skywalk.” The Third floor will be comprised of a corporate
meeting centre as well as office space.

Entrance to Loading
Docks

Leasable Retail / Office Space

North Entrance

Atrium
Greenspace

Leasable Retail / Office Space

Figure 23.
Podium Level One Floor Plan
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South Entrance

Eighteen “tower floors’ are located above these three podium floors. These

building during its design development phase), are narrower in size from east to west.
Floors four to twenty-two and are comprised entirely of office space and have an open
floor plan with a central enclosed core. This core encompasses elevators, stairs, and
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floors, consisting of floors four to twenty-three (floor thirteen was eliminated from the

washrooms, as well as the building’s primary plumbing stacks and electrical, data, and
mechanical rooms. Each of the floors also contain a north and south atrium. These
atriums are shared among three floors, and are accessed either directly off the
workspace (they are located on the same floor) or by a stairway (they are located on a
different floor). Each floor also has a raised flooring system and a double façade. Floor
to ceiling glazing, combined with the buildings high ceilings (3310 mm/ approximately
10 and a half feet on the tower floors), maximizes the amount of daylight in the space.
The buildings highest floor, the twenty-third floor, is used to house mechanical
equipment.

North Atrium
South Atrium
Figure 24.
Level Seventeen Activity Space Floor Plan.

Building Core
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The exterior of the building features a solar tower on its northwest side. This
tower, in combination with a geothermal heat pump, is responsible for supplying
the building with passive ventilation heating and cooling systems. Consequently, the
building’s energy requirements will be 60% lower than the Model National Energy
Code for Buildings (Stoyko, 2007). A landscaped green space and courtyard will also
be located on the exterior of the building’s south side off of Graham Ave. This space
was designed to be used both by the buildings users as well as the general public.
The practicum’s two designs will be situated on the seventeenth floor of the
building. This floor was selected because it contains only one elevator unit (instead
of two, as is the case on several other tower floors) and has north and south atriums
located at floor level (atriums are not located on all floors because they are shared by
three floors). As a result, the seventeenth floor contains more floor space in which to
base the practicum’s design. The floor is approximately 2597.8 square meters or 27,
963 square feet including the north and south atriums.
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Figure 25.
View of east side of building looking south

Figure 26.
View of north atrium looking northeast

Figure 27.
View of south atrium looking southeast

Figure 28.
View on south side of the building looking east

3.2 Building Structure

• Exterior building envelope: a double glass façade provides an energy efficient
barrier to outdoor temperatures. The interior wall of the façade contains operable
windows, allowing for access to natural ventilation. The glass is encased in steel
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• Foundation: the building has a caisson foundation made of concrete.

framing, and is low in iron to enhance clarity.
• Interior wall assembly: constructed from wood frame and plaster facing.
• Ceiling assembly: ceiling is composed of exposed radiant concrete in order to help
maintain temperatures in the building. Concrete slab beams run east to west between
the building’s enclosed core and structural columns. These slab beams drop down
approximately 10 inches below ceiling height.

Figure 29.
Concrete ceiling beams.

Figure 30.
Double glass facade on west side of building.
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• Roof assembly:
o The podium floors roof assembly is primarily a green-roof system in which
plant material is grown on top of a concrete slab.
o The tower floor roof assembly is also comprised of a concrete slab base
which is covered with a rubberized asphalt membrane, a rigid insulation
layer, gravel ballast, and covered with a wood deck on sleepers.
o The roof assembly over the south atrium is made from steel deck and
structural steel framing, tapered insulation, rubberized asphalt membrane,
a rigid insulation layer, with a topmost layer of gravel ballast.
o The mechanical penthouse is made from steel deck and structural steel
framing, tapered insulation, rubberized asphalt membrane, a rigid insulation
layer, protection boards, and the topmost layer consists of pavers.

3.3 Building Systems
• Electrical: electricity comes into the building through the basement and runs
through the core of the building to a generator on the twenty-third floor.
Electrical and data rooms are located in the interior core of each floor of the
office tower. Electrical and data wiring is distributed from these rooms under an
18 inch raised floor of concrete tile.
• Mechanical:
o Heating & cooling systems:
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A geothermal heat pump is located beneath the building. During the

		

winter it extracts heat from the ground to heat the building. During the

		

summer it returns this heat to the ground in order to cool the building.

		

The heated or cooled air is distributed in the building through floor

		

vents.

The geothermal heating and cooling system is further supplemented

		

during winter months with natural gas boilers located on the twenty-

		

third floor of the building. The heat or cooling produced is distributed

		

by piping through exposed radiant concrete ceilings on each floor.

		

Solar heat gain on the south side of the building is also used to

		

passively warm air which is brought up through the south atrium.

		

The heat is circulated through the building and exhausted through

		

the buildings solar chimney. Heat is taken from the exhausted air in

		

the solar chimney and used to pre-heat the air entering the atriums

		

and parkade during colder months.
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Figure 31.
Building section displaying air ventalation in office space.

o

Ventilation system:

		

Fresh air is collected in the south atrium and then circulated through

		

the raised flooring system and is distributed into the different spaces

		

through floor vents. The air is then exhausted through the solar

		

chimney.

•

Plumbing:
o Four plumbing stack runs through the core of the building.
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They are as follows:
			

1 plumbing stack runs through the mechanical room

			

1 plumbing stack runs through the janitor rooms

			

1 plumbing stack runs through the men’s washroom

			

1 plumbing stack runs through the women’s washroom

o

Plumbing also services two coffee areas on the floor which include:		

		

1) located on the north wall of the core opposite the north atrium
     2) located between the south wall of the core opposite the south

		

atrium

o The south coffee station uses the plumbing stack in floors mechanical 		
room. The north coffee station uses a plumbing stack located in the janitor’s
room.
o The buildings podium and tower floors are sprinklered throughout.

Figure 32.
Portage Avenue building entrance.

Figure 33.
Graham Avenue building entrance.

3.4 Circulation
• Entrances:
o

Primary entrances/exits: Two primary entrances exist on the north and
south ends of the building. These entrances are connected by an atrium
that extends to the height of the buildings three podium floors.
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o Secondary entrances/exits: Four secondary entrances also provide

and two are located on the west side of the building. Only the exit located
near the south corner of the west side of the building also provides access
into the building.
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access from the building. Two are located on the east side of the building,

o Loading Dock: Three loading docks are accessible by a ramp located near
the south corner of the east side of the building.

• Elevators: There are two units of elevators (5 elevators in each unit, and 10
elevators in total) that are accessible from the atrium space located on the ground
level. A security desk and turn-styles restrict access to these elevators and the
floors they access. The two sets of elevators provide access to different floors;
o “high elevators”: located towards the northern side of the building and
provide access to the podium floors 1-3 and tower floors 14-22.
o “low elevators”: located towards the southern side of the building and
provide access to tower floors 1-14.

• Stairways: There are nine stairways located throughout the building. They are as
follows:
o Two main stairways run through the core of the building, the south
stairway is accessible by all of the podium and tower floors 1-22 , the north
stairway is accessible by floors 3- 22 only.
o Four stairways access the exterior of the building and are accessible by the
podium floors (1-3).
o Two stairways run through the north and south atriums of the tower floors
(4-21).
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o One stairway located by the main north entrance of the building provides
accesses the podium floors (1-2) as well as the underground parkade.

Stairs

Figure 34.
Level Seventeen Circulation Floor Plan.

Elevator

Freight elevator

3.5 Benefits & Constraints of Building
• Benefits:
o Sustainable building consistent with Torrent’s value for “global community
orientation.”
o State of the art modern building design is consistent with Torrent’s values
for research and performance, and provides company with prominence
and high visibility in downtown center.
o Universally accessible design throughout building.
o Large floor plates with few columns accommodate a variety of spatial
120

designs and functions.

working environment in workspace for employees, consistent with
Torrent’s objective for creating a productive workplace environment.
o Atriums and outdoor green space provide environments for informal
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o Maximized natural daylight and natural ventilation provided a healthy

gatherings, alternative work areas, or break areas in which employees can
regenerate.
o Good views of downtown Winnipeg available from seventeenth floor.

Figure 35.
Level Seventeen 3- Dimensional Floor Plan Looking East.

Figure 36.
Level Seventeen 3-Dimensional Floor Plan Looking South.
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Figure 37.
North Exterior Building Elevation.

Figure 38.
South Exterior Building Elevation.

Figure 39.
Interior Building Section of East Wing Looking West.

Figure 40.
Interior Central Atrium Building Section Looking West.

3.6 Natural Light Studies

building (please see figure 16). Winnipeg boasts over 2,300 hours of sunshine per
year (Environment Canada, 2007).
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Each day the sun follows a path from east to west on the south side of the

Seasonal Light Studies of the 17th Floor:

January 3:00pm

April 3:00pm

July 3:00pm

October 3:00pm
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Daytime Light Studies of the 17th Floor:

July 9:00am

January 9:00am
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July 12:00pm

January 12:00pm

July 4:00pm

January 4:00pm

3.7 Views from Building
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Figure 41.
View from south of building looking southeast.

Figure 42.
View from west of building looking southwest.

Figure 43.
View from east of building looking southeast.

Figure 44.
View from south of building looking northeast.

Figure 45.
View from south of building looking southeast.
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4.0 Human Factors Analysis

4.1 Client Profile
Torrent is a hypothetical global management consulting, technology services,
and outsourcing company. Torrent’s mission is to assist its client companies in
improving their performance, thus increasing their value, market share, and
profitability in the marketplace. Torrent has developed a set of core values in order to
better assist its client companies, as well as itself, in improving overall business
performance.

4.1.1 Core Values
Torrent’s decision making, strategic planning, and growth are guided by three
core values. These values are as follows:

1) Research Based Knowledge- Consulting services to be informed by leading edge
research in order to provide relevant and tested solutions for Torrent’s client
companies. Conducted by an internal research department comprised of
researchers with academic backgrounds in business and related fields. Research is
conducted in the areas of business strategy, IT, marketing, organization and culture,
workplace environment studies, and talent and leadership development.

2) Global Community Orientation- To operate internationally in different parts of the
world as part of a greater global community of companies, non-profit organizations,
and people. To operate from a global mind set in which initiatives that benefit the well
being of the global community are supported, and in which cultures and people are
respected, valued and utilized in order for their full potential to be realized.
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in order to perform and provide services in a more effective, efficient and productive
manner.
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3) Enhanced Business Performance- Continual improvement of business processes

4.1.2 Torrent’s Clients & Services
Torrent currently has offices in 33 cities and eight different countries
throughout North America, Europe, and Asia. Torrent’s clients are also located within
these geographic regions. These clients predominately include companies in the
following industries; automotive, banking, communications, energy, electronic and
high-tech, financial and insurance services, and transportation. These companies tend
to be large and complex organizations, many of them are also multinational
companies that derive services produced by Torrent in several of its different global
subsidiaries. The services provided by Torrent include:
• Management consulting & research services:
o Development of corporate strategy
o Financial management
o Supply chain management
• Technology services:
o Technological support and maintenance, upgrades, streamlining systems
and applications
• Outsourcing services: (for client company operations)
o Finance & accounting (accounts payable, accounts receivable, general
accounting, taxation)
o Workforce (performance management, recruitment, education and
development, compensation and benefits)
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o Human resource management

4.1.3 Current Needs & Future Goals
•

Current needs:
o Workspace where employees can work effectively and efficiently.
o Meeting and waiting spaces for the company’s existing and potential clients.
o Interview and waiting spaces for potential employees of the company.

• Future goals:
o Continued expansion of company, particularly throughout Asia.
o Increased hiring and retention of valuable skilled employees.
o Enhanced employee productivity and improved business processes.
o Increased awareness and recognition of company in the global marketplace.

4.1.4 Workplace Types
The company has two workplace types that vary in terms of location, size,
services provided, and cost of operation. These workplace types allow the company to
operate efficiently and cost effectively in different types of marketplaces around the
world. These two workplace types include:
• Consultation Center
o Located predominately in large markets (more than 2,000,000 people)
typically in urban business centers where company is highly visible and in
close proximity to other businesses (i.e., New York, Tokyo, London,
Shanghai, Toronto).
o Approximately 30,000 - 50,000 square feet in size.
o All three of Torrents main services; management consulting and research,
technology services, outsourcing services for client company operations are
128

provided in this workplace type.

• Service Center
o Located in medium to small markets (2,000,000 to 500,000 people) in urban
business centers where company is highly visible and in close proximity to
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o High operation cost.

other businesses. Alternatively, location can be based on close proximity
to a important client company that is both valuable and well established
(i.e., Calgary, Denver, Sendai, Hamburg).
o Approximately 10,000 - 30,000 square feet in size.
o Technology services and outsourcing services for client company operations
are provided in this workplace type.
o Relatively low operation cost.

The “service center” workplace type will provide the basis for the workplace design
for Torrent. This selection was based on the information obtained from an existing
global management consulting company as well as the scope desired for the
practicum’s spatial design.
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* Developed for the hypothetical company Torrent based on information gathered regarding existing global management consulting company(s).

Winnipeg

Calgary

Seattle

Western
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North America

Strategy &
Corporate
Development

Eastern
Canada

Vancouver Toronto

Western
Canada

Canada

Opperations

Chairman & CEO

Board of Directors

4.1.5 Figure 46. Organizational Structure: Torrent’s Global Organizational Chart
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Manager
(Technology)

Consultant
(Technology)

Analysts
(Technology)

Managers
(Outsourcing)

Consultants
(Outsourcing)

Analysts
(Outsourcing)

Administration
Staff

Technology Support
& Repair

Human Resources
& Recruiting

Marketing &
Communications
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Manager

Support Staff

Finance &
Accounting

Departmental Staff

Legend

* Developed for the hypothetical company Torrent based on information gathered regarding existing global management consulting company(s).

Receptionists

Senior Manager
(Technology)

Senior Managers
(Outsourcing)

Senior Executive

4.1.5 Figure 47. Organizational Structure: Torrent’s Service Centre Organizational Chart
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4.2 User Profiles
Two user profiles have been developed; one for Japan, and the other for
Canada, and are represented in a chart format in the sections that follow. The
employee positions and activities remain largely consistent, as they would be across
all of Torrent’s subsidiaries around the world. The user’s behavioral needs, however,
are different in each country.
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1

2

7

Manager
(Outsourcing)

Consultant
(Outsourcing)

#of
Users
1

Sr.Manager
(Outsourcing)

Sr.Executive

User

Workswithclientstodesign
andimplementbusiness
strategiesandsolutions

Planandmanageprojects

Planandmanageprojects

Attractandretainnew
clients,planningforand
overseeingcurrentprojects


Description

Meetings(onsite)
Meetings(offsite)
Production(onsite)





Meetings
MonitoringProduction
Administrativework
Break


Meetings
MonitoringProduction
Administrativework
Break


Meetings
Monitoringproduction
Administrativework
Break


Activities

10%
40%
10%





50%
25%
20%
5%

60%
25%
10%
5%

%of
Time
70%
10%
15%
5%


BehavioralNeeds

ͲconferenceroomsͲshouldincludeaspacefor
informalsocializationtooccurbefore
businessnegotiationstakeplace
ͲconferenceroomsͲacousticprivacyfor
confidentialmeetingsandreduced
disruptions
ͲworkstationͲincreasedprivacyfor
confidentialphonecallsandincreased
concentrationwhenreadingandwriting
ͲworkstationͲindividualpermanent
workstationduetohighquantityof
confidentialinformationpossessed
ͲworkstationͲdistinguishableyetinclose
proximitytomanagerstoallowfor
supervisionandconsultation

Conferencerooms
ͲworkstationͲdistinguishableyetinclose
Workstation
proximitytomanagersandanalyststoallow
Workstation
forsupervisionandconsultation
Refreshment&gathering ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
areas
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty

Conferencerooms
ͲworkstationͲdistinguishableyetinclose
Workstation
proximitytoanalyststoallowforsupervision
Workstation
andconsultation
Refreshment&gathering ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
areas
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty

Conferencerooms
ͲworkstationͲfacilitateinteractionandvisual
Clientoffices
andverbalcommunicationamongemployees
Workstation&gathering ͲworkstationsͲfacilitatecollectivegroupwork
amongemployees
areas







Conferencerooms
Workstation
Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Location

4.2.1.1PrimaryUsers:Torrent’sEmployeesinJapan:Users&Activities

4.2.1Japan’sUserProfile
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21

1

1

5

Analyst
(Outsourcing)

Sr.Manager
(Technology)

Manager
(Technology)

Consultant
(Technology)

Workswithclientstodesign
andimplementbusiness
strategiesandsolutions

Planandmanageprojects

Planandmanageprojects

Design,manage,andcarry
outdayͲtoͲdayactivities
pertainingtoclientskey
businessfunctions

Meetings(onsite)
Meetings(offsite)
Production(onsite)

Production(offsite)
Training
Administrativework
Break

Meetings
MonitoringProduction
Administrativework
Break


Meetings
MonitoringProduction
Administrativework
Break


Production(offsite)
Training
Administrativework
Break


Meetings
Production

Training
Break


10%
40%
10%

15%
10%
10%
5%


50%
25%
20%
5%

60%
25%
10%
5%

5%
80%

10%
5%

15%
10%
10%
5%

ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty


ͲworkstationͲfacilitateinteractionandvisual
andverbalcommunicationamongemployees
ͲworkstationsͲfacilitatecollectivegroupwork
amongemployees
ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty
ͲgatheringspacesͲintegrationofinformal
gatheringspaceswithworkstations

Conferencerooms
ͲworkstationͲdistinguishableyetinclose
Workstation
proximitytomanagersandanalyststoallow
Workstation
forsupervisionandconsultation
Refreshment&gathering ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
areas
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty

Conferencerooms
ͲworkstationͲdistinguishableyetinclose
Workstation
proximitytomanagersandanalyststoallow
Workstation
forsupervisionandconsultation
Refreshment&gathering ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
areas
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty

ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
Conferencerooms
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty
Clientoffices
Workstation&gathering
areas
Clientoffices
Trainingrooms
Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas







Clientoffices
Trainingrooms
Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Conferencerooms
Workstations&
gatheringareas
Trainingrooms
Refreshment&gathering
areas
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2

1

2

1

Analyst
(Technology)

Human
Resources

Marketing&
Communicatio
ns

Finance&
Accounting

Technologist

Responsiblefortechnical
supportandrepair

Responsibleformaintenance
offinancialrecords,taxation,
andcostexpendituresand
revenues.

Responsiblefor
communicationswithmedia
channelsandlocal
community.

Responsibleforemployee
relations;recruitment,
development,performance
evaluation,compensationand
benefitsandmaintenanceof
individualrecords.

Build,test,installand
maintaincomputersoftware,
andprovideinformation
technologyknowledgeand
skillsonprojects


Computerrepair
Employeeassistance
Administrativework
Break

Meetings
Production
Break


Meetings
Presentations(to
potentialclients)
Production

Break

Interviews
Meetings
Presentations(tonew
employeesand
currentemployees)
Production

Break


Meetings
Production

Training
Break


45%
40%
10%
5%


15%
30%

50%

5%

5%
90%
5%

20%
15%
20%


40%

5%

5%
80%

10%
5%

Interviewrooms
Conferencerooms
Conferencerooms


Workstation&gathering
areas
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Conferencerooms
Clientconferencerooms
Workstation&gathering
areas
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Conferencerooms
Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Technologyroom
EmployeeWorkstation
Technologyroom
Refreshment&gathering
areas







Conferencerooms
Workstations&
gatheringareas
Trainingrooms
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Ͳworkstation–easilyaccessiblebyemployees
inworkspace

ͲworkstationsͲincreasedprivacyforwork
requiringhighconcentration
ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty

ͲworkstationsͲfacilitatecollectivegroupwork
amongemployees
ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty

ͲworkstationͲfacilitateinteractionandvisual
andverbalcommunicationamongemployees
ͲworkstationsͲfacilitatecollectivegroupwork
amongemployees
ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty
ͲgatheringspaceͲintegrationofinformal
gatheringspaceswithworkstations

ͲworkstationsͲfacilitatecollectivegroupwork
amongemployees
ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty
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136

2

1

74


Administrative
Staff

Facilities
Manager

Total
employees



Responsibleformaintaining
secureareaswithinthe
workplaceandgeneral
buildingmaintenanceonthe
floor

Primaryintermediary
betweenemployeesand
visitors,guests,clients,and
potentialemployees
Responsiblefor
administrativepaperwork,
maildistribution,ordering
andstockingsuppliesand
miscellaneoustasksthatneed
tobedoneintheworkplace



Buildingrepairs
Implementing&
Monitoringsecurity
systems
Administrativework
Break

Filing&officework
Preparing&clearing
meetingrooms
Preparing&stocking
refreshmentarea
Ordering&stocking
officesupplies
Maildistribution
Organizingmedia
library
Break


Filing&officework
Phonecalls
GreetingClients



30%
60%


5%
5%

60%
10%

5%

5%

10%
5%

5%

40%
30%
30%

Reception
Reception
Reception

Workstation
Conference,assembly&
trainingrooms
Refreshmentarea

Serviceroom,storage
room
Mail&logisticsroom
Medialibrary

Refreshment&gathering
areas


Overallfloor
Securityroom


Securityroom
Refreshment&gathering
areas




ͲworkstationͲenclosedareatoinsureprivacy
ofsecurityinformation





ͲworkstationͲindividualpossessionofa
permanentworkstationtoreduceuncertainty

ͲreceptionͲfacilitateinteractionandvisual
andverbalcommunication












* Developed for the hypothetical company Torrent based on information gathered regarding existing global management consulting company(s).



1

Receptionist

Finding a Balance

Ͳ

Potential
Employees

Applicantsdesiringtogain
employmentwithcompany

Companiesthatmaybecome
futureconsumersofTorrents
services


Companiesthatarecurrent
consumersofTorrents
services

Description

Waiting
Interview


Waiting
Meetings


Waiting
Meetings


Activities

5%
95%

5%
95%

%of
time
5%
95%

Receptionarea
Interviewroom

Receptionarea
Clientconferenceroom

Receptionarea
Clientconferenceroom

Location





JanitorialStaff

User

#of
users
2
Generalcleaningoffloor

Description

Retrieving&storing
Cleaning


Activities

%of
time
5%
95%

Janitorcloset
Overallfloor

Location

4.2.1.3TertiaryUsers:Janitorial&MaintenanceStaffinJapan:User&Activities



Ͳ

#of
users
Ͳ

Potential
Clients

Clients

User

Ͳcentrallylocatedjanitorialclosetforeasy
accesstosupplies

BehavioralNeeds

ͲreceptionͲcomfortableseatingareaaway
fromworkplaceactivityandconfidential
information
ͲconferenceroomsͲshouldincludeaspacefor
informalsocializationtooccurbefore
businessnegotiationstakeplaceinorderfor
relationshipdevelopment
ͲconferenceroomͲprivatebothacoustically
andvisuallyastolimitdistractions

ͲreceptionͲcomfortableseatingareaaway
fromworkplaceactivityandconfidential
information
ͲconferenceroomsͲshouldincludeaspacefor
informalsocializationtooccurbefore
businessnegotiationstakeplaceinorderfor
relationshipdevelopment
ͲconferenceroomͲprivatebothacoustically
andvisuallyastolimitdistractions

ͲreceptionͲcomfortableseatingareaaway
fromworkplaceactivityandconfidential
information


BehavioralNeeds

4.2.1.2SecondaryUsers:Torrent’sClients,PotentialClients,&PotentialEmployeesinJapan:Users&Activities
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138

1

2

7

Manager
(Outsourcing)

Consultant
(Outsourcing)

#of
Users
1

Sr.Manager
(Outsourcing)

Sr.Executive

User

Workswithclientstodesign
andimplementbusiness
strategiesandsolutions

Planandmanageprojects

Planandmanageprojects

Attractandretainnew
clients,planningforand
overseeingcurrentprojects


Description

Meetings(onsite)
Meetings(offsite)
Production(onsite)
Production(offsite)
Training
Administrativework
Break

Meetings
MonitoringProduction
Administrativework
Break


Meetings
MonitoringProduction
Administrativework
Break


Meetings
Monitoringproduction
Administrativework
Break


Activities

10%
40%
10%
15%
10%
10%
5%

50%
25%
20%
5%

60%
25%
10%
5%

%of
Time
70%
10%
15%
5%


BehavioralNeeds

ͲconferenceroomsͲacousticprivacyfor
confidentialmeetingsandreduced
disruptions
ͲworkstationͲincreasedprivacyfor
confidentialphonecallsandincreased
concentrationwhenreadingandwriting
ͲworkstationͲnovisualdistinctionwith
analystworkstationwiththeexceptionofsize

Conferencerooms
ͲworkstationͲnovisualdistinctionwith
Workstation
analystworkstation
Workstation
ͲworkstationͲindividualpermanent
Refreshment&gathering workstationduetohighquantityof
areas
confidentialinformationpossessed


Conferencerooms
ͲworkstationͲnovisualdistinctionwith
Workstation
analystworkstation
Workstation
ͲworkstationͲindividualpermanent
Refreshment&gathering workstationduetohighquantityof
areas
confidentialinformationpossessed


Conferencerooms
ͲworkstationͲunassignedworkstations
Clientoffices
ͲworkstationͲmobilitybetweenindividual
Workstation
workstationsandworkrooms
Clientoffices
ͲgatheringspaceͲseparationofgathering
Trainingrooms
spacesfromworkstation
Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas







Conferencerooms
Workstation
Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas


Location

4.3.1.1PrimaryUsers:Torrent’sEmployeesinCanada:Users&Activities
4.2.2.1

4.3.1Canada’sUserProfile
4.2.2
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1

1

5

24

2

Analyst
(Outsourcing)

Sr.Manager
(Technology)

Manager
(Technology)

Consultant
(Technology)

Analyst
(Technology)

Human
Resources

Build,test,installand
maintaincomputersoftware
andprovideinformation
technologyknowledgeand
skillsondifferentprojects

Responsibleforemployee
relations;recruitment,
development,performance
evaluation,compensationand
benefitsandmaintenanceof
individualrecords.

Workswithclientstodesign
andimplementbusiness
strategiesandsolutions

Planandmanageprojects

Planandmanageprojects

Design,manage,andcarry
outdayͲtoͲdayactivities
pertainingtoclientskey
businessfunctions

Interviews
Meetings
Presentations(tonew
employeesand
currentemployees)
Production




Meetings
Production
Training
Break


Meetings(onsite)
Meetings(offsite)
Production(onsite)
Production(offsite)
Training
Administrativework
Break

Meetings
MonitoringProduction
Administrativework
Break


Meetings
MonitoringProduction
Administrativework
Break


Meetings
Production
Training
Break


20%
15%
20%


40%




5%
80%
10%
5%

10%
40%
10%
15%
10%
10%
5%


50%
25%
20%
5%

60%
25%
10%
5%

5%
80%
10%
5%

Interviewrooms
Conferencerooms
Conferencerooms


Workstation




Conferencerooms
Workstations
Trainingrooms
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Conferencerooms
Workstation
Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Conferencerooms
Workstation
Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Conferencerooms
Clientoffices
Workstation
Clientoffices
Trainingrooms
Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Conferencerooms
Workstations
Trainingrooms
Refreshment&gathering
areas
ͲworkstationͲindividualpermanent
workstationduetohighquantityinformation
possessed



ͲworkstationͲunassignedworkstations
ͲworkstationͲmobilitybetweenindividual
workstationsandworkrooms
ͲgatheringspaceͲseparationofgathering
spacesfromworkstation

ͲworkstationͲindividualpermanent
workstationduetohighquantityof
confidentialinformationpossessed
ͲworkstationͲnovisualdistinctionwith
analystworkstation

ͲworkstationͲindividualpermanent
workstationduetohighquantityof
confidentialinformationpossessed
ͲworkstationͲnovisualdistinctionwith
analystworkstation

ͲworkstationͲunassignedworkstations
ͲworkstationͲmobilitybetweenindividual
workstationsandworkrooms
ͲgatheringspaceͲseparationofgathering
spacesfromworkstation

ͲworkstationͲmobilitybetweenindividual
workstationsandworkrooms
ͲworkstationͲunassignedworkstations
ͲgatheringspaceͲseparationofgathering
spacesfromworkstation
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1

2

1

Marketing&
Communicatio
ns

Finance&
Accounting

Technologist

Responsiblefortechnical
supportandrepair

Responsibleformaintenance
offinancialrecords,taxation,
andcostexpendituresand
revenues.

Responsiblefor
communicationswithmedia
channelsandlocal
community.

Computerrepair
Employeeassistance
Administrativework

Meetings
Production
Break


Meetings
Presentations(to
potentialclients)
Production
Break

Break


50%
40%
10%

5%
90%
5%

15%
30%

50%
5%


5%

Refreshment&gathering
areas

Conferencerooms
Clientconferencerooms

Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas

Conferencerooms
Workstation
Refreshment&gathering
areas


ͲworkstationͲindividualpermanent
workstationduetohighquantityinformation
possessed
ͲworkstationsͲincreasedprivacyforwork
requiringhighconcentration

Ͳworkstation–easilyaccessiblebyemployees
inworkspace

ͲworkstationͲindividualpermanent
workstationduetohighquantityinformation
possessed


Finding a Balance

Technologyroom
EmployeeWorkstation
Technologyroom

Receptionist
1
Primaryintermediary
Filing&officework
40%
Reception
ͲreceptionͲfacilitateinteractionverbal
betweenemployeesand
Phonecalls
30%
Reception
communication
visitors,guests,clients,and
GreetingClients
30%
Reception

potentialemployees

Administrative 2
Responsiblefor
60%
Filing&officework
Workstation
ͲworkstationͲindividualpermanent
Staff
administrativepaperwork,
10%
Preparing&clearing
Conference,assembly& workstationduetohighquantityinformation
maildistribution,ordering

meetingrooms
trainingrooms
possessed
andstockingsuppliesand
5%
Preparing&stocking
Refreshmentarea

miscellaneoustasksthatneed refreshmentarea


tobedoneintheworkplace
Ordering&stocking
5%
Serviceroom,storage
officesupplies

room
Maildistribution
10%
Mail&logisticsroom
5%
Organizingmedia
Medialibrary

library

5%
Break
Refreshment&gathering

areas

* Facilities
Developed for the 1
hypothetical
company Torrent based on information
gathered regarding
existing
global management consulting
company(s).
ͲworkstationͲenclosedareatoinsureprivacy
30%
Overallfloor
Responsibleformaintaining
Buildingrepairs
ofsecurityinformation
60%
Securityroom
Manager
secureareaswithinthe
Implementing&



workplaceandgeneral
monitoringsecurity
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74


Total
employees




Responsibleformaintaining
secureareaswithinthe
workplaceandgeneral
buildingmaintenanceonthe
floor



Buildingrepairs
Implementing&
monitoringsecurity
systems
Administrativework
Break


30%
60%


5%
5%

Overallfloor
Securityroom


Securityroom
Refreshment&gathering
areas


ͲworkstationͲenclosedareatoinsureprivacy
ofsecurityinformation







Ͳ

Potential
Employees

Applicantsdesiringtogain
employmentwithcompany

Companiesthatmaybecome
futureconsumersofTorrents
services


Companiesthatarecurrent
consumersofTorrents
services

Description

Waiting
Interview


Waiting
Meetings


Waiting
Meetings


Activities

5%
95%

5%
95%

%of
time
5%
95%

Receptionarea
Interviewroom

Receptionarea
Clientconferenceroom

Receptionarea
Clientconferenceroom

Location



JanitorialStaff

User

#of
users
2
Generalcleaningoffloor

Description

Retrieving&storing
Cleaning

Activities

%of
time
5%
95%

Janitorcloset
Overallfloor

Location

4.3.1.3TertiaryUsers:Janitorial&MaintenanceStaff:User&Activities
4.2.2.3



Ͳ

#of
users
Ͳ

Potential
Clients

Clients

User

Ͳcentrallylocatedjanitorialclosetforeasy
accesstosupplies

BehavioralNeeds

ͲreceptionͲcomfortableseatingareaaway
fromworkplaceactivityandconfidential
information
ͲconferenceroomͲprivatebothacoustically
andvisuallyastolimitdistractions

ͲreceptionͲcomfortableseatingareaaway
fromworkplaceactivityandconfidential
information
ͲconferenceroomͲprivatebothacoustically
andvisuallyastolimitdistractions

ͲreceptionͲcomfortableseatingareaaway
fromworkplaceactivityandconfidential
information

BehavioralNeeds

4.3.1.2SecondaryUsers:Torrent’sClients,PotentialClients,&PotentialEmployees:Users&Activities
4.2.2.2

1

Facilities
Manager
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142

Description

Supports
workdone
individually
andinteams
(2Ͳ8people)

Supports
focused
project
meetings


Support
meetingsand
conference
calls

ActivityArea

Workstations



Workroom

Small
conference
room

8persons

2Ͳ4persons

1person

Occupancy

20

72

100
(10’x10’)

150
(10’x15’)

2

1

(2.5’x4.5’)

Sq.Ft.

No.
Req.

5.1 Figure 47. Functional & Aesthetic Spatial Requirements

150

200

1,440

Total
Sq.Ft.

Ͳprojectionsurface
Ͳ2largewriteableor
tackablewallsurfaces
Ͳcredenzaforstorage&
beverageservice








Ͳwritablewallsurface
Ͳtackablesurface
Ͳphone
Ͳ4taskchairs
Ͳfreestandingwork
surface
Ͳwaste&recycling
basket


Ͳworksurface(2.5’x4.5’)
Ͳergonomictaskchair
Ͳwaste&recycling
basket
Ͳlockpointsforlaptops
Ͳnumberingorlabeling
visibleoneachstation
Ͳtelephone


Furniture/Fixtures/
Equipment

Ͳdimmabledirect/indirect
fluorescentlighting(2x2,2x4
pendant)
Ͳnetworkconnectivityontable
top








Ͳdirect/indirectfluorescent
lightingonworksurface
Ͳpendantalsoanoptionin
roomswithceilingshigherthan
9’
Ͳ1in6willbeanemergency
lightfitting
Ͳ1duplexreceptacle
aboveworkstation
Ͳ1duplexreceptacle
belowworkstation
Ͳ1voicepoint
Ͳ1datapoint
Ͳ1integrateddataandcable
raceway

Ͳdirect/indirectfluorescent
lightingonworksurface
Ͳ2poweroutlets
Ͳ2datapoints
Ͳ2duplexreceptacles

ElectricalReq.



Ͳsound
absorbent
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling

Ͳsound
absorbent
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling




Ͳdurablechair
upholstery
Ͳdurablework
surfacematerial
Ͳsound
absorbent
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling

Color&
MaterialReq.

ͲnonͲlockable
floortoceiling
enclosurefor
acoustical
privacy
Ͳtransparent
enclosure
indicatesroom
availability
(usedondropͲin
basis)

Ͳenclosedfloor
toceiling
providing
acoustic
separationand
privacy

Ͳaccess
controlled
enclosedareaat
clientsrequest

Spatial
Character

Finding a Balance

5.0 Spatial Requirements & Analysis

Usedfor
20+
largerformal persons
meetings&

client
presentations

Client
conference
room

10Ͳ18
persons

Support
meetingsand
conference
calls

Large
conference
room

1

1

875
(25’x35’)

300
(15’x20’)

875

300

Ͳ8ergonomictaskchairs
Ͳvideoconferencemay
berequired
Ͳmodularfurniturefor
mobility
Ͳwastepaperbasket

Ͳprojectionsurface
Ͳ2largewritableor
tackablewallsurfaces
Ͳcredenzaforstorage&
beverageservice
Ͳ18ergonomictask
chairs
Ͳvideoconferencemay
berequired
Ͳmodularfurniturefor
mobility
Ͳwastepaperbasket

Ͳmotorizedwindow
coverings
Ͳprojectionsurface
Ͳ2largewritableor
tackablewallsurfaces
Ͳsmalllecturertableto
placepapersand/or
laptop(willneeddata
andnetworkconnection)
Ͳ20executiveconference
chairs
Ͳ8Ͳ10additionalchairs
Ͳcredenzaforstorage,
food&beverageservice
(2receptaclesnearby)
Ͳconferencephone






Ͳdimmabledirect/indirect
pendantlighting(2x2,2x4
pendant)
Ͳnetworkinputjacksontable
topforeachperson
Ͳextranetworkinputjackson
thewall
Ͳ1voicepointsontabletop
Ͳ1datapointsontabletop
Ͳ2duplexreceptacleson
opposingwalls


Ͳdimmabledirect/indirect
fluorescentlighting(2x2,2x4
pendant)
Ͳnetworkconnectivityontable
top
Ͳ2Ͳ4inputjacksontabletop
Ͳ2voicepointsontabletop
Ͳ2datapointsontabletop
Ͳ4powerpointsin/ontabletop

Ͳ2Ͳ4inputjacksontabletop
Ͳ2voicepointsontabletop
Ͳ2datapointsontabletop
Ͳ4powerpointsin/ontabletop

Ͳenclosedfloor
toceiling
providing
acoustic
separationand
privacy
Ͳaccommodate
foodand
beverage
cateringwhile
minimizing
disruption
Ͳaccesstowet
pantry
(refrigerator,
microwave,
coffeemachine,
storage)





Ͳhighquality
materialsshould
beused
Ͳsound
absorbent
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling




Ͳenclosed
insulatedfloor
toceiling
providing
acoustic
separationand
privacy

Ͳsound
absorbent
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling
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Usedfor
employee
training

Storageof
furniture,
equipment,
stationery
etc.

Trainingroom

Training
storage

144
Ͳ

20Ͳ24
persons
+1trainer

1

1

100
(10’x10’)


600
(20’x30’)

100

600

Ͳceilingmounted
projector
Ͳceilingmounted
retractableprojection
surface
Ͳwastebaskets

Ͳprojector
Ͳprojectionsurface
Ͳlargewritablesurfaces
andtackablesurfaceon
eithersideofprojection
surface
Ͳ20Ͳ24modulartraining
deskswithkeyboardtray
(900mmwidex600mm
deep)
Ͳ20Ͳ24ergonomictask
chairs
Ͳtrainerdesk/podium
withstoragefor
materials
Ͳdesktopcomputerfor
eachseat
Ͳwallmountedspeakers
Ͳmanualwindow
coverings
Ͳlargewritablesurface
locateddirectlyoutside
roomforcandidate
traininglists

ͲfullͲheightmetal
shelvingorracking
Ͳoversizeddoor

Ͳdirectfluorescentlighting



Ͳdimmabledirect/indirect
pendantlighting(2x2,2x4
pendant)
Ͳdownlightscanbeusedfor
presentationwalls
Ͳlightingshouldnotconflict
withprojectionsurfaces
Ͳ2duplexreceptacleson
opposingwalls
Ͳ1voicepointsontabletopper
positionstation
Ͳ1datapointsontabletopper
positionstation
Ͳcat6cableswithRJ45
connectionpoints



Ͳdurablehard
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling

Ͳsound
absorbent
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling


securedarea
either
integratedwith
trainingroom






Ͳmustbe

Ͳenclosedfloor
toceiling
providing
acoustic
separationand
privacy
Ͳaccessto
naturallight
Ͳlocatedin
publicsecurity
zonedarea

Ͳshowcase
facility&brand
nameimagery

Finding a Balance

Multipurpose
spaceoften
usedfor
orientation,
inͲhouse
meetings,
&social
gatherings

Usedfor
candidate
interviewing
andoneͲonͲ
onemeetings

Sharedarea
forsmallprint
jobslocated
inclient/
projectspace
orinopen
workspace

Assembly
room


Interview
room

Shared
print/fax/
copyarea

1

2

Ͳ

1

2Ͳ3persons

50persons

9
(3’x3’)

64
(8’x8’)

18

64

600
600
(20’x30’)

Ͳwaste&recycling
basket
Ͳofficesupplies(stapler,
holepunchetc.)
Ͳstorageorshelving
recommendedforpaper
Ͳlayoutpaperspace
Ͳprinterx2(black&
white,color)
Ͳfaxmachine
Ͳphotocopier





Ͳmodularmobile
reconfigurablefurniture
Ͳstackableseating
Ͳceilingmounted
projector
Ͳprojectionsurface
Ͳlargewritablesurfaceor
tackablesurface
Ͳspeakerpodium
Ͳstool/chairforspeaker
podium

Ͳsmalltable(60”/1524
mmwidex30”/762mm
deep)
Ͳ2Ͳ3mobilechairs
Ͳtelephone


Ͳ2duplexreceptacleson
opposingwalls



Ͳdirect/indirectpendant
lighting(2x2,2x4pendant)
Ͳnetworkinputjacks
Ͳ2duplexreceptacleson
opposingwalls

Ͳdimmabledirect/indirect
lighting
Ͳdownlightsmaybeusedto
highlightpresentationwalls
Ͳ2duplexreceptacleson
opposingwalls

Ͳdurablechair
upholstery
Ͳsound
absorbent
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling

Ͳdurablehard
flooring



Ͳsound
absorbent
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling

Ͳvisiblylocated
inworkspace


Ͳenclosedfloor
toceiling
providing
acoustic
separationand
privacy
Ͳbrandname
imagery

Ͳenclosedroom
withample
storagespace
forfurniturenot
inuse

(furniture
storage)orinan
adjacentroom
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1

1

1

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Servicecenter Sharedarea
forlarge
reprographic
printjobs

Supportofall
voice&data
CommunicaͲ
tion

Contains
panelsfor
networkand
communicaͲ
tioncables
for
distribution
toworkarea




Serverroom


Dataroom

146
100
(10’x10’)

750
(25’x30’)

100
(10’x10’)

100

750

100

Ͳinstillationofraised
flooring
Ͳnofreestanding
furniture

Ͳwaste&recycling
basket
Ͳofficesupplies(stapler,
holepunchetc.)
Ͳlayoutpaperspace
Ͳprinter
Ͳfaxmachine
Ͳphotocopier
Ͳlargetackablesurface
Ͳmillworkcabinets&
shelvingforpaperand
supplystorage

Ͳraisedfloorslab
containsthermal
insulation&cutoutsfor
accesstofloorstands
Ͳinstallationtocomply
withlocalinͲcountry
regulations
Ͳsoundabsorbentceiling
Ͳ6freestandingtables
(762mmx1542mm)


Ͳdurablehard
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling


Ͳdirectfluorescentlighting
Ͳ1in3willbeanemergency
lightfitting



Ͳconcretefloors
tobecovered
withanepoxy
resinͲanantiͲ
dustfloorsealer

Ͳ1nonͲUPSstandardduplex
Ͳdurablehard
receptacle(240volts,50Hz,
flooring(i.e.:
1Ph,3W)aboveraisedflooron vinyltile)
thewallsevery6meters
Ͳhardwareconnectsto
separatelyto2different
coloredcircuits
Ͳdirectfluorescentlighting
Ͳ1in3fittingsisaemergency
lightfitting

Ͳdirect/indirectpendant
lighting(2x2,2x4pendant)
Ͳ2duplexreceptacleson
opposingwalls

Ͳcabling&
electrical
distributionrun
bellowraised
floors
Ͳsecureroom
thatisaccessed
bykeypadcode
entry
Ͳmin.2hourfire
rated
construction
Ͳ24hourair
supplyto
supportheat
load

Ͳaccessedbykey
cardentry
Ͳenclosedfloor
toceilingsecure
roomtoprovide
acoustical
separation

Ͳenclosedfloor
toceiling
providing
acoustic
separation
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House
telecommunͲ
ication/server
racks

Computer
supportand
repairroom

Monitorsand
houses
security
systemonthe
floor(keypad
entry,
security
cameras)

TelecommunͲ
icationsroom

Technology
workroom

Securityroom
1
person

1Ͳ2persons

Ͳ

1

1

1

100
(10’x10’)

150
(10’x15’)

(10’x10’)

100

100

150

100

Ͳ1modularfreestanding
workstationorwork
benchespositionedfor
viewingofvideomonitor
screens
Ͳ1ergonomictaskchair
Ͳ3drawerlateralfile
cabinet(36”/915mm
wide)
Ͳmediasafe
(825x825mm)
Ͳtelephone
Ͳcomputer
Ͳvideomonitoring
equipment


Ͳmodularfreestanding
workstationsorbenches
Ͳergonomictaskchair
Ͳoverheadstorage
Ͳmillworkunitwith
surfaceworkspaceand
drawersforpartstorage
Ͳ3drawerlateralfile
cabinet(36”/915mm
wide)
Ͳtelephone
Ͳcomputer

furniture

Ͳnofreestanding

Ͳdirectfluorescentlighting

Ͳdirectfluorescentlighting
Ͳ2duplexreceptaclesateach
workstation
Ͳ1voicepointsateachwork
station
Ͳ2datapointsateach
workstation
Ͳ2duplexreceptaclesateach
workstation
Ͳ1voicepointsateachwork
station
Ͳ2datapointsateach
workstation

Ͳdirectfluorescentlighting
Ͳ2duplexreceptaclesateach
workstation
Ͳ1voicepointsateachwork
station
Ͳ2datapointsateach
workstation
Ͳ2duplexreceptaclesateach
workstation
Ͳ1voicepointsateachwork
station
Ͳ2datapointsateach
workstation








Ͳenclosedfloor
toceilingsecure
roomthatis
accessedbykey
padcodeentry

Ͳdurablehard
flooring

Ͳdurablehard
flooring


Ͳenclosedfloor
toceilingsecure
roomtoprovide
acoustical
separation
Ͳaccessedby
certain
employees(key
cardentry)

Ͳsecureroom
Ͳpartsstorage
shouldbe
efficient,and
meetaccessand
security
requirements
Ͳstaffdropoff/
pickupwindow
maybe
incorporated


Ͳconcretefloors
tobecovered
withanepoxy
resinͲanantiͲ
dustfloorsealer
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling
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Entryarea
whereclients,
employees,
potential
employees,
andvisitors
arereceived

Breakarea&
accesstohot
&colddrinks

Mail
distribution,
shipping,
receiving,&
storage

Reception

Refreshment
area


Mail/logistics
room

148
1

Ͳ

Ͳ

1

1

persons

1Ͳ2

100

400

150
150
(10’x15’)

100
(10x10)

400
(25’x35’)

Ͳbacksplashesrequired
ͲworkͲtopcounter&
storage(wheelchair/
handicapaccessible)
Ͳwastedisposal&
recycling
ͲmayincludecounterͲ
heightseating
Ͳmicrowave
Ͳcoffeeservice
Ͳrefrigerator/freezer
Ͳicemaker
Ͳdishwasher
Ͳsinkwithplumbing
Ͳdrainage

Ͳoversizeddoorforlarge
packages
Ͳsortingtable
Ͳmailslotmillworklarge
enoughtoholdA4sized
packages
Ͳ1ergonomictaskchair
Ͳheavydutymetal
shelving







Ͳreceptiondesk
Ͳ1taskchair
Ͳloungeseatingandside
tables
Ͳfaxmachine
ͲmultiͲlinetelephone
Ͳcomputer
Ͳprinter


Ͳdirectfluorescentlighting

Ͳindirectlighting
Ͳaccent/decorativelighting
Ͳnetworkconnectivityat
countertop
Ͳ2duplexreceptacleson
opposingwalls



Ͳindirectdownlights
Ͳdecorativelightingcanalsobe
used
Ͳ4powerpointsforreception
desk
Ͳadditionalpowerpoints
locateduniformlyaround
receptionarea
Ͳ1voicepoints
Ͳ2datapoints

Ͳdurable,hard,
nonͲslipflooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling


Ͳdurablehard
flooring


Ͳhighquality
creative
materials
Ͳdurablelounge
seating
materials

Ͳenclosedfloor
toceilingfor
limited
accessibility



Ͳlocatedatentry
Ͳbrandname
imagery
Ͳadjacentsecure
spacefor
luggage,coats,
laptopsfor
travelersvisiting
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Privaterooms 1person
forbusiness&
personal
phonecalls
2

1

Ͳ

Phone
room

1

Ͳ

Storageof
guestand
employee
coats&
jackets

Fileroom

Coatcloset

1

Ͳ

Storageof
furniture,
equipment,
stationery
etc.

Storageof
filesnotused
onaregular
basis

Storageroom

36
(6’x6’)
Standing
ifnot
enough
room

100

200
(10’x20’)
Ͳfilescan
alsobe
stored
offsite
dependͲ
ingon
size


150
(10’x15’)
Canbe
10’x10’

72

100

200

150

Ͳfilesystems
Ͳ2freestandingwork
tables(30”/762mmwide
x60”/1524mmdeep)
Ͳ2Ͳ4ergonomictask
chairs
ͲairͲconditioningto
maintaincooler
temperaturesinroom
Ͳtelephone

Ͳrack&hangerstohang
coats
Ͳoverheadstoragearea
forgloves,scarvesetc.
Ͳfloorlevelstoragefor
shoes&boots

Ͳbuiltinworksurface
Ͳchair(noergonomic
req.)


Ͳmailstacktrolleys
Ͳwhiteboardand
tackablespace

Ͳsoundabsorbentceiling
ͲfullͲheightmetal
shelvingorracking
Ͳoversizeddoor




Ͳdirect/indirectpendant
lighting





Ͳdirectfluorescentlighting

Ͳdirectfluorescentlighting

Ͳsound
absorbent
flooring
Ͳsound
absorbent
ceiling





Ͳinsulated
enclosedfloor
toceiling
providing
acoustic
separationand
privacy





Ͳeasily
accessible

Ͳenclosedfloor
toceiling
Ͳsecuredroom


Ͳsoundabsorbent
ceiling
Ͳdurablehard
flooring



Ͳsecured
enclosedroom
freeofobstacles

Ͳdurablehard
flooring
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Informal
meetingand
gathering
spacefor
employees


Gathering
spaces

8Ͳ20+
persons

1Ͳ8
persons

2

1

100
(10x10)

150
(10’x15’)

200

150

Ͳmillworkshelving
Ͳloungechairswithtable
arms
Ͳtelephone
Ͳaudio/visualequipment
canbeincluded

Ͳcomfortableseating
Ͳsurfacestoplace
laptops,paperwork,food
andbeverage
Ͳ2duplexreceptacleson
opposingwalls

Ͳindirectlighting
Ͳ2duplexreceptacleson
opposingwalls


* Developed
for the hypothetical company Torrent based on information gathered regarding existing global management consulting company(s).

Provides
Accessto
periodicals,
publications,
&reference
books

Medialibrary






150
Ͳdurablestain
resistant
materials

Ͳdurable
materialused
onloungechairs



Ͳenclosedfloor
toceiling
providing
acoustic
separation
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6.0LifeSafetyRequirements
6.0 Life Safety Requirements
Access and life safety requirements, as outlined in the National Building Code
Accessandlifesafetyrequirements,asoutlinedinthe‘NationalBuildingCodeof
of Canada (12th ed., 2005), were reviewed prior to the development of the
Canada’TwelfthEdition(2005),werereviewedpriortothedevelopmentofthepracticum’s
practicum’s workplace designs. The Building Code is issued by the Canadian
workplacedesigns.TheBuildingCodeisissuedbythe‘CanadianCommissiononBuildingand
Commission on Building and Fire Codes and the National Research Council of
Canada.
FireCodes’andthe‘NationalResearchCouncilofCanada’.
Requirement

RequirementSpecifications

MajorOccupancy
Classification


Ͳ‘Businessandpersonalservicesoccupancies’
(3.1.2).


OccupancyLoad

Ͳ9.30squaremetersperperson(offices) (3.1.17.1).



BuildingFire
Requirements
(floorareasprinklered
throughout)
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FireExits:

ͲFloorsintendedforoccupancymustcontainatleast
2fireexits(2.4.2.1).

ͲDoorswingsontheseexitsmustbelocatedonthe
verticalaxisandopeninthedirectionofexittravel
(3.4.6.11).

Ͳ45minuteto2hourfireseparationsmustseparate
theseexitsfromtherestofthebuilding(3.4.4.1).

MinimumDistanceTravelledtoFireExits:

ͲMinimumtraveldistancebetween2exitsonafloor
isonehalfthemaximumdiagonaldimensionsofthe
floorarea,however;
Ͳnotmorethan9miflocatedonapublic
corridor(3.4.2.3).
Ͳnotlessthan9minallotherareas(3.4.2.3).

ͲAmaximumof40mtraveldistancefromany
locationonthefloortothenearestexitrerequired
is
in“Businessandpersonalservicesoccupancies”
(3.4.2.5).


Requirementas
AppliedInCurrent
OfficeBuilding
Majoroccupancy
classificationGroup‘D’
(‘Division–‘).
Approx.200occupants
atfullcapacitybased
onanestimated
1,865.8squaremeters
ofusablespace.
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Washroom
Requirements


PublicCorridors
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Lighting&Emergency
PowerSystems

FireAlarm&DetectionSystems:

ͲAsingleortwostagefirealarmanddetection
systemisrequired(3.2.4.1).

ͲSmokedetectorsarerequiredineachpublic
corridorandexitstairshaft(3.2.4.11).

ͲEmergencylightingtoprovidea minimum
illuminationof101xatfloorortreadlevel(3.2.7.3).

ͲEmergencylightingmustbeavailableby/in;
Ͳexits
Ͳprinciplecirculationroutesenablingaccessto
anexit
Ͳopenareasandservicerooms
Ͳcorridorsaccessiblebyclassrooms
Ͳpubliccorridors(3.2.7.3)

ͲLightingprovidedinallpublicareasistobe
controlledbywallswitchesorwallpanels(9.34.2.7)

ͲEmergencypowersuppliedbybatteriesora
generatormustlastaminimumof30minutes
(3.2.7.4).

ͲEmergencypoweristobeprovidedforthefire
alarmsystem,andmustprovidesupervisorypower
foraminimumof24hours,andfullemergency
powerforaminimumof30minutes(3.2.7.8).

Ͳ3plus1waterclosetstallisrequiredforevery50
peopleinadditionto50people,foreachsex
(3.7.2.2).

ͲTwothirdsofthesewaterclosetsstallscanbe
substitutedwithurinalsinmalewashrooms
(providingmorethantwowaterclosetsare
required)(3.7.2.2).

ͲCorridorsmustbeaminimumof1,100 mmor3.6
feetinwidth(3.3.1.9).

ͲObstructionslocatedwithin1980mmofthefloor
cannothorizontallyprojectmorethan100mminto
thepubliccorridor(3.3.1.9).

ͲObstructionslocatedwithin680mmor2.2feetof
thefloorcannotprojectmorethan100mm030.33
feetintothepubliccorridor(3.3.1.9).



4waterclosetsstalls
(twoofwhichcanbe
urinalsinthemen’s
washroom)are
requiredforeachsex,8
waterclosetsstallsare
requiredintotal.
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TransparentDoors&
Panels



BarrierͲFree
Requirements

ͲDoorsmustcontainnonͲtransparenthardwareand
bevisuallyapparent(3.3.1.19).

ͲMustbeconstructedoflaminatedtemperedsafety
glassorwiredglass(3.3.1.19).

BarrierͲFreePathofTravel (3.8.1.3)

ͲRequiredonallfloorsthatareservedbyanelevator
orothertypeofliftingdevice.

ͲUnobstructedwidthofnotlessthan920mmor
3feet.

ͲContainnoopeningthatwillpermitaspheremore
than13mmindiameter.

ͲContainnoelongatedopeningsorientated
approximatelyperpendiculartodirectionoftravel.

ͲShouldbestable,firm,andslipͲresistant.

ͲRamps,elevators,andelevatingdevicesmustbe
usedinareaswherechangesinleveloccur.

ͲRampsandslopedfloorstobeusedwhenchangein
levelexceeds½inch.

ͲMaximumslopeoframpsorslopedfloorsis1in2
atchangesinlevelnotmorethan½inch.

Doorways&Doors(3.8.3.3)

ͲDoorslocatedonabarrierfreepathoftravelmust
haveaminimumwidthof800mmor2.6feetwhen
open.

WaterClosetStalls

ͲAminimumof1stallisrequiredtobebarrierͲfree
(1500mmor4.92feetwideby1500mmor4.92
feetdeep,minimumdoorwidthof800mmwhen
open,outwarddoorswing,equippedwithgrab
bars,seatlocatedbetween400mmand460mm
abovefloor)(3.8.3.8).

ͲAminimumof1barrierͲfreeurinalinmale
washroom(wallmounted,rimlocatedbetween488
mmand512mmabovefloorlevel)(3.8.3.10).
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Counters(3.8.3.14)

ͲCounterslongerthan2mthatservethepublic
musthaveabarrierͲfreesectionthatisaminimum
of760mmandcenteredoverakneespace.

ͲThecountershouldnotbelocatedhigherthan
865mmabovethefloorlevel.

ͲCountersusedasaworksurfacemustincludea
kneespacethatis760mmwide,685mmhigh,and
485mmdeep.





6.0SpatialRequirements&Analysis
(insertspatialadjacencychart)
(insertbubblediagramsforbothcountries)
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7.0 Design Guidelines

The design guidelines in this section pertain to the two primary goals stated
earlier in the programme; cultural adaptation and standardized corporate identity.
The design guidelines pertaining to cultural adaptation are discussed in two different
sections; one for Japan, and one for Canada. The design guidelines pertaining to
standardized corporate identity comprise only one section, as these guidelines will
apply to both the Japanese and Canadian workplaces.

8.1 Guidelines for Cultural Adaptation in the Design of the Japanese Workplace
1) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; High Context Culture
Objective: The workplace designs should allow for visual communication between
employees.
Concept: Consider using an open plan that reduces the visual separations between
employees while working.
Concept: Consider the use of circulation paths and informal gathering spaces to
encourage face-to-face communication between employees.

2) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Collectivist Culture
Objective: The workplaces design should encourage collective work practices as
well as decision making based on consensus and consultation with others.
Concept: Consider grouping together workstations to enable work to be done in a
collective and team oriented manner.
Concept: Consider increasing the number of meeting and conference spaces to
facilitate consensus based decision making.
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3) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Power Distance

workplace, as well as limited employee autonomy and self-management.
Concept: Consider variations in the size and materials used in the workstations for
different levels of employee seniority in company.
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Objective: The workplace design should reflect the presence of hierarchy within the

Concept: Consider a workplace design that facilitates supervision of employees by
management.

4) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Strong Uncertainty Avoidance
Objective: The workplaces design should accommodate the avoidance of
uncertainty in daily life in an effort to reduce employee anxiety.
Concept: To reduce unpredictability in workplace, consider the possession of
permanent workstations by individual employees.
Concept: To reduce uncertainty in workplace, consider a clear and predictable
layout of the workspace.

5) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Synchronic Time Orientation
Objective: The workplace design should reflect a view of time and activities that are
structured in a more cyclical and non-linear way.
Concept: Consider an open plan in which boundaries between different activities
and spaces are less defined.

6) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Particularist Culture
Objective: The workplace design should encourage the development and
maintenance of relationships within the workplace.
Concept: Consider integrating social, meeting, and gathering spaces within
157
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workspace.
Concept: Consider the use of circulation paths in facilitating informal employee
interaction.
Concept: Consider open workstations that allow for employee interaction to easily
take place.
Concept: Consider providing spaces where socialization can occur between clients
and employees.

7) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Internal Control Orientation
Objective: The workplace design should facilitate harmonization of employees with
their surroundings.
Concept: Consider providing limited control and personal individualization of work
stations by employees in order to maintain uniformity.

8.2 Guidelines for Cultural Adaptation in the Design of the Canadian Workplace
1) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Low Context Culture
Objective: The workplaces design should allow for visual separations between
employees, as visual communication between employees is not critical.
Concept: Consider the use of visual separations between working stations (as
necessary).

2) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Individualist Culture
Objective: The workplaces design should primarily facilitate employee work and
decision making done individually, but also accommodate work done as part of a
group.
Concept: Consider providing both individual and grouped workstations to allow
158

employees to work either independently, or as part of a group.

spaces in the workspace.

3) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Small Power Distance
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Concept: Consider using only the required number of meeting and conference

Objective: The workplace design should reflect equality within the workplace, while
encouraging employee autonomy and self-management.
Concept: Consider using the same size and materials for workstations regardless of
employees’ level of seniority within the company.
Concept: Consider a workplace design that enables employees to act autonomously,
and not require supervision by management.

4) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Weak Uncertainty Avoidance
Objective: The workplaces design should accommodate uncertainty, as it is largely
accepted by employees in daily life.
Concept: Consider temporary unassigned workstations to be reserved by
employees on an as-needed-basis.
Concept: Consider a less predictable and more dynamic layout of the workspace.

5) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Sequential Time Orientation
Objective: The workplace design should reflect view of time and activities that are
structured in a linear and sequential way.
Concept: Consider a design in which boundaries between different activities and
spaces are more strongly defined.
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6) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; Universalist Culture
Objective: The workplace design should emphasis a precedence given to rules and
standards in the workplace over relationships.
Concept: Consider the separation of social, meeting, and gathering spaces from
workspaces.
Concept: Consider the use of circulation paths to reduce unnecessary informal
employee interaction.
Concept: Consider workstations that allow for employee to control their degree of
interaction with others.

7) Issue: Cultural Adaptation; External Control Orientation
Objective: The workplace design should allow employees a degree of control over
their work environment.
Concept: Consider employees ability to individualize workstations in order to
provide a sense of empowerment and autonomy.
Concept: Consider providing a range of different workstations and areas in which
employees can choose to work.

8.3 Guidelines for Standardized Corporate Identity in the Workplace
1) Issue: Corporate Identity; Research based knowledge
Objective: Expression of core value “research based knowledge” in the design of the
workplace.
Concept: Consider creating an atmosphere similar to that of a place in which
research is typically done (i.e.: laboratory, library).
Concept: Consider expressing qualities and characteristics associated with ‘research’
in the design of the workplace (i.e.: utilitarian, serious, practical, professional).
160

2) Issue: Corporate Identity; Enhanced business performance

of the workplace.
Concept: Consider expressing qualities and characteristics associated with
‘performance’ in design of workplace and selection of materials and furniture
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Objective: Expression of core value “Enhanced business performance” in the design

(i.e.: progressive, serious, intelligent, state of the art, modern, professional).

3) Issue: Corporate Identity; Global community orientation
Objective: Expression of core value “global community orientation” in the design of
the workplace.
Concept: Consider expressing qualities and characteristics associated with
community in the design of the workplace (i.e. interconnection, belonging, warmth,
and part of a greater whole).
Concept: Consider use of global imagery on surfaces and walls within workplace
(i.e., reception area).

4) Issue: Corporate Identity; Standardization
Objective: Expression of standardized corporate identity in the design of the
workplace.
Concept: Consider consistent use of unique design features and atmosphere in all
workplaces.
Concept: Consider consistent use of color palette in all workplaces.
Concept: Consider consistent use of materials in all workplaces.
Concept: Consider consistent use of furniture scale in all workplaces.
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5.0 Design Outcomes
The practicum’s final design solution has been based on the investigation of
research based literature, precedent analysis, and the programmatic requirements
of the building and client corporation, Torrent. The intention of this solution was to
demonstrate how cultural adaptation and standardized corporate identity could be
achieved simultaneously in the interior design of a workplace environment. In order
to illustrate how this balance can occur for a multinational corporation possessing
work environments in different national cultures, two designs were completed, one
for Japan, and one for Canada.
The final design solution was derived from two phases in the designs
development. The first phase, pre-design, involved the selection of the site and
building, and the application of programmatic information to a preliminary design.
This phase resulted in the overall spatial adjacencies and design layout. This layout
is consistent for the designs of both countries as it is based on the user, spatial, and
functional requirements of the multinational client company, Torrent. Further, design
layout was used to carry the corporate identity, and therefore, would remain largely
consistent for all of Torrent’s workplaces around the world.
The second phase of design development involved the application of
theoretical research on the practicum’s two themes, cultural adaptation and
standardized corporate identity, to this preliminary workplace design. At this point,
the two designs diverge based on the theme of cultural adaptation. The degree of
divergence for Japan and Canada was significant, as the countries differed on each
of the dimensions included in the Framework of Workplace Cultural Research Chart
developed in chapter two (see p. 55-67). These differences are primarily manifested
within the workspaces, however, also influence the design of various other spaces
within each country’s workplace design.
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Consistent with the previous chapters, cultural adaptation and

the practicum’s final design solutions. The theme of cultural adaptation is comparative
in nature, and its design outcomes are discussed separately for Japan and Canada. The
theme of standardized corporate identity is consistent in both designs, and therefore
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standardized corporate identity have been examined separately in their application to

is discussed only once. It is important to note that these design solutions serve as only
one of many possible solutions, and should not be considered absolute in their
determination.

5.1 Culturally Adaptive Japanese Workplace Design
A culturally adaptive design for Torrent’s Japanese workplace has been based
upon the seven cultural dimensions outlined in the Framework of Japanese Workplace
Cultural Research Chart (see p. 55-60) A discussion of this design centers primarily on
the workspace, in which work is conducted, but goes on to encompass Torrent’s
overall workplace.
The workspace within Torrent’s Japanese workplace was designed as an open
plan in which visual barriers were minimized and separate rooms were enclosed in
transparent glazed walls. An open plan concept responded to a number of cultural
dimensions outlined in the previously mentioned framework developed in chapter
two. Within this framework, Japan was identified as a high context culture, relying
primarily on context and non-verbal cues for the communication of information. An
open plan workspace was designed to facilitate visual connections between
employees allowing for implicit communication of information based on non-verbal
cues (i.e., body language, facial gestures, and intuitive understandings). The open plan
design also responds to Japan’s collectivist orientation within the cultural
framework, as it allows for consultation and communication to occur more easily
165
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between employees, and thus supports a more collective work environment. The
open plan design also supports Japan’s particularist orientation, in which relationships
are valued more highly than rules or societal codes. It encourages frequent
interactions between employees which could foster the building and maintaining of
relationships in the workplace.
Within this open plan, the workstations were grouped and located around a
central circulation path. The organization of workstations into groups
supports Japan’s collective orientation in which work, decision making, responsibility,
and recognition are largely group and/or team based. Furthermore, these
workstation groups were designed so that different groups, or parts thereof, could
connect together to create larger groupings if, for example, a project changes in scale.
Within these groupings, the workstations were positioned diagonally from one another in order to provide more face-to-face contact, and to encourage a greater degree of
communication between employees.
A central circulation path was designed through these groupings of
workstations, in order to create one main circulation route, as opposed to several
smaller routes, through the space. Informal gathering areas were placed where this
main path intersects with the pathways leading into the room. Both of these
design gestures create opportunities for interaction and relationship building
consistent with Japan’s particularist orientation. In addition to these informal
gathering areas, two conference rooms were integrated into the workspace, further
supporting the particularist and collectivist dimensions. These gathering areas and
conference rooms are in addition to the number of meeting spaces required by the
company, and provide additional spaces in which group work, consultation, and consensus based decision making can take place. The integration of these different types
of activity spaces within the overall workspace is consistent with Japan’s
166

synchronic time orientation, in which time is viewed more cyclically and tasks and

The workspace also responds to the dimension of uncertainty avoidance, in
which a lack of comfort is associated with uncertainty, ambiguity, and unpredictability
in daily life. Primary circulation paths through the workspace were clearly delineated
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activities are done in a more interchangeable and concurrent manner.

by ribbons of wood that run on either the ceiling or floor of the space. Moreover,
groups of workstations were divided into sections laid out along the central circulation
path, at regular intervals. These design gestures help to reduce unpredictability when
navigating through the workspace. The standardization of workstations across levels
of seniority in the company, as well as the assignment of workstations to individual
employees, further decreases unpredictability and uncertainty in the workplace. In
addition, the standardization of workstations helps to maintain uniformity and
harmony with the overall workplace environment, which also supports Japan’s
internal control orientation.
The organization and selection of workstations also pertain to Japan’s large
power distance orientation. Management workstations have been located centrally
in the workspace in order to facilitate the supervision of employees. The senior
executive’s workstation was enclosed in floor to ceiling transparent glazing to allow for
increased acoustic privacy, while not obstructing supervision. The mangers
workstations are located on either side (north and south sides) of the senior
executive’s workstation, in order to allow for their supervision by the senior executive.
This position also allows them to supervise the consultants and analysts, as well as
human resource, marketing, accounting and administrative personnel. The
allocation of space and quality of materials provided for these workstations were also
based on these levels of seniority within the company (i.e., senior executive,
management, other remaining employees).
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Many of the design interventions used in the workspace were also used in
other areas of the overall workplace. The gathering areas located on the north and
south sides of the building also possesses an open floor plan in which visual barriers
have been minimized and fixed seating and tables are positioned in collective
configurations. The media library also utilized an open plan with fixed furniture in
collective seating and working configurations. The secure work room was
designed consistently with the larger workspace, utilizing an open floor plan, group/
team workstations, and smaller informal gathering spaces. This area also contains a
printing station, in order to maintain the confidentiality of information in this space. A
client social space was adjoined to the client conference room, so that
employees and potential or existing clients could engage in informal relationship
building, before moving into the boardroom. The social space supports Japan’s
particularist cultural orientation.

5.2 Culturally Adaptive Canadian Workplace Design
Similar to Japan’s culturally adaptive workplace design, a culturally adaptive
design for Torrent’s Canadian workplace was achieved by responding to each of the
country’s cultural dimensions outlined the Framework of Canadian Workplace Cultural
Research Chart (see p. 61-67). The design of Torrent’s Canadian workspace is
examined next, followed by a discussion of the company’s overall workplace.
The design of Torrent’s Canadian workplace is more segregated in its layout
and organization than in the Japanese workspace. The workspace is comprised almost
entirely of workstations. Informal gathering areas were located externally from the
workspace in order to support Canada’s universalist orientation in which work, rules,
and standards take precedence over relationships. This separation of workspace from
other activity spaces is consistent with Canada’s sequential time orientation, in which
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time is viewed more linearly, and activities are performed separately from one

process then would be found in a collectivist country such as Japan. This individual
work process involves greater independent initiative and decision making, individual
assignment of responsibility and credit, and less supervision by senior levels of
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another. Canada’s individualist orientation supports a more independent work

management. This work process is supported in a number of ways in the design of
the Canadian workspace. Enclosed individual workstations provide a degree of visual
and acoustic separation, reduce interactions with other employees, and encourage
work to be completed on a more individual basis. The identification of Canada as a
low context culture, in which information is communicated more explicitly (i.e., often
in written or spoken form), does not restrict the use of visual separations as it does in
the Japanese workspace. The enclosed workstations also reduce employee
supervision by more senior management, in part due to the visual and acoustical
separation of the enclosure. This reduction in supervision is consistent with Canada’s
small power distance orientation, in which hierarchy and inequalities in the workplace
are largely rejected. The primary circulation path was placed around the
perimeter of the workspace in order to reduce interactions with working employees.
Two “work rooms” were included in the workspace design, as a spatial
requirement of the company, and provide small four person meeting spaces which can
be used on an as-needed-basis.
The workstations within Torrent’s Canadian workplace environment are
consistent in terms of space allocation, and the types of materials used in their
construction, across all levels of company seniority. The senior executive’s workstation
is an exception to this consistency in terms of spatial allocation, as it is larger in size
then the other workstations. This exception, however, has been based on the need for
increased storage space, rather than an expression of hierarchy in the workplace.
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Overall, the consistency in workstation design responds to Canada’s small power
distance orientation. This consistency is also important as the workstations are not
assigned to individual employees (with the exception of management and support
staff), and must be reserved over Torrent’s computer system on an as-needed-basis.
Consistency in the workstations helps to insure that this reservation process
occurs smoothly, as one workstation is less likely to be desired over another. This
reservation system is in keeping with Canada’s low uncertainty avoidance orientation,
in which unpredictability in life does not result in stress or anxiety. This reservation
system also provides employees with a degree of autonomy and control, as they are
able choose where they work in the workspace, and therefore supports Canada’s
external control orientation, in which control over ones environment is desired. A
degree of control is also provided within each workstation, as each is equipped with a
translucent sliding door and window coverings which can be open or closed
depending on the user’s desired degree of interaction and privacy. The orientation of
theses workstations was configured randomly in order to create a more dynamic
layout, and less predictability in the workspace, in response to Canada’s small
uncertainty avoidance orientation.
Canada’s culturally adaptive design further extends into other areas of the
overall workplace. The gathering spaces contain mobile partition walls and furniture
that provide users with a degree of control over their interactions with others, and
control over the space itself. The media library also possesses mobile seating, so that
reading or work can be done in solitude or with others, as well as a work surface
comprised of individual workspaces where independent work can be done. The design
of the secure workspace is consistent with the larger workspace, and includes
enclosed randomly configured individual workstations and perimeter circulation path.
This area also contains a printer to maintain the confidentiality of the information and
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work in this space.

room, phone rooms, mail and storage rooms remain largely consistent in the
culturally adaptive Japanese and Canadian workplace designs, as they are intended
to serve specific functions and are utilized for only short periods of time. The training
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Spaces which include file storage, service center, security room, interview

room and assembly room are comprised entirely of mobile furniture which is regularly
changed based on how they are being used (i.e., conferences, seminars, computer/
technology training, social gatherings, etc.). The design of the reception and
conference rooms are also consistent based on the function they serve, and the
standardized corporate identity they are intended to communicate. This
standardized corporate identity is the subject of the next section.

5.3 Standardized Corporate Identity in the Design of Torrent’s Workplace
The design of a workplace which expresses a standardized corporate identity
for the multi-national corporation Torrent, has been based upon the company’s three
core values. These values included: 1) global community orientation, 2) research
based knowledge, and 3) enhanced business performance. An examination of the
design will begin with a discussion of how these three core values have been
communicated through the interior design of Torrent’s workplace, and follow with an
overview of the aspects of the design that should be standardized in all of Torrent’s
workplace environments.

5.3.1 Corporate Identity in the Design of Torrent’s Workplace
The practicum’s precedent of the London based advertising firm Mother,
provided an example of how the design of interior spatial elements, materials,
textures, and colors can communicate a company’s identity through their workplace
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environment. Torrent’s core value for a global community orientation is expressed
through a prominent design element that takes the form of rectilinear ribbon of wood
that runs continuously throughout the workplace. The workplace can be said to be
comprised of three main parts: the east wing, the core, and the west wing. These
parts can be distinguished by their different orientations as well as how they extend
from the building. A “ribbon” constructed of Brazilian cherry wood plays a unifying
role in the workplaces design, as it connects these different parts, as well as the
different rooms and spaces within them. Moreover, the floors, walls, and ceilings
within these rooms are also connected by the ribbon as it weaves through the space
transitioning between the ceiling and floor. The integration of the ribbon in the design
of the workplace is intended to communicate the concept of community through the
conceptual expression of the qualities of connection, unification, and commonality.
Like a community, the ribbon acts as a common thread woven between individual
elements in order to form a greater whole.
The concept of community is further supported by the material from which
this ribbon is constructed. Wood was selected for the construction of the ribbon
based on its unique qualities, as no two pieces of wood are identical in their grain,
composition, and distribution of color. More specifically, jotoba, commercially known
as Brazilian cherry, was chosen to highlight this distinction as it contains a significant
variation in color. When put together, Brazilian cherry possesses a mélange of distinct
and identifiable pieces. This characteristic was important in the design, as the ribbon
conceptually expresses the different unique individual elements that comprise a larger
community. The warmth of a community is also expressed through the woods deep
shades of red and brown, which are further emphasized when contrasted with the
neutral color pallet found in the space.
The direction in which the ribbon’s wood runs also acts as a unifying element
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in the space, further supporting the concept of community. The planks and grain of

pathways that connect the three different parts of the workplace. The direction of the
wood’s planks and grain are consistent throughout the workplace, regardless of the
buildings different orientations. This direction also provides a standard orientation for
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the wood runs east to west, in keeping with the direction of the three main circulation

the furniture, walls, and circulation within the workplace. As such, the ribbon provides
continuity in the overall workplace design, a quality shared with the concept of
community.
The ribbon also supports the concept of community through its use in the
entrances of rooms in which people gather or meet (i.e., conference rooms, training
room, assembly room, and workspace). The walls of these and other rooms that face
the reception area of the building, are constructed of a glazing comprised of a mylar
window film. Two feet (650 mm) of this glazing is transparent on the lower and
upper parts of these walls, providing a view of the ribbon interweaving through these
different spaces. The center part of these walls contain the mylar film, which provides
a semi-translucent visual barrier into these spaces. This was done in order to allow the
natural light to penetrate into the building, while maintaining a degree of privacy from
the public reception space. A partial mylar film glazed display wall is also located in
the reception area, and conceptually depicts an image of different countries in order
to further communicate Torrent’s value for a global community orientation.
Torrent’s value for a global community orientation is also expressed through
other aspects of the workplaces design. Flooring materials found in the reception
space “bleed” into surrounding rooms in order to further strengthen the connection
of the overall space. Lines are carried from different materials used in the space to
reinforce an overall continuity. Consideration has been given to the selection of
environmentally sustainable materials where possible. For instance, the ribbon is
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constructed from engineered wood with a no-VOC finish, and certified by the Forest
Stewardship Council. Many of the carpets and fabrics selected for the workplace have
either a reduced environmental impact or are made from recycled materials. Surface
materials such as 3Form 100% made from 100 percent post-consumer recycled
products were also specified for the workplace.

Torrent’s core values of research based knowledge and enhanced business
performance are communicated in the workplaces design through a spatial aesthetic
characteristic of an environment in which research is done. This aesthetic is expressed
through a simplistic, utilitarian, and modern design which includes hard smooth
surfaces, a cool neutral color pallet, and simple rectilinear lines. Furniture, fixtures,
and materials found in a research laboratory environment have been used throughout
the workplace design in order to strengthen the connection to these values. These
furniture, fixture, and materials include raised laboratory bench surface and seating
areas, which have been integrated into both the employee kitchen and into the
informal work/meeting space (located at the end of the workplace’s north corridor).
Stainless steel counters, used in labs for their sanitary and durability, have been
integrated into the design of the guest beverage service area (located in the reception
area on the south side of the coat storage), in the informal work/meeting space
(located at the end of the north corridor), in the employee kitchen, and along the
west wall of both the Japanese and Canadian workspace. Stainless steel laboratory
sink faucets and fixtures have been specified for the employee kitchen and water
closets. Stainless steel workstation backings, also often found on the wall of
laboratory workstations, have only been used in the Canadian workstations, as the
Japanese workstation is not enclosed.
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As demonstrated in the Starbucks precedent, a standardized corporate identity
can be achieved in the design of interior space, even when located in different
buildings around the world. This standardized corporate identity can be attained
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5.3.2 Standardization of Corporate Identity in the Design of Torrent’s Workplace

through the display of a uniform brand name, as well as the consistent
implementation of design elements, colors, materials, furniture, fixtures, and
equipment in the design of the workplace.
In the case of Torrents workplace design, it is important to specify the design
elements which should be standardized over its different workplace environments.
The reception area, in terms of its furniture, materials and spatial organization,
should remain as consistent as possible within the contexts of the different buildings
where they are located. The display of the company’s brand name upon entering the
building should remain consistent in terms of the style, size, and materials in which it
is constructed. The glazed partial wall displaying the world’s different countries should
also be used in the reception area of Torrent’s different workspaces.
The ribbon is an important design element that should be applied to each of
Torrent’s workplaces in a consistent way. This would include its use in major
circulation pathways, its connection through different spaces through the floor, wall,
and ceiling planes, as well as its use in entrances of rooms used as gathering or
meeting spaces. The width of the ribbon should also remain consistent, as should its
construction from jatoba Brazilian cherry wood. The transparent/semi-translucent
glazed walls providing a view of the ribbon on the different rooms should also
standardized in the design of Torrent’s different workplaces.
Steelcase was specified as the manufacturer for the majority of the furniture
found in Torrent’s workplace. This was done for two reasons. First, Steelcase in an
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international furniture systems, technology and lighting company with over six
hundred dealer locations around the world. The company’s headquarters are in North
America, however it also services the Europe and Asia Pacific regions in which
Torrents subsidiaries are located. This will insure that the same furniture pieces can
be accessed and used consistently across Torrent’s different workplace environments.
Secondly, acquiring the majority of its furniture from one manufacturer is beneficial
for Torrent both in terms of efficiency and overall cost.
Materials, fixtures and equipment used in the different workplaces should also
be consistent in terms of color, texture, and overall aesthetic. If certain brands are not
available in some countries, brands equivalent in cost and quality can be
supplemented, but must first be reviewed by the company. Equipment such as
computers, projection screens, printers, and fax machines, should be consistent
where possible, however this is not imperative.
Beyond the interior design of the workplace, it is important that the company
develops a set of guidelines regarding the type of buildings it will occupy. This is
important if a similar interior atmosphere is to be created in each of Torrent’s
workplaces. These guidelines might include criteria such as high ceilings, large
windows and ample natural light in the interior space, and a contemporary building
design. A building which is sustainable and energy efficient would also be beneficial
in supporting the company’s values. The layout of space within the building would
be determined by the culturally adaptive design required for the national culture in
which it was located.
It would be expected that Torrent would have a design office in which it would
commission the design of all its workplaces worldwide. The use of a consistent design
office would help to insure consistency in the communication of corporate identity in
their workplace environments. However the development of a set of design standards
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for the company would also be useful in this respect. Ideally, the design office would

culture, to develop the culturally adaptive portion of the design. This would help to
achieve an even greater level of cultural adaptation in the workplace, and respond
more immediately to changes within the country’s national culture.
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work in conjunction with local designers whom are more closely acquainted with the
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Within the context of globalization, a multi-national client company has
emerged and, with it, a new set of challenges have been created within the ever more
competitive global marketplace. This practicum set out to address several of these
challenges through a reconsideration of the design of the workplace environment.
This reconsideration involved a design that adapted to the cultures in which the
company was located in order to better support their indigenous values,
understandings, behaviors and practices. The design also involved the
communication of a standardized corporate identity in order to improve the
company’s recognition and differentiation within this increasingly large and
competitive marketplace. The objective of the practicum was to demonstrate how
both of these themes could be achieved through the design of a workplace
environment, and further, to demonstrate the balance that must be struck, in order to
achieve these themes simultaneously.
An analysis of research in the areas of anthropology, cross-cultural research
and management resulted in the development of two charts, one for each of the
national cultures of Japan and Canada. These charts served two purposes: they
compared and identified significant differences between Japanese and Canadian
national work cultures, and they provided a synthesis of quantitative and qualitative
research used to inform the culturally adaptive workplace designs in both countries.
An examination of research in the areas of management, architecture and
interior design identified the visual identity model or corporate visual identity as the
expression of corporate identity within the built environment. The standardization of
this corporate visual identity served two primary objectives: 1) the communication
of a company’s identity in the design of its workplace, based on the company’s core
values, and 2) the unification of the company’s multi-national subsidiaries.
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These solutions were based on research-based literature, precedent analysis, and the
design programme. Each design solution demonstrates a balance between cultural
adaptation and the standardized corporate identity. Further, the design solutions
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Two design solutions were developed for the multinational company Torrent.

provide a comparison of two culturally adaptive designs, and demonstrate the
difference in workplace design when a country’s cultural values are supported. The
designs also demonstrate that regardless of how different this culturally adaptive
design is between workplaces, a company’s corporate identity can still be
communicated in a consistent and recognizable way. It is important to note however,
that these designs provide only one of several possible solutions regarding the
expression of cultural adaptation and corporate identity. Further areas of research on
this subject matter would include the design of transition spaces which could help
employees from other cultures integrate into the new work culture and culturally
adaptive workplace environment. Also, further research is needed on the degree to
which these environments affect employee productivity.
In achieving a balance in the design of Torrent’s workplace, this practicum
created a scenario in which all parties could potentially benefit. For the interior
designer, it provides an opportunity to play an important and relevant role in the ever
changing landscape of commercial workplace design. For the employee, it could
enable a greater sense of belonging, comfort, and well-being when at work. For the
host country, it demonstrates cultural respect and promotes the endurance of
indigenous national culture. Finally, for the multinational corporation, this balance
provides the potential for increased competitiveness in the global marketplace.
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Figure 23. Podium Level One Floor Plan. Image property of Manitoba Hydro. Copyright
permission obtained November 6, 2008. Image retrieved from http://www.
hydro.mb.ca/projects/downtown/downtown_design/index.html#17.
Figure 24. Level Seventeen Activity Space Floor Plan. Drawing property of Manitoba
Hydro. Copyright permission obtained September 29, 2008.
Figure 31. Building section displaying air ventilation in office space. Image property of
Manitoba Hydro. Copyright permission obtained November 6, 2008. Image
retrieved from http://www.hydro.mb.ca/projects/downtown/downtown_
design/index.html#17.
Figure 32. Portage Avenue building entrance. Image property of Manitoba Hydro.
Copyright permission obtained November 6, 2008. Image retrieved from
http://www.hydro.mb.ca/projects/downtown/downtown_design/index.
html#17.
Figure 33. Graham Avenue building entrance. Image property of Manitoba Hydro.
Copyright permission obtained November 6, 2008. Image retrieved from
http://www.hydro.mb.ca/projects/downtown/downtown_design/index.
html#17.
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Figure 34. Level Seventeen Circulation Floor Plan. Drawing property of Manitoba
Hydro. Copyright permission obtained September 29, 2008.

Figure 38. South Exterior Building Elevation. Drawing property of Manitoba Hydro.
Copyright permission obtained July 8, 2008.
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Figure 37. North Exterior Building Elevation. Drawing property of Manitoba Hydro.
Copyright permission obtained July 8, 2008.

Figure 39. Interior Building Section of East Wing Looking West. Drawing property of
Manitoba Hydro. Copyright permission obtained July 8, 2008.
Figure 40. Interior Central Atrium Building Section Looking West. Drawing property of
Manitoba Hydro. Copyright permission obtained July 8, 2008.
Appendix A. Hofstede’s ‘Cultural Dimensions’ found in the Japanese and Canadian
‘Framework of Workplace Cultural Research Chart(s)’ and identified in
terms of influence within the workplace. Copyright permission obtained
July 13, 2009 from Geert Hofstede.
Appendix A. Trompenaars & Hampden–Turner’s ‘Dimensions of Culture’ found in the
Japanese and Canadian ‘Framework of Workplace Cultural Research
Chart(s)’ and identified in terms of influence within the workplace.
Copyright permission obtained July 31, 2009 from The McGraw-Hill
Companies, Inc..
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Hofstede’s‘CulturalDimensions’foundintheJapaneseandChartcreatedbyLaurenBachynskiandbasedoninformationprovidedin:
Canadian‘FrameworkofWorkplaceCulturalResearchChart(s)’Hofstede,G.(1991).CulturesandOrganizations;Softwareofthemind.
andidentifiedintermsofinfluencewithintheworkplace.ReproducedwiththepermissionoftheG.Hofstede. 

Dimension
Culturalexpressioninworkplace
Canadianworkplaceculture
Japaneseworkplaceculture


PowerDistance Country/regionscorerange:1–53
Country/regionscore:39
Country/regionscore:33
PowerDistanceIndex(PDI)range:11–104
PowerDistanceIndex(PDI):39
PowerDistanceIndex(PDI):54
Mean:57
Smallpowerdistance(seegraph
Largepowerdistance(seegraph
p.54)

p.54)



1.wantedandexpected
1.presenceofinequalitiesbetweenpeople
1.minimal



2.dependencyandcounterͲ
2.relationshipdependencybetweenlessand
2.interdependency
dependencyoflesspowerfulpeople
morepowerfulpeople

onmorepowerfulpeople





3.inequalitybetweenlesspowerful
3.roleofhierarchyinorganizations
3.purposeandconvenience
andmorepowerfulpeople





4.decentralized
4.centralized
4.distributionofpower



5.smallrangebetweenemployeesat
5.largerangebetweenemployeesat
5.salaryrange

differentlevelsoforganization
differentlevelsoforganization



6.subordinateinvolvementindecisionmaking
6.consultationisexpectedfrom
6.directionisexpectedby

subordinatesindecisionmaking
subordinatesafterdecisionshave
beenmade





7.“benevolentautocrat”
7.idealroleoftheboss/leader
7.“resourcefuldemocrat”



8.expectedandaccepted
8.presenceofstatussymbolsandprivileges
8.disapprovedof



(allpointsadaptedfromlistonp.37)
(allpointsadaptedfromlistonp.37)
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Country/regionscorerange:1–53
IndividualismIndex(IDV)range:6Ͳ91
Mean:43

1.personalidentity


2.communicationofpersonalopinion


3.communicationcontext

4.employerͲemployeerelationship


5.basisforhiringandpromotion


6.managementofpeople

7.significanceofrelationshipvs.task





Country/regionscorerange:1–53
UncertaintyAvoidanceIndex(UAI)range:8Ͳ112
Mean:65


1.perceptionofuncertaintyinlife




Individualism
vs.Collectivism


Uncertainty
Avoidance

Country/regionscore:41/42
UncertaintyAvoidance(UAI):48
Weakuncertaintyavoidance(see
graphp.129)

1.naturalandacceptedinlife



Country/regionscore:4/5
IndividualismIndex(IDV):80
Individualist(seegraphp.54)

1.basedonindividualandimmediate
nuclearfamily

2.acceptedandperceivedastruthful


3.lowͲcontextcommunication

4.agreementofmutualadvantage


5.companyrequirementsandperson’s
skillset

6.“managementofindividuals”

7.taskpredominatesover
relationship

(allpointsadaptedfromlistonp.67)

Country/regionscore:7
UncertaintyAvoidance(UAI):92
Stronguncertaintyavoidance(see
graphp.129)

1.acontinuousdangerwhichshould
beavoidedinlife


Country/regionscore:22/23
IndividualismIndex(IDV):46
Collectivist(seegraphp.54)

1.basedonextendedfamilyandsocial
group/networkpersonbelongsto

2.notacceptedifinterfereswithgroup
harmony

3.highͲcontextcommunication

4.moralrelationshipviewedmuchthe
sameasafamily

5.considerationisgiventothegroup
inwhichthepersonbelongs

6.“managementofgroups”

7.relationshippredominatesover
task

(allpointsadaptedfromlistonp.67)
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2.stresslevelcausedbyuncertainty


3.displayofaggressionandemotion



4.comfortlevelwithriskanduncertainsituations



5.approachtodifference


6.preferenceinlearningsituations

7.objectivesinlearningsituations

8.perceptionofrulesandguidelines

9.innateworkethic


10.perceptionofprecisionandpunctuality

11.attitudetowardsinnovativeideasand
behaviors

12.sourcesofmotivation


2.lowstresslevelͲgeneralfeeling
ofcomfort

3.shouldnotbedisplayed



4.comfortablewithboth



5.perceivedwithcuriosity


6.“openͲendedlearningsituations”

7.highͲqualitydiscussions

8.nomorerulesthenrequired

9.workhardonlywhennecessaryͲ
comfortablewithnotworking

10.learned

11.accepted


12.accomplishment,respect,and/or
belonging

(allpointsadaptedfromliston
p.125)


2.highstresslevelͲgeneralfeeling
ofunease

3.canbedisplayedatappropriate
timesandplaces


4.familiarrisksaretoleratedͲ
unfamiliarrisksanduncertain
situationsareavoided

5.perceivedasdangerous


6.“structuredlearningsituations”

7.correctanswers

8.rulesarerequiredemotionally

9.hardworkisselfͲmotivated


10.innate

11.avoided


12.security,respect,and/or
belonging

(allpointsadaptedfromliston
p.125)
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Trompenaars&Hampden–Turner’s‘DimensionsofCulture’foundChartcreatedbyLaurenBachynskiandbasedoninformationprovidedin:
intheJapaneseandCanadian‘FrameworkofWorkplaceCulturalResearchTrompenaars,F.&Hampden–Turner,C.(1998).RidingtheWavesofCulture;
Chart(s)’andidentifiedintermsofinfluencewithintheworkplace.UnderstandingDiversityinGlobalBusiness.(2ndEd.).NewYork:McGrawͲHill. 
ReproducedwiththepermissionoftheMcGrawͲHillCompanies.

Dimension
Culturalexpressioninworkplace
Canadianworkplaceculture
Japaneseworkplaceculture


Universalistvs. Country/regionstudy:
Country/regionscore:
Country/regionscore:
Particularist




Dilemmastudy1:“Thecarandthepedestrian”
Dilemmastudy1:
Dilemmastudy1:

“Percentageofrespondentsoptingforuniversalist Score:93%
Score:68%
systemratherthanaparticularsocialgroup”


(p.35)


scale:1Ͳ100%,percentagerange:32Ͳ97%



Dilemmastudy2:
Dilemmastudy2:
Dilemmastudy2:“Thebadrestaurant”
Score:55%
Score:69%
“Percentageofrespondentswhowouldnotwritea 

falserevieworgivenorighttofriendtoexpectto


behelped”(p.37)


scale:1Ͳ100%,percentagerange:24Ͳ75%





Dilemmastudy3:“Thedoctorandtheinsurance
Dilemmastudy3:
Dilemmastudy3:
company”
Score:64%
Score:66%
“Percentageofrespondentswhowouldnottone


downtheirdoubtsinfavouroftheirfriend”(p.39)


scale:1Ͳ100%,percentagerange:20Ͳ70%





Overalldimensionofcultureforcountry:
Particularist(p.38,40)
Universalist(p.40)



1.precedenceisgiventosocietal
1.precedencegiventorulesvs.relationships
1.precedenceisgiventoobligations,
uniquecircumstances,and
codes,rules,standards,andvalues

relationships(p.31,32,40)
(p.31,32)
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Specificvs.
Defuse
Cultures

215


Country/regionstudy:

Dilemmastudy1:“Paintthehouse”
“Percentageofrespondentswhowouldnotpaint
thehouse”(p.90)
scale:1Ͳ100%,percentagerange:32Ͳ91%



2.significanceandapplicationofrules





3.basisforcontractualagreements





4.timeperiodrequiredforcontractualagreements




5.employer–employeerelationship



6.employmentevaluationandpromotion

Country/regionscore:

Dilemmastudy1:
Score:87%





2.rulesapplyequallytoall
membersͲtomakeexceptionswould
betoweakentheruleand
jeopardizethesystem(p.31)


3.legalcontractsareusedasa
recordofagreementͲoutliningthe
agreement’sparametersandparties
itinvolves(p.39,40)


4.ashortperiodoftimeisrequired
beforeagreementsaremade(p.40,
41)


5.weaksenseofcommitmentand
loyaltyexistbetweenemployerand
employee(p.41)

6.baseduponobjectiveevaluation
ofqualificationsandperformance
(p.42)


Country/regionscore:

Dilemmastudy1:
Score:71%
*saidnottoberepresentativeof
dimension,asJapanesedonotpaint
houses(p.89)


2.rulesexistinordertodetermine
howpeoplerelatetooneanotherͲ
howeverexceptionswillbemadeto
theruleifitcompromisesa
relationship(p.31)

3.personalrelationshipsserveasthe
basisforagreementsͲparameters
arelessdefinedleavingroomfor
accommodationandadjustment
(p.40)

4.alongperiodoftimeisrequired
toestablisharelationshipbetween
partiesbeforeagreementsaremade
(p.40,41)

5.strongsenseofcommitmentand
loyaltyexistsbetweenemployerand
employee(p.41)

6.baseduponsubjectiveevaluation
ofperson’sappropriatenessfor
position(p.43)
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Sequentialvs.
Synchronic
Time




Country/regionstudy:

Study1:“LongͲversusshortͲtermism:time
horizon”
(p.131)
scale:0.00Ͳ7.00years,range:3.40Ͳ5.71years



Dilemmastudy2:“Shouldthecompanyprovide
housing?”
“Percentageofrespondentswhodisagree”(p.95)
scale:1Ͳ100%,percentagerange:11Ͳ89%


Overalldimensionofcultureforcountry:

1.publicvs.privatesphere





2.analysisofelements




3.highcontextvs.lowcontextcultures

4.organizationofpersonalactivities

Country/regionscore:

Dilemmastudy1:
Score:4.38years




Dilemmastudy2:
Score:77%




Specific(p.93,96)

1.publicsphereislargerthenprivate
sphereͲpublicsphereiseasily
entered,privatesphereismore
difficulttoenter(p.83,84,85)


2.elementsareanalyzedseparately,
andthenintermsofhowtheyrelate
togethertoformawhole(p.92)


3.lowcontextculture(p.92)

4.theactivitiesinapersonslifeare
separatedintoseveraldifferent
compartmentsͲonlyonecanbe
enteredatatime(p.93,94)

Country/regionscore:

Dilemmastudy1:
Score:4.72years




Dilemmastudy2:
Score:45%




Diffuse(p.93,96)

1.privatesphereislargerthenpublic
sphereͲpubicandprivatesphereare
noteasilyentered,butonceentered
areadmittedintoalllayersofan
individualslife(p.83,84,85)

2.elementsareanalyzedintermsof
howtheyrelatetogetherasapartof
awhole,andthenasseparate
elements(p.92)

3.highcontextculture(p.92)

4.theactivitiesinaperson’slifeare
notseparatedbutintegratedͲ
severalcompartmentscanbe
enteredatatime(p.93,94)
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Study2:“Averagetimehorizon:past”
(p.132)
scale:0.00Ͳ7.00years,range:4.18Ͳ6.17years

Study3:“Averagetimehorizon:future”
(p.133)
scale:0.00Ͳ7.00years,range:4.62Ͳ6.56years

Overalldimensionofcultureforcountry:

1.perceptionoftime




2.structuringofactivitiesandtasks



3.structuringoftime





4.significanceofperiodsoftime(past/present/
future)


5.timeorientation




Dilemmastudy2:
Score:(notspecified)


Dilemmastudy3:
Score:5.08years


Sequential(p.126)

1.timeisperceivedasmoving
forwardinalinearprogression
(p.123,126)


2.onetaskisdoneatatime,
anothertaskisnotstarteduntilthe
lastoneiscompleted(p.127,128)

3.commitments,planning,
schedules,andpromptnessare
consideredimportant(p.128,139)



4.present/futureoriented
(derivedfromfigure9.1on
p.130)

5.shorttermorientation(derived
fromFigure9.2onp.131)

Dilemmastudy2:
Score:5.20years


Dilemmastudy3:
Score:5.24years


Synchronic*

1.timeisviewedasmovingmore
cyclically,forexamplewiththe
earth’sseasonsandnaturalrhythms
(p.126)

2.activitiesandtasksarefrequently
doneinamoreinterchangeableand
concurrentmanner(p.127)

3.Schedulesandagendasare
important,butviewedasless
significantthanrelationshipsand
giving“adequatetime”toother
obligationsthatmayarise(p.128)

4.past/present/futureinterrelated
(p.123,derivedfromfigure9.1on
p.130)

5.longtermorientation(p.132,
derivedfromFigure9.2onp.131)
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Internalvs.
External
Control




Country/regionstudy:

Dilemmastudy1:“Controllingnature”
“Percentageofrespondentswhobelieveitisworth
trying”(p.147)
scale:1Ͳ100%,percentagerange:9Ͳ68%

Dilemmastudy2:“TheCaptainsoftheirfate”
“Percentageofrespondentswhobelieveswhat
happenstothemistheirowndoing”(p.148)
scale:1Ͳ100%,percentagerange:33Ͳ88%


Overalldimensionofcultureforcountry:

1.viewofnature



2.directionofactions








Country/regionscore:

Dilemmastudy1:
Score:42%



Dilemmastudy2:
Score:79%




Internal(p.150)

1.natureviewedasmechanisticͲcan
becontrolledanddominatedbyman
(p.145,)

2.‘innerdirected’Ͳapersondirects
andisresponsiblefortheiractions
(p.145,155)



Country/regionscore:

Dilemmastudy1:
Score:19%



Dilemmastudy2:
Score:63%




External(p.150,153)

1.natureisviewedasorganic–exist
inharmonywithman(p.145)


2.‘outerdirected’Ͳapersons
actionsarearesultofadaptation
andexternalforces(p.145,155)




statedinthetext,butwasderivedbasedon
characteristicspossessedbycountry
identifiedaspertainingtodimension(please
seeTrompenaars&Hampden–Turner,2004,
p.128)

*assignmentofdimensionwasnotexplicitly
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Furniture & Fixtures Selection
Seating
Manufacturer: Think Global
Product: Wind
Location: reception
Attributes:
-for commercial use
-clean simple design
-stainless steal detailing

Task chair
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Think
Location: workspace (Japan & Canada), management & Sr. executive
workstations (upholstered in leather - Japan), conference rooms, client
conference room (upholstered in leather), technology work room, security
room, file room, training room
Attributes:
-several ergonomic features include a back flexors track, adjustable arms,
flexible seat edge, comfort settings dial

Work surface
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Ellipse
Location: workspace (regular workstations in laminate,
management worktations in wood veneer- Japan),
training room
Attributes:
-technology routed directly to user with integrated wire
and cable management
-side-by-side and ninety-degree connections, and junction tops create a range of training room configurations
configurations
-ergonomic adjustability through crank height-adjustable
work surfaces
Under work surface storage
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Currency
Location: workspace (Japan)
Attributes:
-fixed under work surface storage
-lockable drawer
-clean simple design
(*selection differs somewhat from image)
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Lateral file storage
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Currency
Location: workspace (Japan)

Storage
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Currency
Location: workspace (Japan)

Workstation
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Unsion
Location: Sr. executive workstation (Japanese workspace)

Lounge seating
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Circa
Location: workspace (Japan)
Attributes:
-pieces can connect to one another
-available with side tables of different heights
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Workstation
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Kick
Location: workspace (Canada)
Attributes:
-slidding door:
-provides user control over privacy
-integrated handle
-reduces amount of space required
-lockable

Mobile pedestal storage
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Kick
Location: workspace (Canada)
Attributes:
-mobile with handle
-lockable drawer
-soft top surface for seating

Conference table
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: E-Table
Location: conference rooms (Japan & Canada)
Attributes:
-technology routed directly to user with
integrated wire and cable management

Stackable chair
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Max Stacker
Location: assembly room
Attributes:
-stackable for easy storage
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Storable meeting table
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Workgroup storable meeting table
Location: assembly room
Attributes:
-mobile wheels and collapsible for easy storage

Lounge seating
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Archipelago
Location: media library, gathering spaces, secure
workroom (Japan)
Attributes:
-available with either casters or legs
-available with upholstered arm option or tablet

Raised seating
Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Kart
Location: assembly room, training room, hallway
seating, hallway kitchen
Attributes:
-pneumatic height adjustment
-mobile
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Polished chrome-plated double laboratory faucet
Manufacturer: Zurn AquaSpec
Product: Z826B2
Location: Employee kitchen, water closets
Attributes:
-vandal-resistant color-coded metal four arm handles
-furnished with a 2.2 GPM [8.3 L] pressure compensating
aerator

Pendant lighting
Manufacturer: Lightolier
Product: FD02 Pendant with Outerglass
Location: client conference room
Attributes:
-used with dimmable highly energy efficient MR-161R
inferred lamps

Down lighting
Manufacturer: Lightolier
Product: Nelio Lycaster MR-16 downlights
Location: reception area, workspace (Japan & Canada)
Attributes:
-used with dimmable highly energy efficient MR-161R
inferred lamps
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Material Selection

Material Board for Japan’s & Canada’s Workplace Design.
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Material Location in Japan & Canada’s Workplace Design

2. Reception walls , workspace walls
3. Reception walls, support space walls,
workspace walls
4. Reception seating
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1. Reception wall

5. Reception floor, assembly room floor, file
room floor, training room floor, phone rooms)
floor, media library floor
6. Reception wall, workspace wall(s)
7. Reception seating
8. Reception display wall
9. Ribbon
10. Reception counter top
11. Reception desk
12. Phone room work surface, file room work surface
13. Employee kitchen cabinets
14. Employee kitchen counter top , hallway space work surface, reception beverage
area, work space west wall work surface
15. Conference room seating, workspace work room seating (Canada)
16. Water closet counter
17. Reception floor, support space floor, workspace floor
18. Workspace seating, workspace informal gathering space seating (Japan)
19. Water closet floor, janitorial room floor, storage room(s) floor, service center floor,
mail room floor
20. Reception glazed walls, support room(s) glazed walls, workspace glazed walls
21. Reception glazed walls, support room(s) glazed walls, workspace glazed walls
22. Workstation floor, gathering area(s) floor
23. Workspace floor
24. Water closet(s) walls
228

